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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

 Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

 All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

 All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

 All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 

 All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 
(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 

 All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 
Semen in Casework Samples) 

 A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa 
microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 
 

4.1 Examination Strategies 

An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

 For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 

 Items which require no further action 

 Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 

 Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 
Phadebas testing etc). 
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Examination of items 

1 Purpose 

 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the procedures for the examination of 
evidentiary items by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
 
2 Scope 

 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is an adjunct to 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

 

Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for 
a comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
 
 9PLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for Profiler Plus testing 
 XPLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for PowerPlex 21, PowerPlex Fusion or 
Globalfiler 
Dual analysis: The term used for the examination of an exhibit by two or more forensic 
sections (e.g. Forensic DNA Analysis and Chemistry).  

 
 
4 General Principles 

4.1 Anti-contamination procedures 

QIS document 22857 (Anti-contamination Procedure) describes the anti-contamination 
procedures for the examination of items, which must be adhered to at all times. 
 
NOTE: Examination bench 15 must be used for reference samples, and this examination 
bench is reserved solely for this purpose. All other examination benches are used for crime 
scene samples. 

 
4.2 Continuity 

Continuity is the ability to demonstrate and account for the movements and ownership of an 
item, meaning that at any point between when the exhibit is seized through to when the 
exhibit is produced in court or destroyed, its location and all persons who have come in 
contact with the exhibit can be determined. This provides evidence that the exhibit has not 
had the opportunity to be tampered with, or has not come in direct contact with other 
exhibits. Refer to QIS document 14077 (FSS- Legal Analysis). 
 
When moving an exhibit or case file the physical movement must be recorded electronically 
in AUSLAB using the transfer function (for exhibits or case files already with a physical 
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Forensic DNA Analysis 

SAIK DETAILS RECORD 

Case:        
 
Receipt No: 

Page: 
 

Date: 

Time: 

 

Barcode 

 

Labelling details 

Barcode/unique identifier present on SAIK when received?   Yes     No           

Labelled in part: 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

See image/s in AUSLAB   

 
Details of seal 

Original Seal  

Sticky tape   Evidence tape   Glued   Stapled   Tamper evident seal   Other _______ _______   

Is original seal intact? 

Yes                                                                     No     

Signed    Yes   No                                        Is opening signed?   Yes   No       

Dated    Yes   No                                          Is opening dated? Yes   No          

Has the SAIK been opened by Property Point staff (somewhere other than original seal)?      

Yes                                                                      No   

Signed   Yes   No       

Dated   Yes   No   

Contents of SAIK 

 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

   

Examined        Not Examined      Appears unused 

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

Comments:         Exam bench: Examined by: 
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Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 

The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen. This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

 
 
2 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

 
 
4 Principle  

The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen. A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 
 
Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process. The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   
 
Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. In addition, yeasts do not 
display the typical biphasic staining that spermatozoa do (refer staining characteristics in 
paragraph above). 
 
Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 

The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic). This procedure applies to all 
Scientists working within Forensic DNA Analysis performing testing. The principles of this 
procedure apply to all Scientists reporting on the findings of testing to clients, including the 
Courts. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA:  Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30:  Alternate nomenclature for PSAProcedure:  specified way to perform an action 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 
 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result no 
pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative result is 
known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 
 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test 
 
PSA /p30 is a major protein present in seminal fluid, it is produced in the epithelium of the 
prostate gland and is secreted into semen. However, other parts of the body such as the 
paraurethral glands, perianal glands, apocrine sweat glands and mammary glands also 
have traces of PSA. It is for this reason that small quantities of PSA/p30 can be detected in 
urine, faecal material, sweat and breast milk as well as low levels present in blood. In 
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Configuration of SAIKS (Sexual Assault Investigation 
Kits) 

1 Purpose 

 
 To describe how the Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) are prepared within Forensic 

DNA Analysis. 
 
 
2 Scope 

 This procedure describes the preparation of the SAIK within Forensic DNA Analysis for all 
Forensic DNA Analysis staff. 

 
 
3 Explanation 

SAIK’s are prepared on site in Room 6117 within Forensic and Scientific Services, Forensic 
DNA Analysis.  Completed SAIK’s are stored in Forensic DNA Analysis SAIK room (Rm 
6110)  

 

Two types of SAIKs are compiled by Forensic DNA Analysis: 
 
1. Generic SAIKs – these SAIKs are distributed to the Child & Sexual Assault 

Investigation Unit (CSAIU) of the Queensland Police Service and to the Forensic 
Medical Officers.  These units distribute the kits to police as required. 
 

2. Just in Case (JIC) SAIKs – these SAIKs are distributed to Pathology Queensland 
Laboratories and are to be used in instances where a patient has disclosed an alleged 
sexual assault but are not ready to involve police.  A forensic examination can be 
requested “Just in Case” a police complaint may be made at a later date. 

 
 
4 Actions 

4.1 Generic SAIKs 

These shall consist of a clear Tamper Evident Security bag with the following contents: 
 

1. One DNA Analysis address label 

2. One “Sexual Assault Investigation kit” label 

3. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) containing 
- One “Medical Examination Information form” (QIS 31281) 
- One “Sexual Assault Toxicology form” (QIS 29066) 

4. 6 x Plain labelled swabs 

5. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) labelled “Dropsheet” containing: 
One dropsheet (A1 sheet of paper folded to A4 size) 
“Directions for collection of Samples”, dropsheet form 
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Appendix B – Example of Requests for SAIKs Register 
 

Date No. of 
Kits 

Released to: 
 

Released to: 
Signature 

Released by: 
Name 

Released by: 
Signature 

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
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Appendix C – Drop sheet cover sheet 
 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTION OF SAMPLES 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE TAKING SAMPLES 

 
 DROP SHEET (A1 sheet paper) 
 

The drop sheet is to be used for the purpose of collecting samples in the following 
way: 
 
The sheet is spread out and placed on the floor.  The person being medically 
examined stands on the sheet while undressing.  Material dislodged from the person's 
clothes and body hairs i.e. hairs, fibres, plant material and foreign matter will drop on 
to the sheet. 
 
The sheet is spread out on the examination couch beneath the buttocks of the 
patient.  Material dislodged from the pubic and surrounding regions will drop onto the 
sheet. 
 
On completion of the examination, the sheet should be carefully folded and placed in 
a plastic bag provided. 
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Appendix E – Compilation of the JIC SAIK 
 
Front of Tamper Evident Bag 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Orange label to be affixed to top 
of Tamper Evident Bag (above 
the unique barcode) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plastic Document Wallet to be 
affixed towards the bottom of the 
Tamper Evident Bag (below the 
unique barcode) 
 
One copy of the following to be 
placed inside the plastic wallet: 
-  Queensland Pathology 
   Request Form 
- Queensland Pathology Chain of  
   Custody Form 
- 1 Green address label (unused) 
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Back of Tamper Evident Bag 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Green Scientific 
Services pre-printed 
label to be affixed 
towards the top of the 
Tamper Evident Bag 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pink Forensic 
Sciences pre-printed 
label to be affixed 
towards the bottom of 
the Tamper Evident 
Bag.  
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Once the labels and plastic document wallet have been affixed to the opaque/white Tamper 
Evident Bag, the following are to be placed inside the SAIK: 
 
- 6 x Plain Labelled Swabs 
- Large clipseal bag containing 

o 1 x Medical Examination Information Form QIS 31281 
o 1 x Sexual Assault Toxicology Form QIS 29066 

- Large clipseal bag containing 
o 1 x Dropsheet  
o 1 x Directions for collection Samples Dropsheet Form (Appendix C) 

- 1 x Forensic Examination Consent Form 
 
The opaque/white Tamper Evident Bag can then be folded and placed inside a large (30 x 23cms) 
clipseal bag 
 
The JIC SAIK is now complete 
 
Spreadsheet for management of JIC SAIK Kit restocking: 
 
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a33f3693d1be740ac8b9c91d0e55c6c76%40thread.sky
pe/General?groupId=0fccdb25-fe83-40df-86b4-5b1bc2abe716&tenantId=0b65b008-95d7-4abc-
bafc-3ffc20c039c0 
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Examination of items 

1 Purpose 

 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the procedures for the examination of 
evidentiary items by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
 
2 Scope 

 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is an adjunct to 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

 

Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for 
a comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
 
 9PLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for Profiler Plus testing 
 XPLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for PowerPlex 21, PowerPlex Fusion or 
Globalfiler 
Dual analysis: The term used for the examination of an exhibit by two or more forensic 
sections (e.g. Forensic DNA Analysis and Chemistry).  

 
 
4 General Principles 

4.1 Anti-contamination procedures 

QIS document 22857 (Anti-contamination Procedure) describes the anti-contamination 
procedures for the examination of items, which must be adhered to at all times. 

 
4.2 Continuity 

Continuity is the ability to demonstrate and account for the movements and ownership of an 
item, meaning that at any point between when the exhibit is seized through to when the 
exhibit is produced in court or destroyed, its location and all persons who have come in 
contact with the exhibit can be determined. This provides evidence that the exhibit has not 
had the opportunity to be tampered with, or has not come in direct contact with other 
exhibits. Refer to QIS document 14077 (FSS- Legal Analysis). 
 
When moving an exhibit or case file the physical movement must be recorded electronically 
in AUSLAB using the transfer function (for exhibits or case files already with a physical 
location) or using the add or fill functions (for exhibits or case files without a current physical 
location). 
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Looking at old diff slides

From: Allan McNevin <
To: Abigail Ryan <  Allan McNevin <  Chelsea

Savage <  Cindy Chang <  Janine
Seymour-Murray <  Margaret Brian
<  Shannon Thompson <  Sharon
Byrne <  Valerie Caldwell <

Date: Wed, 11 May 2016 11:39:07 +1000

Hi team,
 
As discussed in the mee�ng, we need to go back through some diff slides and see what we can see.
 
If you are looking for something to do, feel free to work your way through some. My thought was that we would just do
a few at a �me.
 
The spreadsheet I have started for recording everything is
 
G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence Recovery\Projects and Datamining\2016 - Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro.xls
 
If you are thinking of doing some, please let me know.
 
Cheers
Al
 
Allan McNevin

 Forensic Scientist - Advanced, Evidence Recovery Team
 Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream

 Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland
Department of Health | Queensland Government
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Paula Brisotto

From: Kylie Rika
Sent: Monday, 8 August 2016 10:48 AM
To: Jacqui Wilson; Adrian Pippia; Claire Gallagher; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; 

Allison Lloyd; Thomas Nurthen; Rhys Parry; Timothy Gardam; Amanda Reeves; 
Emma Caunt; Alicia Quartermain; Anne Finch; Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid 
Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Matthew Hunt; Penelope Taylor

Cc: Paula Brisotto
Subject: Evidence recovery - change in process

Hi all 
 
Due to concerns and identified potential risks associated with the possibility of missing semen with current ER 
processes, we are making a minor change to processes effective immediately.  
 
Please note that this change in process is being done to mitigate against the above risk, as well as buy us time to 
further investigate the current process and develop / test potential process improvements (Emma and Allan will be 
working on this over the next few weeks)  
 
The change 
The change is around the examination for semen / spermatozoa, and relates to all examinations including but not 
limited to SAIK swabs, fabric scrapings etc. There are some minor exceptions to current processes 
 
Exception #1  Samples that are micro negative for sperm and AP negative are to be submitted for Differential Lysis 
extraction 
 
Exception #2 Samples that are micro negative for sperm and AP positive, P30 negative are to be submitted for 
Differential Lysis extraction 
 
Additional process change 
All samples from exceptions #1 & #2 above, as well as any other samples that are micro negative for sperm (e.g. 
Micro Neg, AP pos, p30 pos) are to have the Diff Lysis slide read as a matter of course 
 
Impact on EXH’s used 
In the instances noted above, where there are no sperm seen on microscopy and the sample is being submitted for 
differential lysis (and will therefore have a diff slide read), the presumptive EXH line “Submitted – results pending” 
will be used and then, after reading the diff slide ERT can then use any of the following lines as appropriate 
“Presump. PSA test positive, no sperm found”; “Semen not detected”; “Micro positive for sperm. Submitted-Results 
pending” or “micro neg for sperm” 
 
 
Please feel free to see Emma or myself should you have any questions. 
 
Line managers please pass onto any other persons as applicable. 
 
Thanks 
Kylie 
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Proposal # 181 - Investigation into sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy 

Brainstorming document 

Concern / Issue: 

Negative ER microscopy, AP/p30 neg result = sample not processed through Diff Lysis (or prioritised 

and not processed at all) or; 

Negative ER microscopy, sample from a washed item where AP/p30 unreliable = sample not 

processed through Diff Lysis (or prioritised and not processed at all) 

Issue with not doing a diff lysis is that biological origin cannot be commented on 

 

Initial investigation  

Looked at a range of diff lysis slides for a range of samples from 2014, 2015 and 2016. Samples 

consisted of a small number where Reporting scientist had already requested the Diff Slide to be 

examined, and others where the case had been finalised or was in progress and no statement 

request had been received; compared results for original microscopy against results for diff lysis 

slide microscopy. Results in G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence Recovery\Projects and Datamining\2016 

comparison of original v diff micro 

 

Further investigation 

From management team meeting 27-05-2016 Agreed that the next step is further investigation, 

proposed method is to look at a range of samples with decreasing amounts of sperm in the presence 

of consistent amounts of epithelial cells and test: ER microscopy results, AP & p30 presumptive tests, 

Diff lysis slide microscopy results, quant results and profiling results. 

 Look at current diff lysis pos control procedure and look at amounts that currently are added 

 Look at previous p30 / AP validations for sensitivity of presumptive tests 

 Modify pos control procedure to get swabs (mock samples) that contain decreasing amounts 

of semen; include a number of samples with excessive amounts of material;  perform in a 

sufficient number of replicates to test reproducibility of ER method 

 Pos controls are created using cell counts to determine dilution of semen to be added to 

swab, however relative amounts of spermatozoa to p30 and AP activity will be different 

between individuals, so maybe best to look at a range of dilutions of neat semen from a 

range of donors. 

 Make swab suspensions as per current routine procedures 

o Do microscopy 
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o Irrespective of micro results, process through AP and p30 (departure from current 

procedure) 

o Process through Diff Lysis extraction 

 Stain and review each diff lysis slide 

o Quant sperm frac only (extract & hold on efrac) 

o Profile sperm frac only 

o If sperm frac profiling result has carry over – decon through STRmix and use 

modelled mixture proportion to calculate “sperm” quant value 

 

Previous in house studies: 

 Maxwell Diff Lysis extraction (project #85) Quotes that the limit of allele detection is 5,500 

sperm cells (from two published sources) and showed reasonable quant values from 4 µL of 

a 1/100 semen dilution (approx. 5,500 sperm cells) and full 18 allele (Pro+) profiles at this 

level, and that a 100 µL of 1/20,000 semen dilution gave no profile 

 ABA card p30 (project #95) showed positive results to a dilution of 1/1,000 to 1/50,000 of 

semen (nanopure water) and 1/50,000 when using the commercial extraction buffer. 

1/100,000 was  negative for both methods, also showed that AP was detected to 1/100 

when using nanopure water and to 1/1,000 when using the commercial buffer. 

 Frozen AP (project #136) showed AP was detected to dilution of semen of 1/100 and was 

negative at 1/1,000 

 RSID semen detection experiments showed p30 was detectable to 1/100 reliably and 

unreliably to 1/1,000. 

 NO in-house data located which correlates sperm numbers added to swab against 

microscopy results, or correlates sperm microscopy results against profiling results, or 

correlates sperm dilutions (used for presumptive testing) with microscopy results. 

 

Testing of a batch of 3 previously prepared positive extraction controls: 

 Controls tested contained 8 µL of a dilution of 1/20 of neat semen from donor 

Possible mock swab creation: 

 20 µL of buccal cell suspension, 10 µL of the following dilutions of semen: 

o 1/5; 1/10; 1/20; 1/50; 1/100; 1/200; 1/500 

 Logic is that approx. 1/20 dilution should give a microscopy result of about 1+ according to 

pilot study of pos control samples, around 1/100 is approximately the limit of detection of 
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AP /p30 presumptive tests based on previous in-house studies, around 1/20 dilution yields a 

quant value of approximately 0.01 ng/µL (based on recent Diff Lysis pos control log), results 

in close to the 150ng of total DNA added to Amp which is at the stochastic threshold of the 

amplification kit. It would be expected therefore, that approximately 1/100 should give little 

to no DNA profile. However, Diff Lysis pos control batch results shows an average sperm 

lysate quant of 0.07 ng/µL … ? carry-over effect – consistent difference between pos control 

log and batch results. Regardless, the indication is that a similar level of sensitivity appears 

to exist between micro, presumptive testing and STR profiling. 
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Angelina Keller

From: Matthew Hunt
Sent: Thursday, 27 September 2018 12:47 PM
To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Angelina Keller; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Jacqui Wilson; 

Rhys Parry; Thomas Nurthen; Alicia Quartermain; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma 
Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Penelope Taylor

Cc: Kylie Rika; Sharon Johnstone; Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto; Allan McNevin; Luke Ryan
Subject: Sperm fractions 

Hi, 
 
A few recent examples have been noted of samples from sexual assault cases (from HVS, bedding fabric, condom) 
which featured the following: 
 
1: No sperm seen at ERT microscopy 
2. Diff Slide positive for sperm (the examples had 2+ and 3+ heads) 
3. Quant is ‘DNA Insufficient for further Processing’ 
 
In each instance the reporter has opted to microcon these (sperm and/or epi) fractions and strong DNA profiles 
(Male SS or MIX) have resulted.  
 
These examples have been brought to the attention of Paula and will be discussed with the Lab Team Managers. 
 
Please note that the rework strategy undertaken for these samples may not be appropriate or effective in all cases, 
and as ever appropriate caution should be applied when interpreting profiles in the stochastic range, particularly 
from a single replicate. 
 
Project #181 is still ongoing which is intended to improve the microscopy/sperm recovery process.  In the meantime 
however, please keep an eye out for any similar examples. 
 
Thanks, 
 

 

Matthew Hunt 
Acting Senior Scientist - Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Health Support Queensland, Queensland Health  

 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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V ‘—v-—'
:‘i‘fiiav Project #181 - History

- Concerns first raised by FRIT that ER slides may have lower sensitivity than Diff Lysis
slides (2015)

- Difference in sperm numbers at ERT microscopy vs Diff Lysis slide

- Issue with sensitivity of ERT sampling and/or microscopy

- Difference in concentration at ER vs Diff Lysis slide a consideration? ~200uL at ER vs

<50uL at D/L?

- Data comparison performed between initial microscopy and diff slide results:

- More sperm on diff slide (52)

- More sperm on ERT slide (10)

- Concordant spenn on ERT/Diff slides (17)

- Risk mitigation put in place while project underway — all samples with sperm negative
undergo Differential Lysis extraction and Diff Lysis slide read for final sperm result.   
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V "V."
:‘fl‘i‘ Experiment Part 1 (June 2016)

. Apply decreasing amounts of semen to swabs (+ constant epis):

1/5; 1/10; 1/20; 1/50; 1/100;1/2oo;1/5oo Dilutions

- Less sperm observed on ER slide than Diff slide
0 Relatively small difference(not unexpected)

. Epis observed on ER slides: not being lost during slide prep

- AP and p30 results as expected
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EV .. v Part 2 — Proposed spin-basket
‘'1 processing
_ l

- Could sensitivity of ERT microscopy be improved?

- Are sperm being retained in the swab during ERT processing?

- Proposed new process. After ERT slide:
— Transfer swab to spin basket

— Centrifuge

— Transfer supernatant and spin basket swab to new tubes

— Resuspend pellet+ make second slide

— Pellet 8. swab from spin basket for DNA profiling (separate samples)

-Results showed sperm were still being retained in swab during current fl!

spin-basket processes   
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  !.:%‘53' Options — April 2018

Mgmt team considered options:

1. Improve ERT process to release more sperm from swab

2. Submit swabs straight for Diff. Only proceed to DNA profiling if sperm detected

at diff

Agreed on modified version of Option 2:

- Submit all swabs directly for diff

- Retain potential for presumptive testing

. Adapt ERT process to:
o Preserve sperm

0 Allow AP. p30 and Phadebas testing   
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V ‘—v-—'
:‘%‘n, Part 3 — Proposed Method

. Mock samples: replicates of 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 neat semen, plus ~3 x epis,

dried@35°C

- Half processed undercurrent standard procedures (+ AP and p30 testing)

- Half processed under proposed ERT process:

- Add 650ananopure water

- Vortex, incubate (30 mins, RT)

- Vortex, centrifuge 2 mins

. Transfer 150 pL supernatant to new tube (“SUPNAT” — for Phadebas)

- Transfer 300 th0 another tube (“MlSC”-forAP / p30)

0 MISC & SUPNAT stored frozen.   
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:V'"n—!-v« 1' P rt 3 R It

' Proposed process gave comparable or improved sperm microscopy compared to ERT and
diff slides

- Both Current and Proposed were AP positive at 1/100

- Current process was AP positive at 1/200

- Proposed process was AP negative at 1/200

- Both Current and Proposed were p30 positive at 1/100

- Both Current and Proposed were Phadebas positive for all samples

' Next steps to optimise Proposed process across a range of variables:
0 Semen donors

0 Dilutions

o Substrates

0 Volume of water added in ERT

o Incubation time/Temp variations   
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‘ '*"

!$.' ’3' Part 4 (i) Incubation Variables (2019)

 

' Compared Current process to Proposed under different incubation conditions:

15mins@RT; 30mins@RT; 15mins@30°C; 30mins@ 30°C

- Mock swabs: replicates of 1/100; 1/200; 1/500 semen dilutions

Results Discussion:

- All Proposed processes comparable or better than Current (ERT) microscopy

- 30mins@RT and 15mins@30°C were optimum (microscopy comparable to diff slides and

gave best p30 sensitivity)

' Current process AP+ve @ 1/100 (both replicates) but Proposed processes all AP-ve

- All results Phadebas +ve

- Sperm microscopy was more sensitive than AP / p30 (across all results)   
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:wi
av Part 4 — Further testing; AP

0 As ‘Proposed processes’all AP-ve :

1. Possible dilution effect on AP results?

2. Does freezing supernatant affect AP?

. Used 5 x donors at 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 semen dilutions

- Tested Current processand two ‘best‘ Proposed processes (30 mins@RTand 15 mins@30°C)

- Proposed processes tested as before; also tested AP before freezing of supernatant

- After completing this testing. a new batch ofAP (with fresh sodium a-naphthyl phosphate)was prepared.
and frozen samples were retested

- AP results remained unsatisfactory; no significant difference found between fresh or frozen samples, or
when using freshly prepared AP   
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Essen
' Test whether reducing water affects AP and p30 sensitivity:
oAdd 400uLof nano H20

0 Remove 200uLforAP and p30

0 Retain frozen and test after ~1week

0 Submit all samples for DLYS retain supernatant (for phadebas)

- Further testing ofdifferent incubation conditions: Time; Temp and agitation (using

thennomixer vs heatblock) for Current and Proposed processes

- Used Donor 5 for mock swabs: 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 dilutions (in duplicate)
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V “v-'
!.““".UResults Discussion: Part 4 - amended

_ ' l

. Negligible impact to AP / p30 sensitivity by reducing water

 

- Microscopy results were very good for proposed process

. Best overall results (for both Micro + p30) were from 15 mins@30°C

. p30 results were in line with validation studies, once initial dilutions were

considered

. AP results were still not as good for the proposed process (sample is ~2x as

dilute as current process)   

ll
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V "v-w
:‘R‘EEV Part 4 — recent testing

. Next we compared Current process to Proposed process at 15 mins@~30°C

(best results) on differentfabric types and using 5 x donors

 

- Kept reduced water volume (400uL) (efficiency saving as Phadebas required

infrequently)

- Samples collected by scraping fabrics (initial stage — option to tape-Iift later)
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!-“““‘.av Microscopy results

Miaoscopy  V ’ L ' Thick fabric ' Thin fabric

Proposed process betterthan cunent process 1

Proposed process consistent with current process

Proposed plooess wotse than current plooess

Proposed process betterthan dlff slide

Proposed process consistent with diff slide 1

Pmposed process wotse than dlff sllde

Total

 

 

  1 1

1 4H    ww
w
H
w
N
‘

 

- The proposed process performed better than the current process.

- The results from the proposed process showed that the heat block was better than the

then'nomixer on 4 occasions, there was no difference between the two on 5 occasions and

the thennomixer was better than the heat block on 1 occasion.
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AP ' ’ * v Thick fabric ' Thin fabric - Total '

Proposed process better

No difference 5 5 10

Current ptooess better 1     
 

- Overall, the proposed process is consistent with the current process.

- Swabs:
0 Current process detected AP to a sensitivity of 1/100, and was detectable at 1/200

0 Proposed process detected AP to a sensitivity of 1/50

0 Note: The proposed process is twice as dilute as the current process. All results obtained were in line with validation
studies once dilution factors were taken into account.

- No fabrics returned a positive AP result

- Proposed process: The thermomixer and heat block produced the same results  
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@3393”
V fabric V fabric '

process better

No difference

 

better

- Overall, there is not much difference between the proposed process and the

current process.
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0 Current Process: Sensitive to 1/20, detectable to 1/200

0 Proposed process: Sensitive to 1/100, detectable to 1/200

- Fabrics
0 Variable level of sensitivity

0 Current Process: Best sensitivity 1/100, detectable to 1/500

0 Proposed Process: Best sensitivity 1/200, detectable to 1/500 

 

Canon! hopes“
5mm 1 mm:um I mmmm mm mahm Thin labnc

I _ lumn Ilmn Ilmn
Donou 1/50 11200 1150 11100
Done: S U20 U20!) 1120 moo 1/50 moo

Volumm l (1120 11m

volunmv 2 , —-1/zoo
Volunteev 3 moo

. Swabs:
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p30 Swabs Thick fabric Thin fabric

Donor 4 - Thermomixer 2 2

Donor 4 - Heat Block 2

Donor 5 - Thermomixer 2

Donors - Heat Block 2 2 2

Volunteer 1 ~ Tnerrnomixer 3 4

Volunteer 1 - Heat Block 4

Volunteet 2 - Thermomixer 2

Volunteer 2 ~ Heat Block 3

Volunteer 3 - Thermomixer 3

Volunteer 3 - Heat Block
 

. The above graph is showing the positive results obtained from the thermomixer

vs the heat block for the proposed process.

- The heat block was better on 5 occasions, their was no difference on 4

occasions, and the thermomixer was better on two occasions.   
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:‘f‘5‘23v Phadebas results

   
 

:‘L " L v Swabs V Thick fabric ' Thin fabric v Total v

Proposed process better 2 2

No difference 1 4 5

Current ptooess better 3 1 4     
 

- The proposed process appears consistent with, or a little worse than the current

process.

. Overall, the current process produced 18 positive results and the proposed

process produced 15 positive results.

. Of those 15 positive results for the proposed process, the heat block produced 7

positive results while the thermomixer produced 8 positive results
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imzam
- Tape-Iifts of fabrics gr furtherwork on swabs (range of donors); excisions?

. Given fabric scraping results, not expecting tape-Iifts to be as informative as

swabs

- SAIK swabs - cotton versus rayon

- Consider whetherAP is still necessary (other than to locate stains on items)

- Reporters generally in favour of dropping AP if p30 can be relied on

- Issue if p30 kit fails
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:E‘figav Cost — Dropping AP

- Data Analysis of previous 2 years: all FR exhibits until July 2019

 

 

- 1149 AP neg samples would need p30 (ifAP dropped)

° ~$9.32 per p30 test. 1149 x 9.32 = $10,708.68

. 775 samples would no longer require AP (had both AP and p30)

. ~13c perAP test. 775 x 0.13 = $100.75

. 10708.68 — 100.75 = $10,607.93

- Approx $5,300 per annum   
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Project # 181 Update

Matthew Hunt and Chelsea Savage 02/04/2020
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Project #181 – History

• Concerns first raised by FRIT that ER slides may have lower sensitivity than Diff Lysis 
slides (2015)

• Difference in sperm numbers at ERT microscopy vs Diff Lysis slide
• Data comparison performed between initial microscopy and diff slide results:

• More sperm on diff slide (52) 
• More sperm on ERT slide (10) 
• Concordant sperm on ERT/Diff slides (17)

• Risk mitigation put in place while project underway – all samples with sperm negative 
undergo Differential Lysis extraction and Diff Lysis slide read for final sperm result.
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Experiment Part 1 (June 2016) 

• Apply decreasing amounts of semen to swabs (+ constant epis): 
1/5; 1/10; 1/20; 1/50; 1/100; 1/200; 1/500 Dilutions

• Less sperm observed on ER slide than Diff slide 
oRelatively small difference (not unexpected) 

• Epis observed on ER slides: not being lost during slide prep

• AP and p30 results as expected
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Part 2 – Proposed spin-basket processing

§Could sensitivity of ERT microscopy be improved?

§Are sperm being retained in the swab during ERT processing?

§Proposed new process. After ERT slide:
– Transfer swab to spin basket 
– Centrifuge 
– Transfer supernatant and spin basket swab to new tubes
– Resuspend pellet + make second slide
– Pellet & swab from spin basket for DNA profiling (separate samples)  

–Results showed sperm were still being retained in swab during current and spin-
basket processes
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Options – April 2018

Mgmt team considered options:
1. Improve ERT process to release more sperm from swab
2. Submit swabs straight for Diff. Only proceed to DNA profiling if sperm detected at diff

Agreed on modified version of Option 2:
• Submit all swabs directly for diff 
• Retain potential for presumptive testing 
• Adapt ERT process to:
oPreserve sperm
oAllow AP, p30 and Phadebas testing

5
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Part 3 – Proposed Method

• Mock samples: replicates of 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 neat semen, plus ~3 x epis, 
dried@35ºC 

• Half processed under current standard procedures (+ AP and p30 testing) 

• Half processed under proposed ERT process:
• Add 650µL nanopure water 
• Vortex, incubate (30 mins, RT) 
• Vortex, centrifuge 2 mins
• Transfer 150 µL supernatant to new tube (“SUPNAT” – for Phadebas) 
• Transfer 300 µL to another tube (“MISC” – for AP / p30) 
oMISC & SUPNAT stored frozen. 
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Part 3 - Results

• Proposed process gave comparable or improved sperm microscopy compared to ERT and diff 
slides 

• Both Current and Proposed were AP positive at 1/100 
• Current process was AP positive at 1/200 
• Proposed process was AP negative at 1/200 
• Both Current and Proposed were p30 positive at 1/100 
• Both Current and Proposed were Phadebas positive for all samples

• Next steps to optimise Proposed process across a range of variables:
o Semen donors  
o Dilutions  
o Substrates 
o Volume of water added in ERT
o Incubation time/ Temp variations
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Part 4 (i) Incubation Variables (2019)

• Compared Current process to Proposed under different incubation conditions: 
 15mins@RT;    30mins@RT;    15mins@30°C;     30mins@ 30°C 
• Mock swabs: replicates of 1/100;    1/200;    1/500 semen dilutions

Results Discussion:
• All Proposed processes comparable or better than Current (ERT) microscopy
• 30mins@RT and 15mins@30°C were optimum (microscopy comparable to diff slides and gave 

best p30 sensitivity)
• Current process AP+ve @ 1/100 (both replicates) but Proposed processes all AP-ve 
• All results Phadebas +ve
• Sperm microscopy was more sensitive than AP / p30 (across all results)
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Part 4 – Further testing; AP

•  As ‘Proposed processes’ all AP-ve :
1. Possible dilution effect on AP results?
2. Does freezing supernatant affect AP?

• Used 5 x donors at 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 semen dilutions
• Tested Current process and two ‘best’ Proposed processes (30 mins@RT and 15 mins@30°C) 

• Proposed processes tested as before; also tested AP before freezing of supernatant
• After completing this testing, a new batch of AP (with fresh sodium a-naphthyl phosphate) was prepared, and 

frozen samples were retested

• AP results remained unsatisfactory; no significant difference found between fresh or frozen samples, or when 
using freshly prepared AP
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Part 4 - amended

• Test whether reducing water affects AP and p30 sensitivity:
oAdd 400uL of nano H20 
oRemove 200uL for AP and p30 
oRetain frozen and test after ~1week
oSubmit all samples for DLYS retain supernatant (for phadebas)

• Further testing of different incubation conditions: Time; Temp and agitation (using thermomixer vs 
heatblock) for Current and Proposed processes

• Used Donor 5 for mock swabs: 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 dilutions (in duplicate)
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Results Discussion: Part 4  - amended

• Negligible impact to AP / p30 sensitivity by reducing water

• Microscopy results were very good for proposed process

• Best overall results (for both Micro + p30) were from 15 mins@30ºC

• p30 results were in line with validation studies, once initial dilutions were considered

• AP results were still not as good for the proposed process (sample is ~2x as dilute as 
current process)
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Part 4 – Scrapings

• Next we compared Current process to Proposed process at 15 mins@~30ºC
(best results) on different fabric types and using 5 x donors

• Kept reduced water volume (400uL) (efficiency saving as Phadebas required infrequently)

• Samples collected by scraping fabrics 

• We presented these results to management and then did further testing on different sampling types 
(tape-lifts, excisions, cotton swabs) using 3 donors (donor 4, volunteer 1, volunteer 3). 

• Combined results from this set of testing, as seen in the next few slides.
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Next Steps

• Should we quant the results that we have?
o There is a risk that we are losing DNA on the slide. We could therefore quant our data and look at the Y quant vs the total quant to 

ensure male DNA is still present in the sample, and not all of it is ending up on the slide.
o We could either quant only those with a lower sperm count (0, <1+, 1+) as there is potentially a higher risk of losing DNA when 

there is less sperm present, or we could quant everything. (481 samples vs 520 samples). 

• Do you consider sufficient work has been performed to finish the project here?
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Mock sample creation
Semen control serial dilutions volume to add to swab total vol req'd (4 swabs of each)
final conc vol of semen vol n. H20 semen dilution epi cells semen dilution epi cells FBOT+ to get UR no (same UR for all samples)
1 in 5 10uL neat semen 40uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Surname = Project 181
1 in 10 25uL 1 in 5 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Sample type = SFRAC & EFRAC
1 in 20 25ul 1 in 10 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL check with LBR / PA - ?need to use VDFLYS - Validation Diff Lysis batch type
1 in 50 20uL 1in 20 dil'n 30uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL sample info = dilution details
1 in 100 25uL 1 in 50 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Processing comment = ext & hold all (sfracs and efracs)
1 in 200 25uL 1 in 100 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL
1 in 500 20uL 1in 200 dil'n 30uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL

10uL semen co 1.4mL buccal control
Semen control details:

Cell control details:



Intial testing:

Note: The negative results recorded in this table were flagged as unexpected at the 
time of testing as they are inconsistent with our P30 validation. A decision was made 
at the time to read the slides to give us further insight into the samples. This was due 
to be done on 07/02/2017.

A  decision was made by JAH/EJC/AR to halt testing on 07/02/2017. 
Further discussion suggested a possible degraded semen sample, or the samples 
were too dilute. RJP re-calculated the dilution factor and the 1/5 semen dilution was 
actually 1/250 with the addition of 50uL of epi cells. This would explain the negative 
AP and P30 tests with more dilute samples.

Further discussions are required and a new experimental design will be proposed. 
AR 08/02/2017

ER Slide Diff Slide
Barcode Dilution AP AP time (sec) p30 whole sperm sperm heads epithelials whole sperm sperm heads epithelials

1 in 5 #1 pos 40 neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 5 #2 pos 20 pos N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 5 #3 pos 45 pos N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 5 #4 pos 45 pos N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1 in 10 #1 pos 35 neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 10 #2 pos 40 neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 10 #3 pos 40 neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 10 #4 neg pos N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 20 #1 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 20 #2 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 20 #3 pos 110 neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 20 #4 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 50 #1 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 50#2 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 50 #3 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 50 #4 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1 in 100 #1 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 100 #2 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 100 #3 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 100 #4 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 200 #1 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 200 #2 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 200 #3 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 200 #4 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 500 #1 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 500 #2 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 500 #3 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 in 500 #4 neg neg N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A



ARM & EJC agreed - A new lot of samples to made using a fresh collection of semen & 
buccal cells and when making the swabs, the epi cells will be added first & dried at 
35oC (rather than 50oC) then semen added and dried at 35oC ARM 17/02/2017

ER Slide Diff Slide
Barcode Dilution AP AP time (sec) p30 whole sperm sperm heads epithelials whole sperm sperm heads epithelials

 1 in 5 #1 pos 25 pos 2 2 1 <1 3 0
 1 in 5 #2 pos 20 pos 1 2 3 0 3 0
 1 in 5 #3 pos 20 pos 1 2 3 0 3 0
 1 in 5 #4 pos 20 pos 1 1 3 <1 3 0

 1 in 10 #1 pos 35 pos <1 <1 2 0 3 0
 1 in 10 #2 pos 30 pos <1 1 3 0 3 0
 1 in 10 #3 pos 30 pos <1 1 1 0 3 0
 1 in 10 #4 pos 35 pos 1 2 3 0 3 0
 1 in 20 #1 pos 30 NEG 1 1 3 0 2 0
 1 in 20 #2 pos 50 pos 1 1 3 0 2 0
 1 in 20 #3 pos 45 pos 1 1 3 0 2 0
 1 in 20 #4 pos 60 pos 0 <1 2 0 2 0
 1 in 50 #1 pos 60 pos <1 <1 3 0 1 0
 1 in 50 #2 pos 110 pos <1 <1 3 0 1 0
 1 in 50 #3 pos 100 NEG 0 <1 3 0 1 0
 1 in 50 #4 pos 70 NEG 0 <1 3 0 1 0
1 in 100 #1 pos 110 NEG 0 <1 3 0 1 0
1 in 100 #2 NEG NEG 0 <1 2 0 1 0
1 in 100 #3 pos 120 NEG 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 in 100 #4 pos 110 pos <1 <1 3 0 1 0
1 in 200 #1 NEG NEG 0 0 2 0 <1 0
1 in 200 #2 NEG NEG 0 0 3 0 1 0
1 in 200 #3 NEG NEG 0 <1 3 0 1 0
1 in 200 #4 NEG NEG 0 <1 1 0 1 0
1 in 500 #1 NEG NEG 0 <1 3 0 <1 0
1 in 500 #2 NEG NEG 0 <1 3 0 <1 0
1 in 500 #3 NEG NEG 0 <1 3 0 <1 0
1 in 500 #4 NEG NEG 0 0 3 0 <1 0

Swab creation, sampling, AP, p30 testing and making ER slides performed by CKS
ER slide reading and Diff Slide reading performed by AR

Proposed next step - to be discussed next mngmt meeting ~16/3 Diff Lysis batch processing performed by AK
1. Create new set of samples Samples:
2. Sample swab head into a flip-top tube 1 in 100 to 1 in 700 / 750
3. Create suspension into flip-top tube (mirrors current procedure but in a different tube) increase replicates to 6 for each dilution
4. make a micros slide as per current procedure (24 samples)
5. transfer swab material to a spin basket, & spin No need to further test AP /p30
6. put spin basket contents and most of supernatant into individual new screw-top tubes
7. re-suspend pellet & make a new slide Use spin basket spin settings as per Analytical procedures
8. submit pellet to Analytical in flip-top tube for diff lysis
9. Look at Diff Lysis slide
10. Submit ER spin basket (without supernatant) for diff lysis
11. Look at Diff Lysis

Questions to answer
Q1. Do you get a better slide from ER than current process?
Q2. Do you lose sperm from the diff process by seeing more at ER? (could that be mitigated by stopping diff slides in the future)
Q3. Is there sperm being retained in the ER spin basket?
Q4. Does more ER "processing" cause a loss of tails?

Considerations
1. If new process works - are the tube types a problem
2. If new process doesn't work (i.e. too much sperm lost to ER method or too much 
sperm retained in swab), will need to consider alternatives
2a. Some sort of Y-screening (Y-quant or Y-STR) on suspensions
- may be time consuming (P1 SAIKs)
- Y DNA may not be from Sperm

2b. Look at further tweaking the ER process
- Spin times
- Incubation times / temperatures (does that then affect AP /p30?)
- may be as simple as using more liquid before spin basket step - but this would further 
dilute AP / p30
3. Any further validation of a method would at least need to include:
fabric excision
fabric scrape
tape-lift













Current process - Donor 4 - Thick fabric - Scraping
Semen dil'n Slide barcode whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas

1/20 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/20 <1+ <1+ <1+ neg pos 2+ neg
1/50 0 0 0 neg pos 0 neg
1/50 <1+ <1+ <1+ neg pos <1+ pos

1/100 0 0 <1+ neg pos 0 neg
1/100 <1+ <1+ <1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 0 neg pos <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 0 neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 0 neg neg <1+ neg

1
ess - Donor 4 - Thick fab use from 20/08

Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas 17613-20190711_MAM microscopy: 
1/20 <1+ neg pos pos 17751-23280702 HB better
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg NR* neg Samples to be incubated on a thermomixer
1/50 1+ neg pos pos *No result. P30 kit was faulty (no control line came up).

1/100 0 neg neg neg
1/100 <1+ neg neg pos
1/200 1+ neg pos neg 17024-20190424_MAM
1/200 0 neg neg neg 17494-23280702
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg

2xHB, 2xT 3 - (1xHB, 2xT)
ss - Donor 4 - Thin fabric 

Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas
1/20 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/20 <1+ <1+ 2+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/50 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/50 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg

1/100 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ pos
1/100 <1+ <1+ 1+ neg pos 0 neg
1/200 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/200 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg <1+ neg
1/500 0 <1+ <1+ neg neg 0 neg

1 microscopy: 
ess - Donor 4 - Thin fabri HB and T data comparable

Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg

1/100 <1+ neg pos pos
1/100 0 neg neg neg
1/200 0 neg neg neg
1/200 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg

3xHB 2xT 1 (HB)

ss - Donor 5 - Thick fabric
Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas

1/20 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/20 <1+ <1+ <1+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos* 0 pos *Faulty p30 kit. An additional 150ul nanoH2O added to sample and p30 repeated
1/50 0 <1+ <1+ neg neg 0 neg

1/100 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ pos
1/100 0 0 <1+ neg neg <1+ pos
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 pos
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 pos
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 pos
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg

6
ess - Donor 5 - Thick fab

Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas use from 20/08
1/20 <1+ neg pos neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/20 2+ neg pos pos 17751-23280702 microscopy: 
1/50 0 neg neg pos HB and T data comparable
1/50 0 neg neg neg 17024-20190424_MAM

1/100 <1+ neg pos neg 17494-23280702
1/100 0 neg pos neg
1/200 <1+ neg neg pos
1/200 <1+ neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg pos

2xHB 2xT 4 (2xHB, 2xT)



Current process - Donor 5 - Thin fabric - Scraping
Sample ID Semen dil'n Slide barcode whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas

1/20 <1+ 1+ 2+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/20 <1+ 2+ 2+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/50 <1+ 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg

1/100 0 0 2+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/100 0 0 1+ neg neg <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 2+ neg neg 0 neg
1/200 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 neg microscopy: 
1/500 0 0 2+ neg neg <1+ neg Thermo is better
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 neg

0
ess - Donor 5 - Thin fabric - Scr

Semen dil'n Diff Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/50 0 neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg

1/100 0 neg neg neg
1/100 <1+ neg pos neg
1/200 <1+ neg neg neg
1/200 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 <1+ neg neg neg

2xHB 3xT 0

s - Volunteer 1 - Thick fabric - 
Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas

1/20 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos 2+ neg
1/20 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos 3+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ 0 neg pos <1+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos <1+ pos

1/100 0 <1+ <1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/100 0 0 <1+ neg neg <1+ pos
1/200 0 <1+ 0 neg pos 1+ pos
1/200 0 <1+ 0 neg pos 1+ pos
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 pos

5
ess - Volunteer 1 - Thick fabric

Semen dil'n Diff Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas microscopy:
1/20 <1+ neg neg neg New batches: HB is better
1/20 1+ neg pos neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/50 2+ neg pos neg 17750-23280516
1/50 3+ neg pos pos

1/100 1+ neg pos pos
1/100 0 neg neg neg use from 20/08
1/200 <1+ neg pos pos 17613-20190711_MAM
1/200 0 neg neg neg 17751-23280702
1/500 <1+ neg pos neg
1/500 0 neg pos neg

4xHB 3xT 3 (2xHB, 1xT)
s - Volunteer 1 - Thin fabric - S

Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas
1/20 <1+ 2+ 1+ neg pos 4+ neg
1/20 <1+ 2+ 2+ neg pos 3+ neg
1/50 <1+ <1+ <1+ neg pos 1+ pos
1/50 <1+ 1+ 1+ neg pos 1+ neg

1/100 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/100 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos 0 neg
1/200 <1+ <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 2+ neg neg <1+ neg
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 2+ neg pos <1+ neg

1
ess - Volunteer 1 - Thin fabric 

Semen dil'n Diff Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas
1/20 2+ neg pos neg
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/50 1+ neg pos neg
1/50 1+ neg pos neg

1/100 <1+ neg pos neg microscopy:
1/100 <1+ neg pos neg HB and T are comparable
1/200 <1+ neg pos neg
1/200 <1+ neg pos neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg

4xHB 4xT 0

Current process - Volunteer 2 - Thick fabric - Scraping



Semen dil'n Slide barcode whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas
1/20 727898595 0 <1+ <1+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/20 0 <1+ 0 neg pos 1+ neg
1/50 0 0 0 neg pos <1+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ 0 neg pos <1+ neg

1/100 0 0 0 neg neg 0 neg
1/100 0 0 0 neg neg <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 0 neg neg <1+ neg
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 pos microscopy: 

1 HB is better
Proposed process - Volunteer 2 - Thick f

Sample ID Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/20 1+ neg pos neg New batches:
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/50 <1+ neg pos pos 17750-23280516

1/100 0 neg pos neg
1/100 0 neg pos pos
1/200 <1+ neg neg neg use from 20/08
1/200 0 neg neg neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/500 0 neg neg neg 17751-23280702
1/500 0 neg neg neg

3xHB 3xT 2 (T)
Current process - Volunteer 2 - Thin fabr

Sample ID Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas
1/20 <1+ 1+ 2+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/20 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos 1+ neg
1/50 0 <1+ 2+ neg pos 0 neg
1/50 0 <1+ 2+ neg pos <1+ neg

1/100 0 0 1+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/100 0 0 2+ neg pos <1+ neg
1/200 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos 0 neg
1/200 0 0 1+ neg neg 0 neg
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg <1+ neg
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg <1+ neg

0
Proposed process - Volunteer 2 - Thin fa

Sample ID Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas
1/20 1+ neg pos neg
1/20 <1+ neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg

1/100 <1+ neg neg neg microscopy:
1/100 0 neg neg neg HB is better
1/200 <1+ neg pos neg
1/200 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg
1/500 0 neg neg neg

3xHB 2xT 0

Current process - Volunteer 3 - Thick fab
Sample ID Semen dil'n whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas Phadebas results:

1/20 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg Current process better: 4
1/20 0 <1+ 0 neg pos 1+ neg Proposed process better: 2
1/50 0 <1+ 0 neg neg 0 neg No difference: 4
1/50 0 0 <1+ neg pos 1+ neg

1/100 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ neg Positive thermomixer: 8
1/100 0 0 <1+ neg neg <1+ neg Positive heatblock: 7
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg pos <1+ pos
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg pos 0 pos
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 pos microscopy: 
1/500 0 0 <1+ neg neg 0 neg HB and T comparable

3
Proposed process - Volunteer 3 - Thick f

Sample ID Semen dil'n Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas New batches:
1/20 1+ neg pos neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/20 1+ neg pos neg 17750-23280516
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg
1/50 0 neg pos neg 17024-20190424_MAM

1/100 0 neg pos neg 17494-23280702
1/100 <1+ neg pos neg
1/200 <1+ neg pos pos use from 20/08
1/200 0 neg neg neg 17613-20190711_MAM
1/500 0 neg neg neg 17751-23280702 Microscopy results:
1/500 <1+ neg neg pos Vol 1 – thick: Proposed process appears better than the current process and better than the diff slide process

4xHB 3xT 2 (1xHB, 1xT) Vol 1 – thin: Proposed process appears consistent with the current process but worse than the diff slide process
Current process - Volunteer 3 - Thin fabric - Scraping Vol 2 – thick: Proposed process appears better than the current process and consistent with the diff slide process

Sample ID Semen dil'n Slide barcode whole sperm sperm heads epithelials AP time (s) p30 Diff Slide barcode Sperm Phadebas Vol 2 – thin: Proposed process appears consistent with the current process but worse than the diff slide process
1/20 <1+ 1+ 1+ neg pos 3+ neg Vol 3 – thick: Proposed process appears better than the current process and better than the diff slide process
1/20 <1+ 1+ 1+ neg pos 2+ neg Vol 3 – thin: Proposed process appears consistent with the current process but worse than the diff slide process



1/50 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg Donor 4 – thick: Proposed process appears better than the current process but worse than the diff slide process
1/50 0 1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg Donor 4 – thin: Proposed process appears worse than the current process and worse than the diff slide process

1/100 0 0 1+ neg pos <1+ neg Donor 5 – thick: Proposed process appears better than the current process and better than the diff slide process
1/100 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg Donor 5 – thin: Proposed process appears better than the current process and consistent with the diff slide process
1/200 0 0 <1+ neg neg <1+ neg
1/200 0 <1+ 1+ neg pos <1+ neg Thermomixer better: 1
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg <1+ neg Heatblock better: 4
1/500 0 0 1+ neg neg <1+ neg No difference: 5

0
Proposed process - Volunteer 3 - Thin fabric - Scraping microscopy: Proposed process better than current process 6

Sample ID Semen dil'n Diff Slide barcode Sperm AP time (s) p30 Phadebas HB and T comparable Proposed process consistent with current process 3
1/20 2+ neg pos neg Proposed process worse than current process 1
1/20 1+ neg pos neg Proposed process better than diff slide 3
1/50 <1+ neg pos neg Proposed process consistent with diff slide 2
1/50 <1+ neg neg neg Proposed process worse than diff slide 5

1/100 <1+ neg pos neg
1/100 <1+ neg neg neg
1/200 0 neg neg neg
1/200 <1+ neg neg neg Discussed results with management and decided on next steps: Test excisions, tapelifts and swabs with 3 x donors.
1/500 0 neg neg neg Donor 4, volunteer 1 and volunteer 3 should be used (as these gave the best results for this stage of testing)
1/500 0 neg neg neg 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500 are to be done for all test types

3xHB 1xT 0 All others factors to remain the same







1/500 713540294 0 0 1+ neg pos <1+ pos Yes
10 (5xHB 5XT)





Lab No. External Id Specimen Description tails heads epis AP p30 Diff batch quant diff heads profile Comment
- -S Pos control test sample 3 0 1+ <1+ 90s pos 0.038 2+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount    pos control lot: 
- -S Pos control test sample 2 <1+ 2+ 0 100s pos 0.0421 2+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount    pos control lot: 
- -S Pos control test sample 1 0 1+ <1+ 80s pos 0.094 3+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount    pos control lot: 



Lab Number Ur Number FBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Lab Number Ur Number FBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Lab NumbeUr Number FBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Selection of three previously made pos D Lys pos controls
2.8152 MIX OK 0.0618 MIX OK 2.8152 MIX OK Lab no tails heads epi's AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID DL sp micro Slys Quant (1st run)
0.0618 MIX OK 0.0235 OK MIX 2.3788 OK MIX
2.3788 OK MIX 0.0615 OK MIX 4.0989 OK
0.0235 OK MIX 0.0509 MIXT OK 3.4103 OK
4.0989 OK 0.0518 MIX OK 3.2669 MIX OK
0.0615 OK MIX 4
3.4103 OK 0.062 MIX OK 3.6555 MIX OK
0.0509 MIXT OK 0.0954 MIX OK 3.0061 MIX OK
3.2669 MIX OK 0.0218 OK EXT PK> 0.8756 MIX OK
0.0518 MIX OK 0.0549 OK MIX 1.8872 OK MIX

0.0733 MIXT OK 2.6422 MIXT OK
0.0565 MIX OK 4.4017 OK

3.6555 MIX OK 0.0795 MIX OK 2.6437 MIX OK
0.062 MIX OK 0.1422 OK MIX 3.7061 OK

3.0061 MIX OK 0.0526 MIX OK 3.4491 MIX OK
0.0954 MIX OK 0.1038 OK 2.5724 MIXT OK
0.8756 MIX OK 0.0423 MIXT OK 4.0621 MIXT OK
0.0218 OK EXT PK> 0.0945 OK MIX 2.4179 OK MIX
1.8872 OK MIX 0.048 OK MIX 2.0725 OK MIX
0.0549 OK MIX 0.1064 OK MIX 2.3894 OK MIX
2.6422 MIXT OK 0.0586 MIX OK 2.4478 OK
0.0733 MIXT OK
4.4017 OK Average 0.06707 Average 2.90997
0.0565 MIX OK Max 0.1422 Max 4.4017
2.6437 MIX OK Min 0.0218 Min 0.8756
0.0795 MIX OK
3.7061 OK
0.1422 OK MIX From initial slide analysis spreadsheet
3.4491 MIX OK Dlys micro Av quant Orig micro Av quant
0.0526 MIX OK 0 0.00885 0 0.313073
2.5724 MIXT OK <1+ 0.0756 <1+ 0.381583
0.1038 OK 1+ 0.09833 1+ 0.60497
4.0621 MIXT OK 2+ 0.60653 2+ 1.33675
0.0423 MIXT OK 3+ 0.61955 3+ 1.87654
2.4179 OK MIX 4+ 2.61989 4+ 20.754
0.0945 OK MIX
2.0725 OK MIX

0.048 OK MIX
2.3894 OK MIX
0.1064 OK MIX
2.4478 OK
0.0586 MIX OK



Lab number Case number Client reference tails heads AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID diff lysis micro result Slys Quant (1st run) Other notes tails > heads
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140102_02 3+ 0.0444 casefile FB2CFB93 Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count av quant No instance where more sperm with tails was > sperm heads on original micro Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140102_02 0 0.0172 0 0 4 0.01005 In all instances where 1+ tails were seen, 2+ or greater heads where seen 0 0 4
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140102_02 0 0 0 <1+ 0 N/A No instances of 2+ or more sperm with tails seen <1+ 0 7
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140107_02 0 0.0147 exam notes FBCM24 0 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 0 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140123_01 0 0.0231 casefile FB2CFB95 0 2+ 2 0.332 Number of instances Orig micro > D lys micro 10 2+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140128_01 1+ 0.00928 casefile FB2CFB93 0 3+ 2 0.8861 Number of instances Orig micro = D lys micro 17 3+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140128_01 2+ 0.0534 exam notes FBP34 0 4+ 3 0.322467 Number of instances Orig micro < D lys micro 52 4+ 0 0
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140128_01 3+ 1.45 <1+ 0 7 0.008171 0 <1+ 0
0 3+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140128_01 2+ 5 <1+ <1+ 2 0.07075 Number of times D lys micro 4+ 19 <1+ <1+ 2
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140204_03 4+ 0.785 casefile FB2CFB93 <1+ 1+ 7 0.039717 Number of times D lys micro 3+ 19 1+ <1+ 1
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140204_03 1+ 0.265 <1+ 2+ 3 0.071167 Number of times D lys micro 2+ 15 2+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/a CWDMAX20140204_03 0 0 exam notes FBP35 <1+ 3+ 4 0.20595 Number of times D lys micro 1+ 12 3+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/a CWDMAX20140204_03 0 0 <1+ 4+ 5 1.83406 Number of times D lys micro <1+ 3 4+ <1+ 0

<1+ 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 2+ 0.0654 1+ 0 0 N/A Number of times D lys micro 0 11 0 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 1+ 0.327 1+ <1+ 1 0.0853 <1+ 1+ 7
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 2+ 0.706 1+ 1+ 4 0.159245 Dlys micro Av quant Orig micro Av quant 1+ 1+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 4+ 0.945 1+ 2+ 7 0.314329 0 0.008855 0 0.313073 2+ 1+ 1
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 2+ 0.0155 1+ 3+ 6 0.3772 <1+ 0.0756 <1+ 0.381583 3+ 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 2+ 0.262 1+ 4+ 6 1.555583 1+ 0.098333 1+ 0.60497 4+ 1+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 1+ 0.00278 2+ 0 0 N/A 2+ 0.606533 2+ 1.33675 0 2+ 2

1+ 3+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 3+ 1.45 2+ <1+ 0 N/A 3+ 0.619553 3+ 1.87654 <1+ 2+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140210_01 1+ 0.175 2+ 1+ 1 0.265 4+ 2.619889 4+ 20.754 1+ 2+ 7
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140227_01 4+ 0.193 casefile FB2CFB97 2+ 2+ 2 0.5101 2+ 2+ 2
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140227_01 3+ 0.344 2+ 3+ 3 0.8432 Number of instances orig micro pos, diff micro neg 7 3+ 2+ 1
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140227_01 3+ 0.259 2+ 4+ 4 2.388175 all instances of orig micro pos, diff neg had <1+ in orig micro 4+ 2+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140227_01 3+ 0.177 3+ 0 0 N/A 0 3+ 2
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20140307_01 0 0.0385 casefile FB2CFB97 3+ <1+ 0 N/A Number of instances orig micro neg, diff micro pos 7 <1+ 3+ 4
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140307_01 1+ 0.0188 exam notes FBP35 3+ 1+ 0 N/A instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 2+ 2 1+ 3+ 6
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140318_01 4+ 0.338 3+ 2+ 1 5 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 3+ 2 2+ 3+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140318_01 3+ 0.229 3+ 3+ 4 1.095675 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 4+ 3 3+ 3+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20140318_01 3+ 0.173 3+ 4+ 0 N/A 4+ 3+ 0
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160105_01 0 0.0017 4+ 0 0 N/A 0 4+ 3
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160127_02 0 0.0007 4+ <1+ 0 N/A <1+ 4+ 5
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160127_02 0 0.0008 4+ 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 4+ 6
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160202_01 0 0.0007 4+ 2+ 0 N/A 2014 31 2+ 4+ 4
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160202_01 4+ 0.3973 4+ 3+ 0 N/A 2015 11 3+ 4+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160202_01 4+ 2.1598 4+ 4+ 1 20.754 2016 37 4+ 4+ 1
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160209_01 4+ 0.4081 total 79 total 79
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160209_01 3+ 0.9501
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160209_01 4+ 3.9821
0 3+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160217_01 3+ 0.3902
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160217_01 1+ 0.1257
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 0.756
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 2.3197

<1+ 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 3.7443
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 3.7418
0 0 n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 3+ 1.7075
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 1.8191
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 3+ 0.4547
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 3+ 0.1934
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 3+ 0.1796
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 4+ 0.7121
0 0 n/a pos CWDMAX20160225_01 2+ 0.3429
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 1+ 0.122
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160225_01 2+ 0.1666
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160225_01 3+ 0.0647
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 2+ 0.9548

1+ 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 3+ 0.9066
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 2+ 0.8624
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 4+ 1.093
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 4+ 1.3892

<1+ <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 <1+ 0.0065
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160229_01 4+ 0.162
0 0 pos pos CWDMAX20160229_01 2+ 0.3211
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 3+ 0.2558
0 2+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 4+ 4.0784
0 3+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 3+ 2.1695

1+ 4+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20160229_01 4+ 20.754
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 1+ 0.0631
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 2+ 0.11
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 1+ 0.0454
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 2+ 0.0805 casefile FB2CFB112
0 3+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 3+ 0.373
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 2+ 0.126

<1+ <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150114_01 1+ 0.00614
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150121_01 1+ 0.0198 casefile FB2CFB114
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150121_01 2+ 0.0314
0 1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150121_01 <1+ 0.0853
0 <1+ n/a n/a CWDMAX20150121_01 <1+ 0.135

CWDMAX20150203_01
CWDMAX20150212_01
CWDMAX20150223_01
CWDMAX20150305_02
CWDMAX20150310_01
CWDMAX20150319_01
CWDMAX20150331_01

CWDMAX20160310_01
CWDMAX20160314_01
CWDMAX20160317_01
CWDMAX20160322_01
CWDMAX20160324_02
CWDMAX20160401_01
CWDMAX20160412_02
CWDMAX20160420_01
CWDMAX20160426_01



Lab No. Id External Id Received Specimen Specimen Descrip Relation Tests Status Lab No. Id External Id Received Specimen Specimen Descrip Relation Tests Status barcode batch ID
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 20 diln #2 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 20 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 20 diln #3 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 20 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 20 diln #4 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 20 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 50 diln #1 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 50 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 50 diln #2 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 50 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 50 diln #3 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 50 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 50 diln #4 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 50 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 50 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 100 diln #1 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 100 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 100 diln #2 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 100 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 100 diln #3 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 100 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 5 diln #1 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 5 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 100 diln #4 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 100 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 100 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 200 diln #1 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 200 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 200 diln #2 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 200 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 200 diln #3 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 200 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 200 diln #4 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 200 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 200 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 500 diln #1 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 500 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 500 diln #2 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 500 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 500 diln #3 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 500 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 500 diln #4 (epi XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 500 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 500 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 5 diln #2 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 5 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 5 diln #3 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 5 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 5 diln #4 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 5 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 5 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 10 diln #1 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 10 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #2E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 10 diln #2 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #2S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 10 diln #2 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #3E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 10 diln #3 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #3S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 10 diln #3 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #4E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 10 diln #4 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 10 dil #4S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 10 diln #4 (sp) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 EFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #1E XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALE  1 in 20 diln #1 (epi) XPLEX ....M
2-Feb-17 SFRAC Swab 1 in 20 dil #1S XPLEX ....M -Feb-17 VALS  1 in 20 diln #1 (sp) XPLEX ....M



Feedback Response
The proposed experiments will use swabs.  Is any of the data that you quote (where you have 
looked quantitatively at the old samples’ exam slides vs their diff slides) from swabs or was it 
all scrapings/cuttings?  I would be curious to know whether the quantitative variation we are 
seeing could be related to the substrate/sampling method.

The initial data mining was done on a mix of substrates as it was taken from samples that 
had been processed through diff lysis extraction. It was considered at the time to record the 
sample type. There have been a number of discussions and this has included substrate type, 
however there are so many variables to consider such as sample type, amount of sample, 
sample source, presence / absence of other biological material & other substances such as 
lubricant, investigation of operator variability (both at examination and the process of 
making the slides at extraction) etc. This initial investigation needed to be more focussed, 
and substrate (as well as other elements will be something that may well come into the 
investigation further on.

I don’t understand where the AP and p30 fit into testing the reliability of microscopy.  You 
know there’s sperm on the swabs because you put it there.  For a whole host of reasons 
AP/p30 are poorly correlated with spermatozoa concentrations.

The idea of recording AP / p30 was to include some data for education purposes on how 
sperm micro sensitivity and p30 & AP testing sensitivity relate – we know that the relative 
levels of sperm, p30 and AP will vary between individuals, and we don’t do quantitative 
testing. There are also variables such as sampling method, whether an item has been 
washed, time since deposition etc. Agree that definitely no absolutes can be drawn from 
any of our data. However, the thought was that the lab had never (from records that were 
located) tested all of the elements together – presumptive test, micro and extraction 
results. In the past validations were all performed on individual steps in isolation (p30 or 
extraction etc.). A consideration was to include testing from a range of donors, but as with 
substrates above, there are too many variables which would expand the size and number of 
experiments, so it was decided would start small, and as more information is gathered start 
to test some of the variables.

I don’t think the presumptive testing component  is necessary – we know that any number of 
combinations of results between AP/p30/micro could have legitimate explanations, so I’m not 
sure what this testing will show.

As above, the idea was to include it as the testing previously has been done in isolation. In 
addition, work on p30 and AP (from validation documentation located) has been performed 
on dilutions of the material eluted / suspended from neat semen placed on a substrate (e.g. 
neat semen added to a substrate, water added, then dilutions of that water tested), 
whereas in this project we propose to test diluting the semen prior to addition to the 
substrate, this should mimic casework closer.

Has there been a background lit search performed? A search was conducted to find work performed on comparisons of microscopy results vs 
profiling sensitivity, microscopy results vs p30 or AP testing, however no papers where 
processing was performed the same or similar to the techniques we employ could be 
located. The individual elements (e.g. AP testing, ABA card p30 test, H & E stain etc.) are 
well documented, but could not locate documentation of anyone performing a process the 
same or very similar to ours where a suspension is made right from the start.

1.1 Background - results from earlier investigation should really be written up in a separate 
section as a pilot study Will write it as a sub-section
1.1 Background - paragraph 3 should be in the Purpose and scope section as it is the aim of 
the study. Agree, document to be updated
5.1 section ii - this needs to be clearer. A short table consisting of a brief outline of each 
batches contents would be ideal. Agree, document to be updated
6. Results and Data Compilation - How will any statistical differences be determined? You 
have repeated samples measured with a difficult categorical system (0-4; where the 
difference between 0 and 1 is not the same as the difference between 3 and 4) in a probably 
non-normal population across pre and post treatment groups. This is not easy to analyse 
statistically – if at all, in its current form.

There was no intention to conduct statistical analysis for the reason noted, however data 
trends will be looked at and considered. A lack of trend may itself also indicate where an 
issue may lie (e.g. may lead to reproducibility / repeatability investigations as a next step)

Other minor wording options provided mostly adopted and changed





Feedback Response
I notice in 5.2 the MISC and SUPNAT to be stored frozen. I assume these will then be thawed 
at some stage in order to test – should this period of freezing be noted in 5.2 eg. stored frozen 
for x days to mimic process of sperm searching during DLYS step (and requirement to screen 
for fluid after that) or words to that effect….

following added to seciton 5.2: "Note: SUPNAT and MISC samples to be stored frozen for 1 
week prior to processing to replicate usual maximum routine processing time-frames"

Minor text change: Section 5.5:  All DNA extracts will “be” processed fixed
My only suggestion is that for ER processing Step 3. 30 min incubation, have you thought 
about using a thermomixer (to mix and/or heat?)

Yes  I thought about it, but was thinking would start with the equipment we currently have 
and see if it works. If we need to tweak the method to get it to work better, then this is 
definitely an option



Manager Feedback Response
AKL Minor text change: Section 5.1.2 :  "The number of samples required is dependent…" Amended as per suggestion

AKL
Page 7   Second paragraph ‘Note’ refers to further testing with the new batch of AP and 
frozen samples – can we add some detail covering the outcome of this further testing 

Amended as per suggestion

PMB Title: 'Pt 4 additional testing' instead of 'Pt 4 amended' Amended as per suggestion

PMB

1. 'Introduction' expanded: refer to "additional testing" and add "a modification to the 
previous experiments is proposed in this document.  Note: “Testing completed” and 
“Additional testing” is defined within the body of this document."

Amended as per suggestion

PMB

3.3 'Reporting': Updated to include reference to meetings with Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects team and also that Draft and Final Project reports are to be provided to the Decision 
Making Group for Review

Amended as per suggestion

PMB
6.2i 'Intent': identify 'experiment 4, part 1' when talking about the 'poor presumptive 
results'

Amended as per suggestion

PMB

7. Results and Data Compilation: Suggested add: 'If results are acceptable, full validation of 
the new process will ensue.'

ARM: With respect to the last point “if all good, then we’ll validate” It may well be that we 
have performed sufficient work to call it validated from what we have done in the project? 
Can we word it something like “if all good, then consideration of whether additional testing 
is required for validation will occur, and if required supplementary testing will be 
performed in order to meet validation requirements” ? PMB  "Happy with that wording."

KDR Looks good to me I have happy to sign off on this document as written NA
JAH I have no feedback. NA
LBR All good from me. NA

SMJ

I’m having trouble assessing this proposal as I have no recollection of what has been tested, 
what the results were and why any further testing is required.  I know that there are some 
results that haven’t turned out the way they were expected and that this further testing was 
to try to fill the gap for a process to be used all the time.  However without having a good 
understanding of the problem encountered, I don’t know how to assess if these further 
proposed tests are going to help.  I would have liked some sort of short summary document.  
Perhaps this has been written already. If so Please direct me to where.  I haven’t looked due 
to the time pressures to give feedback. I’d love to better understand what the big picture 
workflow is.  What are we trying to achieve by changing the workflow and what is expected 
from the changes.

MOH working on a summary document. In the interim have provided the three Interim 
Reports to SMJ, and discussed latest results.

4b iii - AP positive / p30 positive submit for quantification and amplification, if Epithelial 
fraction was originally marked as “Extract and hold”, then submit Epithelial fraction for 
quantification and amplification as well.  If the accompanying sp fraction is Ap pos & p30 
pos, is there a need to remove these from Extract and hold?  This need may be different in 
this test environment to the need in practise.

Given pos for poss seminal fluid, we have some evidence that there may be male cells. It is 
possible that there are only epis from the suspect and therefore the epi fraction will be 
profiled. 

5.1.1 –Does the standard procedure use neat semen for pos controls?  Is this bit just trying 
to say that the dilutions differ from the controls or is it the difference between using neat 
semen vs something else. When using neat semen, wasn’t there a worry about the hook 
effect for p30?  

standard procedure uses a 1/10 dilution semen for diff controls. No-one in evidence 
recovery has ever recalled seeing the high dose hook effect in the lab … we have never 
even seen it with neat semen when testing p30 kits

5.1.1 – approximately 3 times the amount of epi cells will be added…….. 3 times what? The 
number of sperm?

3 x times the epi cells compared to a standard diff control – this was an attempt to 
replicate the casework samples with lots of epis

KDR Awaiting feedback



Date Person Feedback response date person method
2/07/2020 KDR Could you please include Emma in this email given:

- that she is listed under project personnel
- she was working with you on the project from August 2016 until she went off sick last year – almost 3 years
- her name is on all of the project plans

I would also propose that her name is included on the cover page of the final report.

We discussed as a team who should be listed as authors when we were drafting the final report, and we 
considered whether to include Emma, but had decided not to at that time because she had not had any input 
into the conclusions and recommendations and felt that it was unfair that we included someone as an author to 
a document that they did not write and may not necessarily agree with the conclusions or recommendations 
reached. However we also see that it is unfair to not include someone who had a significant input to the project 
as well. We had attempted to address this elsewhere in the document, but we accept that it is better to list 
Emma amongst the authors, and as such we will make this change along with any other changes that may be 
required prior to finalisation.

We will be changing the authorship from:
Allan McNevin, Matthew Hunt, Chelsea Savage, Kirsten Scott, Paula Brisotto, Cathie Allen
to:
Matthew Hunt, Allan McNevin, Chelsea Savage, Emma Caunt, Paula Brisotto, Cathie Allen

2/07/2020 ARM e-mail

3/07/2020 KDS

Given this size and length of this project, it has been presented with spectacular clarity.
Concepts have been explained concisely -  with supporting data provided in a digestible format.
Thankyou it makes it a pleasure to read

Minor feedback:
 •Typo page 57: Microscopy, dot point 1 “seeTable” – add a space
 •Typos page 57: AP, dot point 1 “seeTable” – add a space
 •Did you want to recommend that a higher volume of supernatant is added to p30 tests rou nely?

Typos fixed

Volume of supernatant added to p30 will be assessed as a subsequent project / process to this 22/07/2020 ARM e-mail

7/07/2020 LBR

Firstly – congratulations to all of you for getting this project finalised.  

The report is excellent, reads really well and is very easy to follow and understand.  This is a considerable achievement given the length 
of the project and the number of experiments conducted.  Really well done.

I don’t have any changes or suggestions other than the TOC needs to be fixed. TOC fixed N/A N/A N/A

8/07/2020 ALL

I dreaded the thought of having to read this report considering the amount of work and length of time this project has endured, 
however I was pleasantly surprised at how easy it was to read, the results, discussions and conclusions all made sense. And that is my 
feedback N/A N/A N/A N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ

I have very little feedback to give on this report and given the size of it you all should be congratulated for your efforts!  As a whole the 
report is written extremely well Matt. Excellent work!  I found it really easy to read and I really liked the way the whole project was 
stitched together by looking at the results at each step and then explaining the reasoning behind the direction taken for continued 
testing. I have a few minor edits to suggest but I’m happy with the overall document N/A N/A N/A N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ
Part 1 5.1 last paragraph: I found the repeated use of ~ for approximately a bit distracting.  Perhaps some are not needed or the word 
could be used occasionally replaced some ~ with "approximately" 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ

For tables 1 2 & 3 in particular I struggled to make comparisons between the dilutions easily and I think that these tables could benefit 
from a solid line divide between each dilution horizontally.  The other smaller tables are fine but I know having the setup differ for just 
a few is likely to do a certain someone’s head in, so it could be considered for all. lines added for tables 1 & 2 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ
5.6 Microscopy 5th bullet point: “Even for the least dilute replicates (‘1/50’)”  Should this not be 1/5?  As i/50 is not the least dilute

point removed, unclear what was intended by this discussion point 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ

5.6 Microscopy 6th bullet point: “These occurred at lower concentrations of semen dilution”  I found this combo of words confusing.  
Are you trying to say lower concertation of semen …. Or less diluted semen?  I suggest perhaps removing the word “dilution” and 
adjust the term to suit with the concentration of semen reworded to "… occurred at lower concentrations of semen (higher dilutions) and ..." 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ 6.1 last sentence: add “be” to “those heads may be expected to….” suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ
Tables 31-44 Again I think they would be slightly easier to read if there was a solid divide vertically between the current method and 
the proposed method. I think it would help to train the eye to what it is you are comparing. suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ

11.3 p30 results 1st para page 54 – you talk about an issue with the p30 kits and that it should be noted the manufacturer recommends 
200uL be added.  In the method tested, how much fluid was added?  I know we were trying to balance between too dilute and having 
enough for all presump testing.  How much short of 200uL is it if you need to presump test both p30 & Phadebas?

We were adding 150uL to the kits, as per the SOP. The proposed method retains the p30 prior to Analytical 
processing, at which point the Phadebas portion will be retained (or not) depending on the extraction method 
requested. As discussed over the phone, at times 150uL isn’t enough to ensure the sample migrates sufficiently 
along the test strip and a further 50uL is required. I would like to investigate this further, but don’t want to have 
the project go off on a tangent, so will do so separately 22/07/2020 ARM

e-mail / 
verbally

16/07/2020 SMJ
11.4 last para (just above conclusions):  Please remove “Eventually” from the beginning of the last sentence and change to just “It was 
decided”   … no matter how long it took to make the decision 😊 word "eventually" replaced with "ultimately" 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ
2nd Recommendation: Suggest adding to the end of the sentence “in the absence of spermatozoa”  as I see no need to presump test 
anything where sperm has been confirmed via micro suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

16/07/2020 SMJ

Lastly, I thought that there should be some sort of direction mentioned to indicate workflow or just summarise workflow.  So what I 
take from this is that all samples expected that could have seminal fluid on them are submitted for diff and that the slides from the diff 
are checked for sperm.  No ER slides are to be prepared. Is that correct?  If so, are the results of the micro going to guide us any further 
with the testing conducted other than potentially testing the S/N for p30?  Are we to continue to keep the E fracs on hold?  Do we need 
to add something into our statements to address problems we’ve had before to explain why a diff was done when there were no sperm 
found? Recommendations given numbers, Appendix 2 created which summarises workflow for recommendation 1. 22/07/2020 ARM e-mail

15/07/2020 JAH

Abstract comment: 
"Perhaps better wording here to the effect of: ‘…undertaken in an attempt to investigate if the sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy 
could be improved.’" 
"semen microscopy" change to "spermatozoa microscopy" and 
"Diff Lysis" updated to "Differential Lysis (Diff Lysis)" suggestions incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

Introduction comments:
"staff from the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team (FRIT) raised concerns regarding" to be deleted
"which showed" reword to "were observed to have"
"following" reword to "during"
"even to the extent of observing 3+ or 4+ sperm heads" reword to "some with observations of 3+ or 4+ sperm heads"
"our clients" reword to "the client" suggestions incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH
Introduction question:
"This is sometimes referred to as stochastic effects." - is there a reference for this No, comon usage N/A N/A N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

Section 5.1 comment:
"Primary concerns relating to the sensitivity of ER slide microscopy led to two initial questions being raised:"  reword to "To investigate 
the sensitivity of the ER slide microscopy process, two questions are posed:" suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

section 5.6 comments:
Microscopy:
comment on second last dot point "Even for the least dilute replicates (‘1/50’), the highest observed sperm head count was only 1+." - 
Is there a need for this point? If so, it would need to be indented as it follows the point above. It would need rewording for clarity: 
‘…least dilute replicates where sperm was detected (in each replicate)….’

reword last point to "spermatozoa were observed on the Diff Lysis slides (‘very hard’ or ‘hard’ to find)."

AP and p30
"p30 Sensitivity limit could not be established (two of the four replicates gave a negative result at ‘1/50’ dilution)" - Wouldn’t the limit 
be 1/10 based on definition of sens limit in 5.3?

Microscopy:
second last dot point removed as per feedback to SMJ; wording suggestion for last dot point incorporated

AP & p30: to 1/10
sensitivity limit corrected 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

Section 5.7 suggestions:
"infrequently" reword to "in low numbers"
"The conditions under which the issue was observed in casework not being replicated in this experiment" reword to "The conditions 
under which the differences were observed in casework not being replicated in this experiment"

Question:
"Experimental mock samples not being truly representative of casework samples" - Does this point relate to the dot point 2 here? I 
guess the ‘conditions’ in that point relate to the mock samples not being truly representative eg. using buccal cells rather than vaginal 
cell suspension?

suggestion:
"Design further experiments to investigate whether there are possible issues with the current ER method" reword to "Design further 
experiments to investigate whether there are ares to improve with the current ER method"
insert the word "some" to "If no significant issues with the current method can be identified, then the observations in some casework 
regarding differences in microscopy sensitivity are not easily explainable"

suggestion incorporated

regards to question: yes the point relates to the fact the mock samples are not exactly the same as casework, and 
there may be factors in the sample type that effect the processing of casework samples that we are not able to 
replicate in testing with mock samples 22/07/2020 ARM e-mail

15/07/2020 JAH Section 6.1 - wording suggestion as per SMJ suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH
 Sec on 6.2 wording sugges on addi on of work "separate" "2.Supernatant and spin basket swab were transferred to new (separate) 

tubes, leaving the cell pellet and a small amount of supernatant to be resuspended. " suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A
15/07/2020 JAH Section 7.4, second paragraph P30 corrected to p30 correction made 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

Section 9.1
Suggest reword "As no positive AP results had been obtained for the proposed method in the previous experiment, the sensitivity of 
the method was of concern." to "As no positive AP results had been obtained for the proposed method in the previous experiment, the 
sensitivity of the method required further investigation." suggestion incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A

15/07/2020 JAH

Section 10.1 suggestion
"... the poor performance of the AP test was still concerning, and this prompted a question to be raised as to whether excess dilution 
may be affecting AP detection sensitivity. " reword to
"... the poor performance of the AP test still required further investigation, specifically on whether excess dilution may be affecting AP 
detection sensitivity. "
  suggestions incorporated 22/07/2020 ARM N/A



15/07/2020 JAH

11.4 Part 7 discussion comment:
"Although the majority of AP tests showed equivalent detection sensitivity between the proposed and current methods, there were still 
more samples for which the current method gave superior results than samples for which the proposed method was better. Overall AP 
testing produced quite poor results using either method. This was one area where the proposed method did not perform satisfactorily, 
an issue which has been highlighted consistently throughout this project."  an issue which has been highlighted consistently throughout 
this project - I don’t think this part is necessary for the point. - 

I think the point is trying to be made that this was consistent finding, reworded to "This was one area where the 
proposed method did not perform satisfactorily, and this was consistent throughout this project." 22/07/2020 ARM e-mail

15/07/2020 JAH

12. Conclusions - suggestions:
"This project was initiated in response to concerns regarding a small number of casework samples ..." reword to "This project was 
initiated to investigate the observations in a small number of casework samples ..."
"Although this issue did not affect all samples equally ..." reword to "Although these observations did not affect all samples equally ..."
"... semen microscopy at ER may be inadequate for the consistent detection of low numbers of spermatozoa." reword to "... semen 
microscopy at ER could potentially be improved."
"... it is desirable for microscopy to be optimised for maximum possible sensitivity in order to be able provide the most informative 
results." reword to "... it is desirable for microscopy to be optimised for maximum possible sensitivity in order to be able to provide the 
most informative results."
"When consulted, FRIT staff members were generally of the opinion ..." reword to "When consulted, court reporting scientists  were 
generally of the opinion ..."
FRIT to be removed from Abbreviations as not used in the document suggestions incorporated (FRIT left into abbreviations as it is found in sign-off part of document) 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

Abstract:
Reword the first part to "This project was undertaken in response to staff queries regarding the sensitivity of semen microscopy of 
items from sexual assault cases due to differences occasionally observed between microscopy slides prepared at the examination 
compared to the DNA extractions process."

Wording following previous feedback was changed to : "This project was undertaken in an attempt to investigate 
if the sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy could be improved." 
now updated to "This project was undertaken following observations from staff where on occasions differences 
were seen between microscopy slides prepared at the examination compared to those prepared during DNA 
extractions process. This project then investigated if the sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy could be 
improved." 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
Abstract:
"Diff Lysis" updated to "Differential Lysis (Diff Lysis)" change already incorporated N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

Introduction 2.1 Background information
Suggestion to reword first paragraph to: "In 2015, staff from within Forensic DNA Analysis raised the notion that initial slide microscopy 
conducted during the Evidence Recovery examination process may have a lower sensitivity than the slides produced during the 
differential lysis extraction process, presenting as a marked difference in the spermatozoa microscopy counts for a small number of 
sexual assault cases."

Wording previously updated to "In 2015, a small number of sexual assault casework samples were observed to 
have marked differences between the original spermatozoa microscopy count obtained during Examination by 
the ER Team and a subsequent count from microscopy slides prepared during the Diff Lysis Extraction 
procedure." - decided to leave as most current version of text 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

Introduction 2.1 Background information, suggest addition to the final paragraph
"should this be the only sample submitted. Generally, multiple subsamples are submitted for this reason, and crime scene samples 
contain unknown amounts for DNA……......Some more wording in here about – generally multiple sub-samples submitted from a larger 
item, or multiple swabs from a SAIK. Samples still go through cell extraction, case assessment . Etc etc"

wording adjusted to: "Failure to detect spermatozoa due to limitations in microscopy technique or sensitivity, 
may carry serious negative implications for the effective investigation of sexual assault casework, should the 
affected sample be the only sample submitted. Generally multiple samples are submitted for SAIKs, and often 
more than one sub-sample is collected from a larger item, thus somewhat reducing the overall risk to case." 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
5.1 suggest rewording "Primary concerns relating to the sensitivity of ER slide microscopy led to two initial questions being raised:" to 
"Primary queries relating to the sensitivity of ER slide microscopy led to two initial questions being raised:" wording from JAH incorporated N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
 5.1 point I. suggest reword from "I.Is there an issue associated with the ER slide staining procedure, such that spermatozoa ..." to 

 "I.Was the ER slide staining procedure performing sub-op mally, such that spermatozoa ..." Suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

5.7 suggest reowrding  "Following the review of the experimental data, the following two options were considered:
 1.Design further experiments to inves gate whether there are possible issues with the current ER." 

to "Following the review of the experimental data, the following two options were considered:
 1.Design further experiments to inves gate whether the current ER method was performing sub-op mally." rewording from JAH already incorporated N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

5.7 Question: 
 "•If no significant issues with the current method can be iden fied, then the observa ons in casework regarding differences in 

microscopy sensitivity are not easily explainable. Irrespective of the cause of this issue, these observations are significant enough that a 
change to current ER processing is still recommended;" Question: Rewording…? While there will always be outliers in any process (due 
to the substrate, the conc factor, stochastic effects etc etc) there will always be an expected difference in the concentration between ER 
and D/L. So, the question was really – is the expected difference between ER and D/L  acceptable? (could be up to 10 fold if 300uL in ER 
went to 30uL at D/L). 
Or, should we investigate a more sensitive method using the D/L step as continuous improvement?

The background part of the document does provide some context to this statement regarding the expected 
differences, whereby it is acknowledged that a "A moderate increase in the concentration of spermatozoa from 
ER microscopy to Diff Lysis microscopy is not unexpected ..." 
so the section has been reworded to:
"If no significant issues with the current method can be identified, then the observations in some casework 
samples with marked differences in microscopy sensitivity are not easily explainable. Irrespective of the cause of 
this issue, these observations are significant enough that a change to current ER processing is still worthy of 
investigation;" 23/07/2020 ARM e-mail

17/07/2020 PMB

5.7 Question:
"As the problematic samples represent less than 10% of samples where no spermatozoa are observed from an ER slide …" - Where is 
this info from? 

This information was taken from Project #181 Interim report #1 v1.1 (last dot point on page 3). It wasn't 
recorded where this data was from at that time, although the feeling is that it was a from a review of data from 
the samples which had undergone the interim process of being extracted regardless of initial sperm microscopy 
and had the diff slide read as a matter of course ... 23/07/2020 ARM e-mail

17/07/2020 PMB

Section 7.2, suggestion to reword from "Based on the results of previous testing, semen dilutions approaching the Limit of Detection 
(LOD) were selected, to provide the most  …" to "Based on the results of previous testing, semen dilutions approaching the Limit of 
Detection (LOD) for their respective screening tests were selected, to provide the most ..." suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB Section 7.4, second paragraph P30 corrected to p30 correction made from JAH feedback N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

Section 9.1
Suggest reword "As no positive AP results had been obtained for the proposed method in the previous experiment, the sensitivity of 
the method was of concern." to "As no positive AP results had been obtained for the proposed method in the previous experiment, the 
sensitivity of the method required further investigation." suggested rewording identical to JAH feedback already incorporated N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB 9.4 Part 5 discussion, grammer correction "Sensitivity" to "sensitivity" suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

10.1 Part 6 - Purpose and Scope, suggest rewording: "After reviewing the results obtained in the previous experiment, the poor 
performance of the AP test was still concerning, and this prompted a question to be raised as to whether excess dilution may be 
affecting AP detection sensitivity." to "After reviewing the results obtained in the previous experiment, the poor performance of the AP 
test prompted a question to be raised as to whether excess dilution may be affecting AP detection sensitivity."

Wording from JAH previously incorporated, updated to "After reviewing the results obtained in the previous 
experiment, the poor performance of the AP test required further investigation, specifically on whether excess 
dilution may be affecting AP detection sensitivity." 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

11.4 Part 7 discussion, suggestion:
reword from "The finding that Diff Lysis microscopy gave slightly superior results when compared to the proposed method microscopy 
(4 times out of 26) was not considered to be overly significant, given these methods ..." to "The finding that Diff Lysis microscopy gave 
slightly superior results when compared to the proposed method microscopy (4 times out of 26) was not considered to be overly 
substantial, given these methods ..." suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

11.4 Part 7 discussion, suggestion:
reword last sentence: to "This was one area where the proposed method did not perform satisfactorily, a trend which has been 
highlighted consistently throughout this project."

feedback from JAH resulted in some rewording, further modified to "This was one area where the proposed 
method did not perform satisfactorily, and this was a consistent trend throughout this project." 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
Reword "There did not appear to be significant differences between the results obtained …" to "There did not appear to be substantial 
differences between the results obtained  …" as use of ‘significant’ differences often requires stats suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

12. Conclusions, first paragraph
Suggestion to reword first sentence to "This project was initiated in response to noted differences in sensitivity between ER and Diff 
Lysis microscopy for a small number of casework samples for which zero sperm had been observed at ER microscopy, despite 
subsequent Diff Lysis microscopy showing sperm heads easily observable at that stage. "

and later sentence suggestion to "Although this did not affect all samples equally, it drew attention to the fact that the current practice 
of conducting semen microscopy at ER may be an area for improvement to allow a more consistent detection of low numbers of 
spermatozoa."

rewording from JAH already incorporated to "This project was initiated to investigate the observations in a small 
number of casework samples for which zero sperm had been observed at ER microscopy, despite subsequent 
Diff Lysis microscopy showing sperm heads easily observable."

also already reworded to "Although these observations did not affect all samples equally, it drew attention to 
the fact that the current practice of conducting semen microscopy at ER could potentially be improved." further 
adjusted to "Although these observations did not affect all samples equally, it drew attention to the fact that the 
current practice of conducting semen microscopy at ER may be an area for  improvement." N/A N/A N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
12. Conclusions, second paragraph,
reword "mitigation measure" to "modified process" suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

12. Conclusions, second paragraph,
Comment on sentence "Often microscopy results obtained after Diff Lysis were incongruent with the sperm count on initial ER slides." - 
‘Often’ is not correct. The majority were congruent, zero detected at ER and Zero detected at D/L. The second most common tended to 
be 0 ER to <+1 (expected). There were some differences noted, however I wouldn’t go into this here, as that data assessment is not part 
of this project. "often" removed from wording "Microscopy results obtained after Diff Lysis were, at times, incongruent …" 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB

12. Conclusions, third paragraph,
reword from "Initial investigations into the possible cause of reduced sensitivity of ER semen microscopy were inconclusive and 
exaggerated differences between ER and Diff Lysis microscopy were not able to be replicated." to "Initial investigations into the 
possible cause of the notable difference in sensitivity of ER semen microscopy compared to Diff Lysis microscopy were inconclusive and 
exaggerated differences between ER and Diff Lysis microscopy were not able to be replicated." suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB 5th paragrpah suggest replacing "concerning" with "problematic" suggestion incorporated 23/07/2020 ARM N/A

17/07/2020 PMB
7th paragraph, Question relating to: "The inability to differentiate spermatozoa types if the proposed method is adopted is therefore 
not expected to meaningfully impact upon the service provided to our clients." - Does this need to be proposed to DPP?

Question has been noted, no change to the report but it may form part of implementation plan – i.e. if DPP say 
no, project cannot be implemented and alternatives would need to be proposed and tested – but under a new 
project number 23/07/2020 ARM e-mail

23/07/2020 KDR

Comment on 12. Conclusions, 7th paragraph "The presence of whole sperm as distinguished from sperm heads is not currently 
reported within the standard Statement of Witness, and this topic is only rarely discussed as part of expert testimony.  The inability to 
differentiate spermatozoa types if the proposed method is adopted is therefore not expected to meaningfully impact upon the service 
provided to our clients." Comment: I think this is a question for ALL reporters. I know time since deposition can be wishy washy 
evidence but, in some cases, it could help. I was originally trained to consider heads and tails and time since deposition and whilst I 
haven’t reported such opinion in ages, I am worried about removing the ability to do so. I am reluctant to implement a change like this 
without all of our reporters approval. The following paper by Dziak et. Al. suggest some value: 

Providing Evidence Based Opinions On Time Since Intercourse (TSI) Based On Body Fluid Testing Results Of Internal Samples
Renata Dziak, Linda Parker, Vanessa Collins & Sarah Johnston
Pages 59-69 | Published online: 22 Nov 2013
A critical evaluation of the current available literature on Time Since Intercourse (TSI) was performed at the Centre of Forensic Sciences 
(CFS) to determine whether there is scientific support for reliable, evidence based opinions on TSI. The assessment included a review of 
published scientific literature and internal studies focusing on the persistence of spermatozoa, prostatic acid phosphatase and prostate 
specific antigen (PSA/p30) from internal samples of living individuals. From this review, it was concluded that, despite variation in 
sampling methodologies, there is scientific support for the development of TSI estimate guidelines based on the serological testing 
results from internal swabs and smears.

A more reliable way to consider time since deposition is through RNA degradation – and so if we were able to get this implemented in 
the lab, that may allay possible concerns about removing this service.

With respect to the potential loss of the ability to comment on Time Since Intercourse (TSI) based on the 
presence or absence of intact spermatozoa, this was identified earlier in the project’s lifecycle. The proposed 
process was approved for further experimentation based on that understanding. Whilst it is an important 
consideration, agreement has been reached that sufficient experimentation has been carried out and this project 
can be finalised. We propose that this point be raised with respect to implementation subsequent to finalisation 
of the project report.

23/07/2020 KDR

Comment on 12. Conclusions, second last paragraph "In order to produce a high dose hook, the level of Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) 
would be far in excess of the amount typically present in human semen. " Comment: Is there some evidence to support this claim 
(other than anecdotal)?

End of the paragraph reworded to: “Anecdotally, ER scientists have stated that in their experience, this 
phenomenon has not been observed at Forensic DNA Analysis. In order to produce a high dose hook, samples 
need to replicate the levels seen when neat semen is applied to the test device. Exhibits with visible stains 
similar in appearance to semen, with subsamples where no spermatozoa are observed on microscopy (i.e. an 
aspermic semen stain is suspected), can be re-tested with a dilution made from the retained suspension. 
Therefore, the high dose hook effect is therefore not expected to preclude the sole use of p30 as a screening 
tool.”
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1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines around standard investigation 
protocols and result acceptance criteria for adverse events in the DNA Analysis Unit.  The 
procedure outlines the key considerations in an investigation, the required actions and the 
necessary documentation for issues that may interfere with the quality of results within the 
DNA Analysis Unit. 
 
These guidelines have been developed in complement to the OQI process (QIS 13965), 
and the Procedure for Quality Practice (QIS 17154).  

 
2. SCOPE 

This procedure applies to all staff within the DNA Analysis Unit. This document has 
attempted to cover key quality issues that may arise from adverse events in sample 
preparation, in screening of exhibits for biological fluids and in DNA profiling; however it can 
not cover all possible adverse events.  Where an event occurs which is outside the scope of 
this document, consult Senior Scientists and Team Leaders for guidance.  This document 
does not cover adverse events that relate to workplace health and safety. 

 
3. DEFINITIONS 

For a comprehensive list of abbreviations refer to QIS 23849 Common DNA Analysis Terms 
and Acronyms.   

Adverse Event: Any event or occurrence which brings into question a procedure or result 

AI: Allelic imbalance 

AP: Acid phosphatase  

CE: Capillary electrophoresis 

DNA Profiling techniques:  All procedures, analytical instruments and consumables used 
in the process of obtaining a DNA profile (including extraction, quantification, amplification, 
capillary electrophoresis and profile interpretation).   

EB Check: Extraction batch check completed by reporting staff as a quality check for 
adverse events occurring during the automated DNA extraction process. 

EFTA: Extraction FTA sample 

OQI: Opportunity for quality improvement 

ReGs (Re-CE): Sample or batch is re-prepared and analysed again on the 3130xl 

SD: Standard deviation 

TMB: Tetramethylbenzidine 

QEXH: Case management list to hold quarantined samples 

QPS: Queensland Police Service 

 
4. EVIDENCE RECOVERY – PRESUMPTIVE TESTING QUALITY CONTROL 

4.1. Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) presumptive screening 

Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) is a presumptive test for blood used within the DNA Analysis 
Unit.  Before the reagent can be used for casework, both positive and negative controls 
must pass quality control criteria. 
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The positive TMB control is a known blood sample (Refer to QIS 17190 for testing 
methodology).  A positive control pass is the appearance of the blue-green colour 
developing in <5 seconds.  A colour change in 5-20 seconds should be considered 
inconclusive and the test repeated, if after repetition it is still inconclusive this should be 
considered a fail (refer below).  A positive control fail is the absence of the blue-green 
colour change, or the appearance of the blue-green colour developing >20 seconds.  If a 
colour change occurs after the addition of TMB only (without hydrogen peroxide) it is also a 
failed test. 
 
The negative control for TMB (Refer to QIS 17190 for testing methodology) is performed on 
a substrate that does not react to TMB (e.g. clean filter paper).  A negative control pass is 
the absence of a blue-green colour developing in 10 seconds, with a negative control fail 
being the development of a blue-green colour within 10 seconds. 
 
If the positive or negative controls fail, the TMB and hydrogen peroxide reagents should be 
re-prepared and the controls re-tested (Refer to QIS 17190 for methodology).  If the new 
reagent preparation has passing TMB controls, the chemical test is acceptable for use. If 
the newly prepared reagents fail the quality criteria for TMB positive and negative controls, 
notify the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery.  New reagents may need to be purchased 
and new positive controls prepared for testing. 
 

4.2. Acid Phosphatase (AP) presumptive screening 

Acid phosphatase (AP) is a presumptive test for seminal fluid used within the DNA Analysis 
Unit Laboratory.  Before the reagent can be used for casework, both positive and negative 
controls must pass. 
 
The positive AP control is a known seminal fluid sample (Refer to QIS 17186 for testing 
methodology).  A positive control pass is the appearance of a purple colouration within 5 
seconds.  A positive control fail is purple colouration developing >5 seconds or the absence 
of the purple colour change after 5 seconds.   
 
The negative control for AP (Refer to QIS 17186 for testing methodology) is performed on a 
substrate that does not react to AP (e.g. clean filter paper).  A negative control pass is the 
absence of a purple colouration within 2 minutes. A negative control fail is the development 
of a purple colouration within 2 minutes. 
 
In cases where the positive or negative controls fail, the AP reagent should be re-prepared 
and the controls retested (Refer to QIS 17186 for methodology).  If the new reagent 
preparation has passed AP controls, the reagent is acceptable for use.  If the newly 
prepared reagent fails the quality criteria for AP positive and negative controls, notify the 
Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery.  New reagents may need to be purchased, and new 
positive controls prepared for testing. 

 
4.3. Phadebas presumptive screening 

Phadebas is a presumptive test for saliva used within the DNA Analysis Unit.  The 
laboratory utilises both a supernatant (liquid), and a paper based testing procedure (Refer 
to QIS 17193 for methodologies).  Positive and negative controls must both pass for the 
test results to be accepted and reported.   
 
The phadebas positive control is a known saliva sample (obtained from staff), and the 
negative control is a Nanopure water only sample.  The positive and negative controls for 
the supernatant test are different from those used in the paper based test, refer below for 
details. 
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Phadebas paper test: 
 
A positive control pass is the development of pale blue zones on the blank side of the 
phadebas paper at 40 minutes.  On the spotted/treated side of the paper the blue spots 
appear dissolved or smudged (Refer to QIS 17193 for methodology).  A positive control fail 
would be the absence of the pale blue zones on the blank side of the paper, and/or the 
absence of the dissolved/smudged blue spots on the treated side at 40 minutes. 
 
A negative control pass is indicated by no colour change on either side of the paper (at 40 
min.), with a negative control fail occurring if the phadebas paper develops pale blue zones 
or dissolved/smudged areas on the treated side of the paper at 40min. (Refer to QIS 17193 
for methodology). 
 
For phadebas paper based testing, the positive and negative controls should be processed 
prior to use on casework samples, as a control failure would constitute an unacceptable risk 
to the exhibit.   
 
If a positive control fails for the phadebas paper, the paper should be retested with the 
saliva of a different staff member used as the positive control (Refer to QIS 17193 for 
methodology).  If the second control passes, the results can be accepted (as individual staff 
may have differing levels of amylase).  If the second positive control does not pass, notify 
the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery, as new phadebas paper may need to be 
purchased.   
 
If the negative control for the phadebas paper test fails (Refer to QIS 17193 for 
methodology), fresh nanopure water should be obtained and the negative control retested.  
If the retested negative control passes, the phadebas test can be performed on casework 
samples.  If the negative control still fails an investigation will be required.  The investigation 
should consider the area in which the test was performed (e.g. laboratory bench), the 
equipment (spray bottles) and the water used for possible contribution of amylase and/or 
the function of the phadebas paper.  Casework samples are not able to be processed until 
both the positive and negative controls pass. 
 
Phadebas supernatant test: 
 
A positive control pass is indicated by a blue coloured supernatant in the positive control 
sample after processing (Refer to QIS 17193 for methodology), with a positive control fail 
indicated by the absence of a blue colouration in the supernatant. 
 
A negative control pass is indicated by a clear and colourless supernatant in the negative 
control sample after processing, and a negative control fail occurring if the supernatant is 
blue in colour (Refer to QIS 17193 for methodology). 
 
In the phadebas supernatant testing procedure a positive and negative control are 
processed prior to casework samples being tested, this ensures that the reagents are 
suitable for use (i.e. reagent controls).   
 
If the positive control fails for the phadebas supernatant test, it should be retested with the 
saliva of a different staff member (Refer to QIS 17193 for methodology).  If the second 
control passes, the results can be accepted (as individual staff may have differing levels of 
amylase).  If the second positive control does not pass, in consultation with the Senior 
Scientist Evidence Recovery an investigation may be required and/or new phadebas tablets 
may need to be purchased.  
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If the negative control for the phadebas supernatant test fails (Refer to QIS 17193 for 
methodology), in consultation with the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery and Senior 
Scientist Quality and Projects an investigation should be initiated.  The investigation should 
examine the environment, processing procedure, labware and reagents used in testing for 
possible sources of amylase.  Until the positive and negative reagent controls pass, no 
casework samples can be processed. 
 
If the first set of controls pass (reagent controls), the positive and negative controls are re-
run with the casework samples (as methodology controls).  On completion of the batch the 
pass/fail status of the controls determines if the casework phadebas results can be 
accepted and reported. 
 

 
4.4. ABAcard p30 – seminal fluid presumptive screening 

ABAcard® p30 test (Abacus Diagnostics Inc.) detects p30 and is a presumptive test for 
seminal fluid used within the DNA Analysis Unit.  The ABAcard® device has two result 
areas within the device window; the control “C” area and the test “T” area.   
 
On completion of the test, a pink line in the “C” area is a positive control pass, and indicates 
that the test is functional.  On test completion a pink line in the “T” test result area is a 
positive test result i.e. presumptive positive for seminal fluid.  The absence of a pink line in 
the “T” test area is a negative test result i.e. presumptive negative for seminal fluid.   
 
For valid use of the ABAcard® test, the positive control line must be apparent on completion 
of the test, and the test must not be used after the expiration date.  If there is no pink line 
visible in the “C” control area of the test, it is inconclusive and the test should be repeated.  
If the second ABAcard® test fails (i.e. no pink line visible in the control area) notify the 
Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery.  New test kits may need to be purchased. 

 
 
5. SAMPLE PREPARATION/PROCESSING - ADVERSE EVENT INVESTIGATIONS 

Adverse events can occur during sample preparation and/or processing.  This procedure is 
not able to provide a comprehensive coverage of all possible adverse occurrences, but will 
outline the three most critical types of events which may occur and would require 
investigation.  These include: 
 

Incorrect labelling (Refer section 5.1) 
Sample cross contamination (Refer section 5.2) 
Incorrect use of reagents (Refer section 5.3) 
 

Minor adverse events, adverse events which do not require corrective actions and/or 
adverse events which do not require investigation must be detailed in specimen notes (e.g. 
mis-storage of an exhibit, a sample being dropped during handling) or a batch audit entry if 
required.  Significant adverse events, or adverse events for which corrective action is 
needed will require an investigation to be completed (an OQI may also be required) in 
addition to the specimen notes. 

 
5.1. Incorrect labelling event  

Where there are labelling discrepancies on samples delivered to the DNA Analysis Unit 
from QPS, an investigation by DNA Analysis Unit staff is not required; as these labelling 
issues are reported back to QPS (by the validation of the “Labelling discrepancy” EXH line 
during examination) for their investigation.  Prior to processing the sample, an Evidence 
Recovery scientist/senior scientist needs to ensure that the sample within the packaging is 
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in fact the correct sample (check details on forensic register, contact QPS sample 
management unit).  After QPS have investigated these occurrences, they communicate any 
additional required action/s back to the DNA Analysis Unit.  Any communication received by 
DNA Analysis Unit from QPS must be put into AUSLAB (e.g. emails scanned to AUSLAB, 
phone conversations added as a UR Note to the relevant case). 
 
Where labelling discrepancies have occurred during the processing of exhibits, sub-
samples or DNA tubes within the DNA Analysis Unit, an investigation is required.  Labelling 
discrepancies may occur as a result of incorrect data entry, barcode misprinting or from the 
application of an incorrect barcode to a tube.  The Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery, 
Senior Scientist Analytical or the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects must be notified of 
any instances of labelling discrepancies. Investigations into these occurrences will depend 
on the nature of each event, however strategies and considerations for an investigation into 
mislabelling should include: 
 
 An examination of the AUSLAB audit trail to determine when the affected samples labels 

were printed, and the staff member that printed it (information on samples processed 
simultaneous, or samples processed by a single person - can be obtained from AUSLAB 
extended enquires for the purpose of investigation).  Using the information from AUSLAB 
audit trails, from discussions with staff, and from worksheets or examination notes, it 
should be possible to determine the number of potential labelling errors that may have 
occurred.  The information may be of use to determine how the mislabelling happened.  
For example: if a mislabelling occurred during examination, other samples processed by 
that sampling scientist, or other sample barcodes printed at the same time could 
potentially be affected.   

 A review of the documentation which relates to the processing of the sample is required 
(e.g. examination notes, analytical worksheets, AUSLAB batch audit entries) to see if the 
correct identity of the sample can be established.   

 A confirmation of sample type should be completed as an identity check, and/or to 
provide additional information to an investigation.  For example if examination notes 
indicate that sample barcode 123456789 should be associated to a swab, but on 
retrieving the sample it is noted to contain a cigarette butt, a sample/barcode switch 
should be investigated. 

 An assessment of the AUSLAB tracking of the sample may be informative.  In situations 
where barcode labels have been switched (between two items), mis-printed, or duplicate 
labels printed, evidence on the time at which this occurred may be obtained from 
AUSLAB storage records. 

 
 
Corrective actions and documentation: 

In all cases of mislabelling, specimen notes must be added to all affected samples.  
Specimen notes must record the adverse event and if applicable the corrective action (e.g. 
OQI).  The investigation must be detailed in an OQI, in specimen notes, the teams’ events 
register, and/or in I:\Quality & Projects\Investigations (Refer to section 8.2.3). 
 
If the sample can be positively identified as a result of the investigation, the result may be 
reported after the completion of corrective actions and documentation as described above.  
If the sample can not be positively identified, in consultation with the Senior Scientist 
Quality and Projects or a Team Leader the sample (or sub-sample) may be failed.  Where a 
sample is failed, if it is possible - it should be re-sampled/re-extracted.  If it is not possible to 
positively identify the sample, or to reprocess the sample, the sample must indicate a 
quality failure (with an EXH and/or by communications to QPS).  Communications to QPS 
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on sample failures will only occur in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects or a Team Leader.  An Intel letter may be required for this communication (Refer to 
QIS 24015). 
 

5.2. Sample cross contamination 

Sample cross-contamination can occur between exhibits, between DNA samples, or from 
staff to exhibits/samples.  The type of contamination that has occurred will determine 
how/when the contamination is detected and how it will be investigated.  Detection of cross 
contaminations are usually identified after profiling. 
 
Detection of staff contamination of samples can be identified at plate reading by: 
- the staff match macro (for casework and reference samples) which identifies potential 
matches between samples and DNA Analysis staff, prior to result upload to AUSLAB.   
- the AUSLAB staff match function (for casework samples only) which identifies potential 
matches between samples and QPS staff, after result upload to AUSLAB 
 
Detection of sample-to-sample contaminations can be identified by: 
- The extraction batch (EB) check (performed on auto-extraction batches processed on the 
MPII) 
- Case management and reporting processes 
- Link creation/confirmation 
- Incorrect profile in positive or negative controls 

 
Detection of staff to sample or sample-to-sample contaminations may also be identified 
from quality searches (as performed by the Quality Team) 
 
Where a cross contamination event is suspected, in consultation with the Senior Scientist 
Evidence Recovery, Senior Scientist Analytical or Senior Scientist Quality and Projects the 
following actions should be considered: 
 

 If a possible contamination event of an exhibit/DNA sample by a staff member is 
identified by the staff match macro or by a quality search, AUSLAB records including 
audit trails, and/or FBX fields should be reviewed to establish if the staff member has 
contacted the exhibit/DNA during processing i.e. during examination, DNA extraction etc.  
If there is no evidence that the staff member has contacted the sample, an analytical 
investigation is required (Refer to section 8).   For environmental monitoring samples 
which contain a possible staff match: Refer to QIS 23602 for required actions. 

 
 If a contamination between exhibits is suspected, AUSLAB records should be 

reviewed (by extended enquiry function, user audits and/or audit trails) to establish who 
has handled the exhibits, when they were processed/moved, and where the exhibits 
have been located/examined.  It may also be useful to refer to Forensic Register records 
(from QPS).  This information should enable any potential cross contamination events - 
due to physical proximity (time/place/staff handling) to be identified.  The possibility of 
transfer of DNA from exhibit to equipment (e.g. tweezers) and equipment on to the next 
exhibit should also be considered (swabbing and profiling the equipment may assist an 
investigation).  If there is no evidence of physical proximity of the exhibits under 
investigation, an analytical investigation will be required (Refer to section 8). 

 
 If a contamination between DNA samples is suspected, an analytical investigation is 

required (Refer to section 8). 
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Corrective actions and documentation: 

In all cases of cross-contamination, specimen notes must be added to all affected samples.  
Specimen notes must record the adverse event and if applicable the corrective action (e.g. 
OQI).  The investigation must be detailed in an OQI, in specimen notes, the teams’ events 
register, and/or in I:\Quality & Projects\Investigations (Refer to section 8.2.3). 
 
If after investigation it is determined that the sample/s have not been contaminated the 
results may be reported after the completion of the investigation documentation as 
described above.  If after the investigation it is determined that the sample has been 
contaminated, in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects or a Team 
Leader the sample may be failed.  When a sample (or sub-sample) is failed, if it is possible 
- the item should be re-sampled/re-extracted and profiled.  If it is not possible to reprocess 
the item, the item/sample must indicate a quality failure (with an EXH and/or by 
communications to QPS).  Communications to QPS on sample failures will only occur in 
consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects and a Team Leader.  An Intel 
letter may be required for this communication (Refer to QIS 24015). 

 
5.3. Incorrect use of reagents 

The incorrect use of reagents during the preparation of samples, or in the completion of a 
presumptive screening test, has the potential to detrimentally impact on further presumptive 
testing, DNA extraction and/or profiling results.  If incorrect reagent usage is suspected, an 
investigation is required and the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery, Senior Scientist 
Analytical or Senior Scientist Quality and Projects should be advised.  The investigation into 
incorrect reagent usage should include: 
 
 A check of the labelling on the reagents used for sample processing. Ensure that the 

correct reagent has been used, and that the reagent has not expired.  

 Review all the reagents that have been used for the processing of the sample - as shown 
in the AUSLAB consumables audit trail.  A check of other samples processed with the 
same reagent/s, is required to determine if the reagent has functioned (as expected) on 
previously tested samples. 

 If the reagent is specific to a presumptive test, repeat the presumptive test with the 
suspected incorrect reagent (and if possible a known functional reagent) with the 
presumptive tests positive and negative controls (Refer to section 4).  The function of the 
test on the controls - may provide information on the correct function of the reagents 
and/or the presumptive test.   

 Note any unusual test results or test performance issues  

 Ensure that the correct procedure has been used (refer to active QIS document as 
applicable) 

 
Before any further testing is conducted, reagents should be re-prepared (if applicable), 
purchased (if applicable), and/or retested with positive and negative controls.  All quality 
controls (positive and negative) must pass the criteria as outlined in section 4, section 8 
and/or section 9 before further testing can be conducted on casework/reference samples.     

 

Corrective actions and documentation: 
In all cases of incorrect reagent usage, specimen notes must be added to all affected 
samples.  Specimen notes must record the adverse event and if applicable the corrective 
action (e.g. OQI).  The investigation must be detailed in an OQI, in specimen notes, and/or 
in I:\Quality & Projects\Investigations (Refer to section 8.2.3). 
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If after investigation it is determined that the sample/s have not been adversely affected, the 
results may be reported after the completion of the investigation documentation as 
described above.  If after the investigation is complete it is determined that the sample has 
been adversely affected by incorrect use of reagents, but still has some evidentiary value, 
the impact of the event of the sample should be described in specimen notes.   
 
If the sample is no longer suitable for reporting due to the adverse event, in consultation 
with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects and a Team Leader the sample may be failed.  
Where a sample (or sub-sample) is failed, if it is possible - the item should be re-
sampled/re-extracted and profiled.  If it is not possible to reprocess the item/sample, the 
sample must indicate a quality failure (with an EXH and/or by communications to QPS).  
Communications to QPS on sample failures will only occur in consultation with the Senior 
Scientist Quality and Projects and a Team Leader.  An Intel letter may be required for this 
communication (Refer to QIS 24015). 

 
6. CASEWORK EXTRACTION AND AMPLIFICATION BATCHES: RESULTS ACCEPTANCE 

CRITERIA 

Microcon and nucleospin batches contain a negative control only.  For microcon and 
nucleospin batches, the negative control must pass (refer to Figure 2) for the batch to pass. 
If the negative control is not No Sizing Data (NSD), Analytical staff re-CE the plate to 
confirm the profile is reproducible, before initiating investigation processes.  
 
All other casework extraction and amplification batches contain a minimum of one positive 
control and one negative control.  If the positive control within a batch is not the expected 
full profile, and/or the negative control is not No Sizing Data (NSD), Analytical staff re-CE 
the plate to confirm the profile is reproducible, before initiating investigation processes.  For 
an extraction or amplification batch to pass, both the positive and negative controls 
must pass as determined by the quality criteria indicated in Figure 1 (positive control 
criteria) and Figure 2 (negative control criteria).   
 
In some rare circumstances, where the amplification batch positive control fails, it may be 
possible to use a sample as a “positive control”, if the sample has been previously profiled 
and the profile results for the sample in this batch match its’ previous profile (this approach 
requires consultation with the Team Leader, Senior Scientist Quality and Projects, or Senior 
Scientist Analytical).  
 
Where the positive and/or negative control profile is not ideal (i.e. expected full profile for 
the positive control, and NSD for the negative control) there are specific actions which 
must be completed, and batch details assessed before the batch can be passed (Refer to 
Figure 1 and Figure 2).  Figure 1 and Figure 2 outline the required actions and batch 
considerations which must be made prior to passing or failing a batch.  The actions and 
considerations are dependant on the control profile/s results (i.e. partial profile, excess, or 
a mixture profile).  The required actions and batch check details in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 are brief, for full details of requirements for each action refer section 8. 

  
7. QUANTIFICATION BATCHES: RESULTS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA  

Quantification batches have several quality criteria which need to be assessed to determine 
if the batch is passed or failed (Refer to Figure 3).  In circumstances where quality 
criteria/thresholds are not met, the batch requires review and is to be discussed with the 
Senior Scientist Analytical (or Team Leader/Senior Scientist Quality and Projects) to 
determine batch outcome. 
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An initial evaluation of the extraction negative controls occurs during the quantification 
process (refer to section 6, and Figure 2 for additional information on extraction control 
quality guidelines).  The quality control criteria and actions for quantification values in 
extraction negative controls are also detailed in the Quantification of Extracted DNA 
(19977) standard operating procedure.  
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8. INVESTIGATIONS INTO ADVERSE ANALYTICAL EVENTS: INCLUDING CONTROLS 

OUTSIDE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

In cases where unexpected profile/s are obtained from positive controls, DNA is detected in 
negative controls (from extraction or amplification batches), or a laboratory processing 
event has occurred which has the potential to cause a DNA contamination event, an 
investigation into the adverse event is required.  Investigations into potential contamination 
events will be conducted in consultation with the Senior Scientist Analytical and the Senior 
Scientist Quality and Projects.  Where possible, all results from batches under investigation 
should be placed on-hold until the outcome of the investigation is complete.  Investigations 
should include the actions as described in sections 8.1-8.7. 
 

8.1. Repetition of CE results prior to investigation 

If the positive control within a batch does not pass (shown in yellow/red) in Figure 1, and/or 
the negative control within a batch does not pass (shown in yellow/red) in Figure 2, 
Analytical staff will re-CE the plate to confirm the profile outcome (i.e. is it reproducible), 
before an investigation is initiated (also consider CE carry-over as a possible source of 
unexpected alleles - particularly negative controls).  Other adverse events may also require 
re-CE to confirm the adverse event is reproducible, before an investigation is initiated.   
 
Analytical staff will order reworks on controls as per standard operating procedures QIS 
24012 and QIS 17130 where it is indicated as necessary by the workflows in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2.  Analytical staff should consider quantification values of the controls, the 
quantification values of the samples on the batch and profiling results before ordering the 
rework/s.  Where an investigation is required, additional reworks may be requested by the 
staff that are completing the investigation (refer to section 8.7) 
 

8.2. Investigation process 

8.2.1 Results management 

For samples or batches under investigation, where it is possible - no results should be 
released until the investigation deems it suitable to do so (part or all of the results may 
be released after the investigation – depending on the results).  This may require the 
following actions: 

 Where possible do not upload to AUSLAB results until the investigation is complete.  If 
the investigation results in the batch failing – Do not upload failed batch results 

  Add potentially affected samples/batches to the QEXH list, and remove them from case 
management lists. 

 “DO NOT USE” may be added to 9PLEX or 9FTAR result (if results have already been 
uploaded to AUSLAB but not yet reported). 

 Adding specimen notes and batch audit entries immediately.  Batch audit entry should 
indicate that an investigation is required.  For analytical investigations refer also to QIS 
24012 for additional information on specimen and batch notes. 

 If results have been reported discuss required actions with Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects and the Team Leaders.  

 Senior Scientist should email details of the investigation to the Management Team.  

 
8.2.2 Required actions and considerations in investigations 

Investigations should include the following steps: 
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 Batch audit entries must be used to detail the investigation process (refer to section 8.3). 

 Review of batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there have 
been any processing issues which may have affected samples or batches that are under 
investigation. 

 Review the controls that relate to the sample/batches under investigation to ensure they 
meet quality criteria as detailed in Figure 1 - 5 as applicable. 

 Review the batch profiles (refer to section 8.5) and quantification values if useful (refer to 
section 8.4). 

 It may be useful in some circumstances, to check the function/programming of the 
equipment that was used (e.g. was the correct program used on the thermal cycler, was 
the performance of the 3130xl Genetic Analyzer suitable for interpretation). 

 A check of the controls, chemicals/kits and reagents that have been used may be useful 
(information located on worksheets and AUSLAB material audit history) including: 

- correct control for the batch (e.g. the correct FTA control card punched) 

- expiry date of reagents/kit 

- has the reagent/kit functioned on a previous and a subsequent batch 

- in cases of contamination, consider reagents/chemical as a possible source 

 In consultation with Team Leaders and Senior Scientist Quality and Projects order 
reworks (e.g. microcons, re-amplification, re-extractions etc) if they will provide additional 
information to the investigation.  Refer to section 8.7 for rework strategies for 
investigation purposes.  However before reworks are ordered the amount of sample 
available for testing should be carefully considered.  Additional quality searches and 
batch checks may be required on reworked samples. 

 Complete quality search if applicable (refer section 8.6).  There may be instances where 
a quality search is completed at the beginning of an investigation and then repeated after 
rework results have been obtained. 

 Raising an OQI should be considered, particularly in instances of a significant or 
reoccurring adverse event.  If an OQI has been raised – the findings of the investigation 
will be recorded within QIS. 

 

8.2.3 Documentation of investigation 

On completion of the investigation, detailed batch audit entries (refer section 8.3) and/or 
specimen notes should be completed for all affected samples. 

Where results are released to AUSLAB for interpretation (and there have been unexpected 
processing issues or profiling results for the sample/batch) notes should include: a 
description of the adverse event, the investigation that was completed, the corrective 
actions completed (if applicable), the impact of the event on the sample/s, and the 
considerations that are required for the interpretation of the profile/s as a result of the issue. 

Where results are not suitable for release notes should include: a description of the adverse 
event, the investigation that was completed, the corrective actions completed (if applicable) 
and the impact of the event on the sample/s.  A clear statement that the results are not 
suitable for interpretation or reporting should be made. 

Failed samples/batches will need to be repunched/reworked (if they are reference 
samples), or reworked/re-extracted/resampled or failed (if they are casework).  Failure of 
samples will occur only in consultation with a Team Leader/Senior Scientist 
Analytical/Senior Scientist Quality and Projects, and may require additional communications 
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with the QPS.  If needed, supporting data and information for investigations into adverse 
events can be stored to network drive I:\Quality & Projects\Investigations or the the teams’ 
events register.  Issue/s and findings (including OQIs) may also be discussed in relevant 
team meetings, to alert staff to quality issue/s. 

 

8.3. Batch audit entries 

Batch audit entries must: 

 Be entered in a timely way.   

 Should be added progressively if the batch is under investigation.  For example if a batch 
is on hold pending the results of an investigation, the batch audit entry must state that the 
batch is under investigation.  As reworks are ordered for the purpose of investigation, the 
details of the reworks and the implications of the findings of the rework/s should be 
stated in the batch audit entry.   

 For analytical investigations refer to QIS 24012 for additional information on specimen 
and batch notes. 

 Clearly state if the batch fails, passes (with no quality issues) or passes (but has been 
affected by one or more quality issues which are detailed in the batch audit entries) 

 If there is a quality issue with the batch – the batch audit entry must clearly state what the 
issue is, the action/s taken (i.e. investigation details), and the outcome of the 
actions/investigations. 

 If there is a quality issue with the batch – the batch audit entry must be accompanied by 
specimen notes on all samples on the batch; the specimen note must refer to the batch 
audit entry e.g. the specimen note would state: “Refer to batch audit entry 
CWGMP2012XXXXXX_XX, in addition to having “See specimen note” entered into the 
comment field for each 9PLEX or 9FTAR page (as applicable). 

 Where the negative control on a batch has a quantification value, the batch audit entry 
must state the quantification value obtained from the negative control, and state if that 
value is >or< the limit of detection (LOD), or limit of reporting (LOR). 

 If an OQI is raised as a result of findings/investigations, the batch audit entry, and 
specimen notes (for all samples on the batch) should have the OQI number entered into 
the notes. 

 
8.4. Review quantification values (controls and samples) 

Reviews of quantification values of individual samples and/or a batch is beneficial when: 

 a quantification batch is under investigation - due to the controls not meeting the quality 
criteria as described in Figure 3 

 a negative control has a quantification value (particularly >LOD) 

 an adverse event has occurred that impacts significantly on DNA yield 

 an adverse event has occurred and the quantity of DNA in the samples adversely 
affected would inform the investigation.   

 to determine if reworks should be ordered for investigation purposes 

A review of a quantification batch, requires a scientist to make an assessment of the 
expected quantification values (based on sample type and previous quantification results) in 
comparison with the quantification values obtained from the sample/batch under 
investigation. 
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8.5. Review batch profiles (controls and samples) 

Where an unexpected profile has been obtained in a control, or there has been an adverse 
event on a batch which has required investigation, a check of the profiles from the other 
samples and controls in the batch is required. This check is usually completed in 
Genemapper ID-X (not Auslab), so that below reporting threshold peaks can be 
reviewed/assessed.  All controls that related to a batch and/or samples under investigation 
should be reviewed to ensure they meet acceptable quality criteria (refer to Figure 1-5 as 
applicable).   
 
For casework samples that have been processed on an automated platform this batch  
check may include an Extraction Batch (EB) check at lowered thresholds (refer to QIS 
17119). 
 
For FTA reference batches - the batch review should include a visual inspection of the 
plate to ensure the correct location and number of spots is present in each well (Refer to 
section 11 for FTA investigations).   
 
The purpose of the batch review is to: 

 Identify any additional quality issues on the batch/plate (if present) 
 Establish possible sources of unexpected alleles within a control/sample that 

may have sourced from within the batch/es in which the sample/controls have 
been processed (if applicable).   

 To assess if an event has impacted on some or all of the controls/samples 
(e.g. poor amplification) 

 
Examples of batch reviews: 

 Where a negative control contains a part or full profile, the review of the batch 
would aim to determine if any samples from within that batch could have 
contributed to the alleles that have been observed in the negative control. 

 If a positive amplification control was NSD the batch check would determine if 
it is the control only, or the entire batch that failed to amplify. 

 If an FTA or FTA control produced a mixture profile, the batch review would 
be searching for the source of the additional alleles from FTAs processed on 
the same batch/plate.  

 
Instances where adverse events impact on casework samples are more difficult to 
investigate, and may require mixture interpretation to determine if cross-contamination 
within batches has occurred. 
 

8.6. Quality searches 

Quality searches are to be performed when the source of an unexpected profile is not able to 
be determined (e.g. a profile in a negative control that does not match a sample on a batch).   
Quality searches can only be completed by the Managing Scientist or the Senior Scientist 
Quality and Projects.  If a quality search is required, a copy of the profile requiring a search 
will be required.  A quality search consists of a search against DNA Analysis staff, QPS staff 
(if applicable), the unknown profiles database, and a search against all casework and all 
reference samples that have been processed within DNA Analysis.  The quality search may 
identify possible sources of the unknown profile, and can inform investigations.  
 
In cases where the source of an unknown profile involved in an investigation is not able to be 
determined, the unknown profile will be uploaded to the “Unknown profile” database that is 
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maintained by the quality team.  This will ensure that any future occurrences of this profile 
can be identified. 
 

8.7. Rework strategies for investigation purposes 

Reworks including microcons, nucleospins or re-amplifications should be requested if they 
will provide additional information to the investigation.  However before reworks are ordered 
the amount of sample available for testing should be carefully considered.  Examples of the 
use of reworks for investigations include: 
 
Improving profiles for quality searches/match purposes: 

- A microcon may be ordered to increase the number of alleles present in a partial/below 
threshold profile 
- Reamplifications at higher DNA concentrations to increase available alleles 

Reworks to establish time/source of contamination/s: 
- A re-preparation/CE may establish if a contamination occurred at/prior to amplification (if 
the result is reproducible) or occurred during CE (if the result is not reproducible) 
- A re-amplification may establish if a contamination occurred at/prior to extraction (if result 
is reproducible) or occurred during amplification (if result is not reproducible) 
- A re-extraction/re-punch may establish if a contamination occurred during extraction  
 
The quantification values for samples under investigation should be considered.  Samples 
with low quantification values may not produce uniform profiling results - due to the 
stochastic effect of PCR.  Samples with high quantification values should profile 
consistently.  Additional quality searches and batch checks may be required on reworked 
samples.   
 

9. FTA REFERENCE BATCH CONTROLS: RESULTS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

FTA reference batches (this does not include EFTA batches – Refer to section 10 for EFTA 
samples) contain two positive controls (1 spot control, 2 spot control) and a negative 
control.  If the positive control/s within a batch are not the expected full profile, and/or the 
negative control is not No Sizing Data (NSD), Analytical staff re-CE the plate to confirm the 
profile is reproducible, before investigation processes are initiated.  For an FTA batch to 
pass, both a positive and negative control must pass as determined by the quality 
criteria indicated in Figure 4 (positive control criteria) and Figure 5 (negative control 
criteria).  Given that each FTA batch contains two positive controls, the best of the two 
control profiles is assessed in the Figure 4 workflow to determine required actions for the 
batch (i.e. if one of the positive controls passes the batch can be accepted, even if the 
second positive control may not meet required quality criteria). 
 
In some rare circumstances, where the batch positive control fails, it may be possible to use 
a sample as a “positive control”, if the sample has been previously profiled and the profile 
results for the sample in this batch match its’ previous profile (this approach requires 
consultation with the Team Leader and Senior Scientist Quality and Projects).  
 
Where the positive and/or negative control profile is not ideal (i.e. expected full profile for 
the positive control, and NSD for the negative control) there are specific actions which 
must be completed, and batch details assessed before the batch can be passed (Refer to 
Figure 4 and Figure 5).  Figure 4 and Figure 5 outline the required actions and batch 
considerations which must be made prior to passing or failing a batch.  The actions and 
considerations are dependant on the control profile/s results (i.e. partial profile, excess, or 
a mixture profile).  The required actions and batch check details in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 are brief, for full details of requirements for each action refer section 8 and 
section 11. 
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reading batches may thus need to be uploaded (i.e. with the failed samples removed).  This 
differs from FTA plates which are processed together during punching, amplification and 
plate reading. 
 
Investigations should include the following actions: 

 
 Ensure results are not incorrectly utilised or reported.  Refer to Section 8.2.1 for 

results management guidelines 

 Check all positive and negative control samples meet quality guidelines (Refer to Figure 
4 and Figure 5).   

 Review batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there have 
been any processing issues which may have affected samples or batches that are under 
investigation. 

 For FTA batches visually inspect the plate (not applicable to EFTA batches) for the 
correct number of punch spots in each well.  

 Batch profiles must be checked - refer to section 8.5.  For EFTA batches a review of 
quantification results may also be required (refer to section 8.4). 

 It may be useful in some circumstances, to check the function and or programming of the 
equipment that was used (e.g. was the correct program used on the thermal cycler, was 
the performance of the 3130xl Genetic Analyzer suitable for interpretation). 

 A check of the controls, chemicals/kits and reagents that have been used may be useful 
(information located on worksheets and AUSLAB material audit history) including: 

- correct control for the batch (e.g. the correct FTA control card punched) 

- expiry date of reagents/kit 

- has the reagent/kit functioned on a previous and subsequent batch 

- in cases of contamination, consider reagents/chemical as a possible source 

 For EFTA investigations order reworks (e.g. microcons, re-amplification etc.) if they will 
provide additional information to the investigation.  Refer to section 8.7 for rework 
strategies for investigation purposes.  Additional quality searches and batch checks may 
be required on reworked samples. 

 Complete quality search if applicable (refer section 8.6).  There may be instances where 
a quality search is completed at the beginning of an investigation and then repeated after 
rework results have been obtained. 

 Raising an OQI should be considered, particularly in instances of a significant or 
reoccurring adverse event.  If an OQI has been raised – the findings of the investigation 
will be recorded within QIS. 

 All investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3 

 A photocopy of the failed batch/plate paperwork to be given to Quality Team, as it will be 
filed in the “FTA Investigations” folders. 

 On completion of the investigation: ensure all affected reference samples have been 
reprocessed, such that reportable results are available.   

 
12. INVESTIGATION INTO REFERENCE SAMPLE MIXTURE PROFILES 

Reference samples are expected to be single source samples.  In cases where a mixed 
profile is obtained from an FTA sample, an investigation is required.  The investigation will 
aim to determine if a DNA contamination has occurred within the DNA Analysis Unit 
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Laboratory or if the sample that was submitted to DNA Analysis (as a reference sample) 
was not a single source specimen.   
 
A mixture in a reference sample may result from occurrences such as: an FTA card 
contamination (pre or post delivery to DNA Analysis), BSD punch carryover, FTA spots 
moving within a plate, labware contamination, reagent contamination, cross contamination 
during washing/extraction/quantification/amplification, or in very rare circumstances it may 
be the correct profile for a person. 
 
Before an investigation is initiated the adversely affected sample should under go a re-CE 
to confirm the adverse event is reproducible.  Investigations into potential contamination 
events will be conducted in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects.  
Where possible, all results from batches under review should be placed on-hold until the 
outcome of the investigation is complete.   
 
If the re-CE confirms that the result is reproducible, the following initial investigation 
steps are required: 
 

 Review batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there 
have been any processing issues which may have affected the sample. 

 For FTA batches visually inspect the plate (not applicable to EFTA batches) for 
the correct number of punch spots in each well.  

 Batch profiles must be checked - refer to section 8.5. 

 Check all positive and negative control samples meet quality guidelines (Refer to 
Figure 4 and Figure 5).   

 Complete quality search (refer section 8.6). 

 

12.1. Investigation actions for FTA samples with a reproducible mixture 

If on completion of the initial investigation actions above (section 12) it is determined that 
there are multiple quality issues with the plate (i.e. multiple samples on the plate contain 
mixtures, control failures) the plate should be failed.  For a failed batch refer to section 11 
for investigation processes and required actions. 
 
If there is only one sample on the plate/batch that is a mixture, but the source of the mixture 
is not able to be determined, after completion of the initial investigations actions above 
(section 12), a REPUNCH of the sample which has produced the mixture profile should be 
requested.  The plate/batch on which the mixture sample was processed should be placed 
on hold pending the results of the RPUNCH rework. 
 
If the REPUNCH of the sample confirms the mixture profile, and there are no additional 
mixtures or analysis issues identified during the batch profiles check (refer to section 8.5), 
in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch may be passed.  All 
investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3.  The batch can be passed 
as the mixture has been confirmed as the correct profile for that FTA card, and not as a 
result of a sample processing issue. However, due to the FTA card producing a mixture 
profile, it is not suitable as a reference sample and as such a Team Leader should also be 
advised as a new FTA sample needs to be requested from QPS. 
 
If the REPUNCH is single source in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
the batch - should be failed, as a contamination event has occurred.  For a failed batch 
refer to section section 11 for investigation processes and required actions. 
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12.2. Investigation actions for EFTA samples with a reproducible mixture 

If a mixture profile in an EFTA sample is reproducible (after re-CE) but the initial 
investigation actions above (section 12) are not able to determine the source/cause of the 
mixture profile the following actions are required: 
 
Order a re-extraction (EFTA) of the mixture FTA samples (under a connected barcode) and 
a re-amplification from the initial EFTA sample to determine if the contamination has 
occurred prior to extraction, during extraction or during amplification. Where possible the 
batches on which the mixture sample was processed should be placed on hold pending the 
rework results. 
 
If the re-extraction and re-amplification confirm the mixture profile (and there are no 
additional quality issues identified during the initial investigation actions above (section 12), 
in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch may be passed.  All 
investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3. A Team Leader should 
also be advised as a new FTA sample may be required. 
 
If the re-extraction and re-amplification is single source (or there are quality issues with the 
batch/es) in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch should be 
failed.  For a failed batch refer to section 11 for investigation processes and required 
actions.  The results from the re-extraction and re-amplification will provide information to 
the investigation on the likely time/process at which the contamination occurred. 

 
If an EFTA extraction, quantification or amplification batch fails – only the samples on the 
affected batch/es will be failed.  These failed samples will likely be distributed over several 
plate reading batches.  For failed EFTA batches partial plate reading batches may thus 
need to be uploaded (i.e. with the failed samples removed). 
 
 

13. INVESTIGATING A SAMPLE WHICH HAS DIFFERENT PROFILING RESULTS 

Where a casework or a reference sample is profiled twice, and the two resulting profiles do 
not match, Re-CE of both amplified profiles (Refer to QIS 17130) should be ordered (Note: 
alleles present in a mixture may vary between amplifications).  After Re-CE: 
 
If it is confirmed that both sample profiles are the same: 

 Advise Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
 Investigate incorrect CE result (refer to section 8 for casework, section 11 for 

reference samples) 
 Ensure that no incorrect profiles have been reported. 

 
If it is confirmed that the sample profiles are different: 

 Advise Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
 Order re-extraction (casework) or re-punch (reference) of the sample. 
 Investigate incorrect CE result (refer to section 8 for casework, section 11 for 

reference samples) 
 View samples to ensure they have been correctly labelled 
 Ensure that no incorrect profiles have been reported. 

 
All investigation processes, actions and reporting in relation to this type of adverse event 
will be as described  section 8 for casework, section 11 for reference samples.  
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14. RECORDS 

AUSLAB batch audit entries, specimen notes and UR notes (as appropriate) will detail 
results from adverse events, adverse event investigation/s and outcomes of investigations.   
OQIs within QIS may used: particularly in instances of a significant adverse event. 
If needed, supporting data and information for investigations into adverse events can be 
stored to network drive I:\Quality & Projects\Investigations. 
 
Where investigations into reference batch failures have been completed a photocopy of the 
plate/batch paperwork should be given to Quality to be filed in the “FTA Investigations” 
folders. 

 
15. ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION 

QIS: 10001  Quality Information System 
QIS: 13965  Opportunities for Quality Improvement (OQIs) Management Procedure (CaSS) 
QIS: 17119 Procedure for the Release of Results 
QIS: 17130  CE Quality Check of Samples from the ABI Prism 3130xl Genetic Analyzers 
QIS: 17154  Procedure for Quality Practice in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 17155  Procedure for Errors, Major Concerns, System Breakdowns 
QIS: 17186  The acid phosphatise screening test for seminal stains 
QIS: 17190  Tetramethylbenzidine screening test for blood 
QIS: 17193  Phadebas test for saliva 
QIS: 19976  Amplification of Extracted DNA using the AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® Kit or  

AmpFℓSTR® COfiler® Kit 
QIS: 19977  Quantification of Extracted DNA using the QuantifilerTM Human DNA  

Quantification Kit 
QIS: 24015  Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate/Interpol Requests 
QIS: 24012  Miscellaneous Analytical Section tasks 
QIS: 24823  FTA Processing and Work Instructions. 

 
16. REFERENCES 

 
ABAcard® p30 Test For The Forensic Identification of Semen. Technical Information sheet. 
Abacus Diagnostics, Inc. 

 
17. AMENDMENT HISTORY 

 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 5 April 2012 K Scott First Issue 

 
18. APPENDICES 

 
Nil 
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Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

  
 
 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:31 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 
Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 
 
Hi Jade 
 
The potential issue that was raised was – it appears that there is a difference between the numbers of sperm seen at 
Evidence Recovery stage versus the number of sperm seen once Analytical processes had been undertaken – and is 
this difference of significance.  I believe that this issue was raised in early May 2016. 
 
This was investigated by Allan McNevin, with Dr Kirsten Scott as his line manager overseeing the investigation.  Allan 
provided an update to the Management Team about the initial findings of the investigation on the 27th of May 
2016.  Attached are the management meeting minutes and the presentation that Allan provided (excel spreadsheet 
titled ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro). 
 
After the meeting on the 27th of May, Allan went on to draft an initial request and then a draft project plan.  The 
initial request is attached titled ‘Initial Request #181’ and only required approval from the line manager to proceed 
to a full project plan. 
 
The project proposal and plan were sent to management team on the 1st of Sept 2016, with a request for 
feedback.  All feedback sent via email was incorporated into a spreadsheet (titled ‘Project#181 Feedback matrix 
v0.1’) so that it was transparent to all management team members the feedback that was put forward and the 
outcome of the discussion between Emma Caunt and Allan McNevin regarding the feedback and whether it was 
included in an updated proposal or not (the 2 project staff members.  Emma is a HP4 court reporting scientist).  I 
believe that between the first draft and the final signed off proposal, Paula had input into directing the project.  I 
was on leave from the beginning of June until the 6th of Sept 2016. 
 
The progress of Project #181 is provided to all management team members at the Management Team meeting 
(projects are a standing agenda item).  Attached is the latest minutes to show that an update was provided. 
 
During the period of this project, Dr Kirsten Scott was acting in the Team Leader role (and therefore Allan’s line 
manager) from 11th of April until the 12th of June.  From the 13th of June, Luke Ryan was acting in the Team Leader 
role until the 12th of July when Paula Brisotto returned from Maternity leave to her substantive position. 
 
The substantive management team members are: myself, Wendy Harmer (AO4), Justin Howes (HP6), Paula Brisotto 
(HP6), Allan McNevin (HP5), Luke Ryan (HP5), Kirsten Scott (HP5), Amanda Reeves (HP5), Kylie Rika (HP5) and Sharon 
Johnstone (HP5).  Only Justin and Paula have been interviewed so far and the interviews were limited to the poor 
interaction between Allan and Amanda I believe.  My assumption is that they will need to be interviewed again to 
ask about their opinion on the poor working relationship within management team. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
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Brief for Approval 
Requested by: ED PPE  

 
 

SUBJECT: Approval to engage Clayton Utz to provide legal services related to Forensic 
and Scientific Services (FSS) employee Amanda Reeves. 

 

Recommendation/s 
         
 

1. It is recommended that the Chief Forensic Pathologist FSS: 
Approve expenditure of up to $66,000 (Inc. GST) to engage Clayton Utz to provide 

legal services related to FSS employee Ms. Reeves. 
 

APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Charles Naylor 
Chief Forensic 
Pathologist 
Forensic & Scientific Services 

 
 
 

  

  

 

 

 

2. It is recommended that the Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services, HSQ: 
Approve the engagement of Clayton Utz to provide legal services for the case of 
FSS employee Ms. Reeves exercising Type 2 procurement delegation. 

 
APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 

 

 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 

3.  It is recommended that the Executive Director, People Performance and Excellence,                                                                                   
HSQ:   

         Exercise Type 5 procurement delegation to sign the attached Quote engaging Clayton 
         Utz to provide legal services for the case of FSS employee Ms. Reeves (Attachment 1) 
 
         APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 
 
 
 
               

  
 

 
 
 
 

Delegate's comments 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
 

Date: I /2016 

Dianne Woolley 
Executive Director  
People, Performance and Excellence  
 

Date: I /2016 

Date: I /2016 
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Background 

1. Ms. Reeves is a long term employee, currently employed as a Senior Scientist in Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
 

2. Earlier in the year, an issue has been raised regarding the processing of Sexual Assault 

Investigation Kits and whether spermatozoa are being identified by the current standard 

operating procedure. 

 

3. Identification of spermatozoa during the evidence recovery phase of examination means that 

an appropriate DNA extraction technique is chosen.  If the appropriate DNA extraction 

technique is not chosen, there is a potential for biological evidence to be lost. 

 
4. Additional measures have been put in place to ensure that evidence is not lost and any risks 

are mitigated, whilst an investigation is conducted into this standard operating procedure to 

ensure that best practice methods are being used. 

 
5. In 2005, an Opportunity for Quality Improvement document (OQI) was provided to the media 

and resulted in adverse media attention and a Ministerial Taskforce Review. 

 
  

lssue/s 

6. Ms Reeves initially raised the issue regarding identification of spermatozoa at the evidence 

recovery phase of examination and this was discussed at Forensic DNA Analysis Management 

Team meetings. 

7. On the 9th of June 2016, when this issue was discussed at a Forensic DNA Analysis 

Management Team meeting, Mr Allan McNevin spoke inappropriately to Ms Reeves. 

8. Ms. Reeves has lodged a number of allegations regarding Mr Nevin with his line manager, 

Ms Paula Brisotto, regarding the handling of this issue and other issues. 

9. An external investigation, led by Mr Mark Brady of Livingstones, has commenced to review 

the poor interaction between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin, the allegations put forward by Ms 

Reeves and the poor working relationship between the substantial members of the Forensic 

DNA Analysis Management Team. 

10. Mr Brady has completed an interview with Ms Reeves. 

11. Ms Reeves has lodged a Work Cover Claim and engaged a lawyer regarding this issue.   

12. In discussions between Ms Reeves’ lawyer and Mr Jade Franklin, the lawyer has indicated 

that his client believes there may be a need for a Public Interest Disclosure (PID) in relation 

to the identification of spermatozoa during the evidence recovery phase of examination. 

13. Whilst an internal investigation is being undertaken by the work unit to address this issue, 

Mr Paul Csoban, Executive Director FSS, will make contact with the Institute of 

Environmental Science and Research Ltd (ESR) to undertake an external review of this 

issue.  ESR have an excellent reputation in the forensic arena and have previously 

undertaken an external review for Forensic DNA Analysis in 2005. 

14. HSQ requires specialised employment law expertise to resolve this matter in light of the 

complexities around the possible damage to Queensland Health’s reputation if Ms Reeves 

goes forward with a PID, the documents that may be held by Ms Reeves with respect to a PID, 

and the culmination of the external investigation led by Mr Brady and any issues that may arise 

from further interviews with team members from Forensic DNA Analysis. 

Vision 

 
15. This brief for approval aligns with the direction set out in the 10-year vision, My Health, 

Queensland Future: Advancing  Health 2026 as follows: 
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8.1 Delivering Healthcare: Strategic Agenda 2.2 - Empowering our People. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results of Consultation 
 

16. Consultation has occurred with the following staff: 
 

1. Paul Csoban, Executive Director, FSS. 
 

2. Cathie Allen, Managing Scientist, Police Services Stream 
 

3. Jade Franklin, HR, HSQ 
 

 

Resource Implications (including Financial) 

 
17. Funding will be sourced through FSS Operational Budget (787103). 

 
 

Attachments 

18. Quote from Clayton Utz for legal services provided for Amanda Reeves 
 
 
 
 
Author:  Cleared by: Content Verified by:  
Cathie Allen Paul Csoban Jade Franklin 
Managing Scientist, Police 
Services Stream 

Executive Director Manager Human Resource and  
Business Relationships  

Forensic and Scientific Services  Forensic and Scientific Services People Performance & Excellence  
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Scientific Review – Forensic DNA Analysis - 1 -

Background
An independent review regarding evidence recovery processing with respect to sexual 
assault investigation kits (SAIKs) is requested of the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research Limited (ESR), a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand.

An issue has been raised specifically regarding spermatozoa negative, acid 
phosphatase negative sexual assault samples, however a review of the processing of 
SAIKs would be appreciated in the spirit of continuing quality improvement.

Terms of Reference
The objective of the scientific review is to examine the processing of sexual assault 
investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory and provide any 
recommendations on process improvements that could be made.

Specifically, the review will consider the following:

 the current Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault 
Cases 

 associated Standard Operating Procedures – The Acid Phosphatase Screening 
Test for Seminal Stains, Examination For & Of Spermatozoa and Detection of 
Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples

 small report titled ‘AP Paper – False Positive Investigation’ PAUL – is this to be 
reviewed?  It was provided in the papers that you gave me

Documents to be provided
Current versions of the above SOPs and small report will be provided via email 
(Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases QIS #32106v4; The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains QIS #17186v12, Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa QIS #17189v13 and Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework 
Samples QIS #17185v10)

Provision of work
Assessment of the SOPs and report can be conducted remotely with any follow-up 
being conducted either by via email, phone, teleconference, video conference or in 
person.

This is the back page.

Delete this text box before finalising or distributing 
the document.
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban
Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 9:05 AM
To: John Bone
Cc: Cathie Allen
Subject: RE: Documents for Scientific Review

Thanks John 
Happy NZ Day  
Pal 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: John Bone [mailto:   
Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 9:04 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 
Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Re: Documents for Scientific Review 
 
Thx Paul will do. Nz day here so will get Sarah et al to review and revert tomorrow. 
Regards 
John 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
> On 6/02/2017, at 12:00 PM, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 
> 
> Hi John, 
> As discussed, please find attached all relevant documentation for the review. 
> I would be grateful if you could send us the quote for this work and please feel free to call with any queries.  If the 
queries are of a technical nature around the scientific aspects, Cathie would be the most appropriate person for 
(?)Sarah to call. 
> Regards 
> Paul 
> 
> 
> 
> [HSQ email image] 
> 
> Paul Csoban 
> 
> Executive Director 
> 
> 
> 
> Forensic and Scientific Services 
> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
> 
> 
> 
> p | 
> 
>  
> 
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> Of Spermatozoa.doc> <32106V4_Examination of Sexual Assault Cases.doc> 
The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 
copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have 
received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Department RecFind No:  

Division/HHS:  

File Ref No:  

  Department  
 

SUBJECT: Possible Public Interest Disclosure regarding Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

 

 
NOTED 

  

   

MICHAEL WALSH Date:       /       /         
Director-General   
   

                                                                                   Ministerial Brief for Approval required 

Director-General’s comment                                       Ministerial Brief for Noting required  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Issue/s 
 
1. Amanda Reeves, a staff member in Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services 

wishes to return to her substantive role as a Senior Court Reporting Scientist, after a period of 
extended leave. 

1.1. Ms Reeves raised an issue to her line manager, Mr Justin Howes regarding a process 
used to examine sexual assault investigation kits on the 4th of March 2016. 

1.2. A project was instigated into this issue and feedback on the project to the Forensic DNA 
Analysis Management Team began on the 12th of May 2016. 

1.3. On the 9th of June 2016, during a Forensic DNA Analysis management team meeting, Mr 
Allan McNevin behaved inappropriately towards Ms Reeves when discussion 
commenced regarding the project (called Project #181). 

1.4. Mr McNevin has apologied twice to Ms Reeves for his outburst.  Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin were offered formal meditation and a facilitated discussion.  Mr McNevin 
agreed to both options and Ms Reeves declined both options. 

1.5. The matter has been appropriately dealt with at a local level.  In addition to the 
management at a local level, an external investigation into the incident at the 
management team meeting has commenced.  Mark Brady, Principal Consultant of 
Livingstones has conducted interviews and is preparing a final report.  

1.6. Ms Reeves has been on extended leave from the 30th of November 2016, with a return 
to work date of the 31st of January 2017. 

1.7. Ms Reeves engaged JA Hodgens, Principal, Human A.S.S.E.T. Solutions in early 
December 2016 to act on her behalf. 

1.8. Ms Reeves, through her lawyer, has threatened a Public Interest Disclosure (PID) on the 
issue regarding processing of sexual assault investigation kits. 

1.9. Risk mitigation steps have been introduced into the process used to examine sexual 
assault investigation kits.  Additionally, a scientific review into the processing of sexual 
assault investigation kits has commenced, with the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research (ESR), New Zealand’s Crown Research Institute. 

Director-General Brief for Noting 
Requested by: Paul Csoban, Executive Director, 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
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Department RecFind No:  

Division/HHS:  

File Ref No:  

1.10. On the 6th of February, 2017, Acting Superintendent Scott McLaren, Forensic Services 
Group, was been briefed regarding the possible PID.  A/Supt McLaren advised that he 
would prepare a briefing for the Assistant Commissioner Michael Condon. 

2. Ms Reeves has obtained medical clearance to return to her duties and wishes to be placed 
back in her sustantive role, which requires reporting and expert evidence on sexual assault 
cases, among other case types.  An offer of alternative employment has been extended to Ms 
Reeves until both the external investigation and the scientific review have been completed, 
however Ms Reeves is insistent on returning to her substantive role. 

3. If Ms Reeves is returned to her substantive role prior to the conclusion of the external review 
and scientific review, she may be called to provide expert testimony on a sexual assault case.  
Ms Reeves would be under oath and be required to truthful answer questions relating to the 
processing of sexual assault investigation kits when she has highlighted her misgivings in the 
processing.  This would be detrimental to Ms Reeves and the work unit. 

4. If Ms Reeves were to provide evidence that processing of sexual assault evidence was 
inadequate, this would be detrimental to Queensland Health, the Queensland Police Service, 
the Queensland Government and the community would lose faith in the scientific work that is 
conducted in the forensic areas of Forensic and Scientific Services. 

5. It is recommended that Ms Reeves undertaken alternate duties until the outcomes are known 
for the two reviews currently underway. 

6. Human Resources and Legal advice is being sought on this issue. 

7. Ms Reeves was deemed fit for return to work from the 2nd of February 2017.  
 
Background 
 
8. Forensic DNA Analysis are delegated the authority to test forensic items by the Commissioner 

of Police through the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (section 488B).  The work 
unit analyses approximately 21,000 crime scene items and 15,000 person samples each year.  
Results are provided electronically to the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  Statement of 
Witness documents and expert evidence are provided to all levels of the Queensland Courts.  
Forensic DNA Analysis provide vital DNA analysis results for both court purposes and 
intelligence purposes, which enable the QPS to link together previously unrelated alleged 
offences. 

9. Forensic and Scientific Services underwent a Ministerial Taskforce Review in 2005 following 
three front page media articles highlighting the large number of untested items held by 
Forensic DNA Analysis.  The QPS and FSS worked collaboratively to reduce the number of 
untested items down to zero and begin working in real-time at the beginning of 2008.  The 
Review also provided resources for the purchase of automated platforms to assist with 
laboratory throughput, a laboratory refurbishment and additional staff members (both 
permanent and temporary) to process the items.   

 
Results of Consultation 
 
10. Mr Jade Franklin, Manager Huamna Resources and Business Relationships has been 

consulted during this process. Who from Legal has been consulted? 

 

Resource Implications (including financial) 
 
11. The report from Livingstones is estimated to cost approximately $20,000. 
12. The scientific review from ESR is estimated to cost approximately $2,500. 
 
Attachments 
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13. Please ensure all attachments referred to are included and numbered. 

 
Note – three levels (only) of internal approval are required; the table below will be removed prior to 
submission of brief to Minister 

Author Cleared by: (SD/Dir) Content verified by: (CEO/DDG/Div Head) 

Paul Csoban 
 

Sharon Kelly 
 

<Name> 
 

Executive Director 
 

General Manager 
 

<Position> 
 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
 

Community and Scientific Support 
 

<Unit/HSD> 
 

  <Tel number> 

  <Mob number> 

8 February 2017 <Date> <Date> 
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Since you have received medical clearance, our concern has been to
return you to your position provided it is safe, and is reasonably practical

to do so.

(c) In response to the matters you have raised regarding suspending or

removing Mr McNevin from the workplace. We did not move Mr McNevin
because in our view it was not appropriate or necessary to protect you,

Mr McNevin or other employee's health and safety. Again, as stated in
the letter from Mr Csoban dated 3 February 2017 "I remain satisfied with
all steps taken to date by Ms Whe/an and Ms Brisotto to attempt to
resolve the matter at a local level". Further, other than to the extent that
it impacts on your immediate working environment, what steps are taken

in relation to Mr McNevin's employment are a matter for HSQ and Mr
McNevin and are personal to him. They are not a matter for discussion
with you.

(d) The Livingstones investigation is an independent investigation into the
concerns you have about Mr McNevin. This independent investigation
was initiated by Mr Paul Csoban. As previously advised, the final report
from Livingstones is yet to be received by HSQ and as such I confirm

that HSQ has not "formeda view", but, as advised in the letter to you
from Mr Csoban dated 3 February 2017 "at this stage the outcome of the

independent investigation is still pending and in the absence of a
finalised process t do not have a vaiid reason to remove Mr McNevin

from his substantive position". As outlined above, I am satisfied the

measures taken in the interim ensure that there is no risk to the health
and weifare of any employee, including yourseif and Mr McNevin.

(e) In relation to the findings of the Livingstones report, HSQ will consider

the findings of the report and recommendations and take appropriate
management action as appropriate. I wanted to take this opportunity to

clarify that the findings of the report will not be "tabled" with you or be
provided with "clarification as to why their actions were deemed

appropriate or not” as suggested in your letter. HSQ will review the
findings of the Livingstones report and take action it considers

appropriate, including meeting with you to discuss any aspect that

impacts you as HSQ considers appropriate.

Issues raised with the Scientific Process

I have been advised that concerns with the integrity of the scientific tests that are undertaken

in reiation to testing semen samples which could affect the outcome of criminal proceedings

relating to sexual assault cases, were first raised by members of your team in or around

March 2016. I am also aware that you then escalated these concerns. I note that you

provided additional documents to Mr Csoban in a meeting on 19 January 2017 in relation to

your continued concerns regarding the integrity of scientific tests. Thank you for raising

these concerns, it was proper and appropriate for you to do so and for providing us with

further documentation.

After the initial complaint was made in March 2016, Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS),

considered alternative processes to conducting the test to ensure the veracity of the testing

Page 2 Health Support Queensland
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which included a series of quality assurance tests to confirm the reliability of the testing

regime. This process. as you are aware because you were directly involved was named

Project #181. A slightly modified testing procedure was introduced in or around August

2016.

The modified testing procedure was implemented after consultation and is based on the risk

assessment and quality assurance processes of the FSS procedures. No concerns with the

testing process have been raised by the ‘co/lective group’including your direct colleagues

since that process was undertaken.

However, since the introduction of the modified testing method, you have raised a number of

concerns with the process on the following occasions:

(a) during a tetephone conversation between Mr John- Anthony Hodgens

(your legal representation) on 8 December with Mr Franklin. Mr Hodges
referred to the fact that it was open for you to make a public interest

disclosure application regarding the testing regime;

(b) in a meeting on 19 January 2017 with Mr Franklin and Mr Csoban, which

you advised you stiil had "concerns" regarding the testing regime;

(c) during a telephone conversation with Ms Frederiksen, Principal Adviser,
Safety and Wellbeing on 24 January 2016. This conversation was

regarding your return to work, during which you provided Ms Frederiksen

with an understanding of what a suitable duties ptan could include. Your

proposed plan included conditions which included not attending court

and not undertaking work related to sexual assault cases that needed
semen screening.

Whilst i acknowledge that you have now, in your letter dated 5 February 2017. advised HSQ

that you are confident in undertaking the full scope of your role (on the basis that other

employees are confident in the modified testing process). This is not consistent with your

previous position as outtined above.

Your email to Paul Csoban on 7 February 2017

I confirm that you first notified HSQ of your desire to return to work on 19 January 2017 in a

meeting with Mr Franklin and Mr Csoban. In this meeting Mr Franklin confirmed the

requirement that you obtain medical clearance. You initially obtained medical clearance for 3

days work and subsequently for 5 days work.

Since you first notified HSQ of your desire to return to work HSQ has been working with you,

and your treating medical practitioner via Ms Frederiksen to facilitate your return to work.

You provided notice of your return to work on 19 January 2017 after being on leave for

approximately 2 months. The suggested conditions of your return to work you discussed with

Ms Frederiksen on 24 January 2017. These conditions were outlined in Mr Csoban’s

correspondence dated 3 February 2017. HSQ carefully considered the conditions you

Page 3 Heatth Support Queensland
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Investigator Précis  

 

The Organisation 

Livingstones is one of the largest Workplace Relations and Human Resource Management 
Consultancy firms within Australia.  We operate on a national basis from our Brisbane office 
offering the services of our 23 professional Consultants.  Our Industrial Relations division acts 
on behalf of employers (Private Sector, Local Government and State Government Departments) 
on all aspects of employee relations including, but not limited to, investigations, mediation, 
advocacy and training. 

The investigator was Mark Brady, Principal Consultant of Livingstones. 

 

Mark Brady 

Mark’s extensive experience across a broad range of employee relations means that he can 
provide expert and practical advice and services on all aspects of workplace matters.  His 
experience includes advocacy, investigations and resolving complex employment matters. 

Mark is a specialist in complaints management, managing and resolving misconduct and 
workplace bullying complaints as well as providing strategic advice in relation employment 
arrangements and conditions. Throughout his career, Mark has been recognised for providing 
creative and practical solutions for complex workplace issues.  Mark is also an experienced 
mediator and brings to his work a genuine desire to reach resolution in a constructive manner 
where possible, however he does not shy away from the ‘hard’ issues when the need arises.  

Mark works closely with clients to ensure that the strategic solutions support the business needs 
and philosophy of the client whilst addressing the specific issues that arise in the workplace and 
any systemic contributors. 

 

Context 

 

On 24 October 2016, Livingstones was appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, Heath Support 
Queensland in accordance with the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 to investigate and 
report on matters related to the management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and 
Scientific Services as outlined in the Terms of Reference.  This arises from an incident on 9 
June 2016 between Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves at the management team meeting.  
Both Mr McNevin and Ms Reeves are supervising scientists of their respective teams and 
members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team.  
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Pierre Acedo  “O” 17/01/17 

Rhys Parry “P” 17/01/17 

Thomas Nurthen “Q” 18/01/17 

Valerie Caldwell “R” 17/01/17 

Wendy Harmer “S” 17/01/17 

Abigail Ryan “T” 18/01/17 

Adrian Pippia “U” 17/01/17 

Angelina Keller “V” 18/01/17 

Cassandra James “W” 18/01/17 

Chelsea Savage “X” 18/01/17 

Cindy Chang “Y” 18/01/17 

Allison Lloyd “Z” 23/01/17 

Sharon Johnstone “AA” 23/01/17 

Angela Adamson “AB” 17/01/17 

Email from Justin Howes “AC” 19/01/17 

 

All parties involved have been verbally reminded not to verbally or physically, overtly or covertly 
victimise in any manner, including career issues, any person involved in this matter.  

All parties involved have been verbally reminded to maintain a high level of confidentiality in 
relation to the process and issues surrounding this matter.  All parties involved have also been 
verbally reminded that any breaches of confidentiality may result in disciplinary action being 
taken against them 

 

Terms of Reference 

 

The Terms of Reference, as issued by HSQ CEO Gary Uhlmann dated 24 October 2016 
specified that the investigator is to investigate matters relating to the allegations regarding 
inappropriate workplace behaviour.  More specifically: 
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(a) review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin's response to feedback 
provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 
escalation of his existing behaviours; 

(b) review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin's determination to take and 
immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or 
adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships; 

(c) review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 
Leader to all reporting staff on the 5 of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 
wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin; 

(d) review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs 
Evidence Recovery suspension slide; 

(e) review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 
roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 
so; 

(f) review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin's email apology on the 9th of 
June 2016; 

(g) review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 
members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 
areas of improvement; 

 

The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in  3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints; 

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(c) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific Services, Queensland 
Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and provide  
any recommended remedial or preventative actions, In particular the management of 
interpersonal relationships between the management group within Forensic DNA 
Analysis; 

(d) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector health 
services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; and 

(e) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Standard of Proof 

 

As with any administrative investigation, the standard of proof applied to the assessment of the 
evidence is the “balance of probabilities”. 

The following principles as set down in the seminal case of Briginshaw v Briginshaw, High Court 
of Australia (1938) 60 CLR 336, have been taken into consideration when making findings in 
this investigation: 

 

“The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a 
given description, or the gravity of the consequences flowing from a 
particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer to 
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the question whether the issue has been proved to the reasonable satisfaction of the 
tribunal.  In such matters, ‘reasonable satisfaction’ should not be produced by inexact 
proofs, indefinite testimony or indirect references.” 

“When in a Civil proceeding, a question arises whether a crime has been committed, the 
standard of persuasion is, according to the better opinion, the same as upon other Civil 
issues….but, consistently with this opinion, weight is to be given to the presumption of 
innocence and exactness of proof is expected…..” 

 

Policy Framework 

 

If substantiated, the allegations as made, may constitute a breach and/or failure to comply with 
the following policies, procedures and/or legislation:  

 Code of Conduct for the Queensland Public Service 

 

Identification of Allegations 

 

The specific allegations that are subject to this investigation are as follows: 

1. Amanda Reeves alleges that Allan McNevin's response to feedback provided by her in a 
meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his 
existing behaviours. 

2. Amanda Reeves alleges that Allan McNevin's determination to take and immovably 
maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or adjust his 
attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships.  

3. Amanda Reeves alleges that an email from Justin Howes, Team Leader to all reporting 
staff on the 5 of August 2016 regarding standardised statement wording was specifically 
directed at Mr McNevin. 

4. Amanda Reeves alleges Allan McNevin failed to progress the project regarding Project 
#181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs Evidence Recovery 
suspension slide and caused a serious roadblock to process improvement and potentially 
put the organisation at risk by doing so. 
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Further, “I left the meeting but Allan was asked to remain behind. The meeting minutes do not 
reflect this incident at all. There is a reference to ‘stress in the lab’ under ‘New Business’. I then 
received an email from Allan at 10.33am (AR12) in which, rather flippantly in my opinion, Allan 
apologised for ‘spitting the dummy at me’. I responded at 11.00am acknowledging his apology 
and letting him know, as the recipient of his behaviour, how it made me feel. I wouldn’t meet 
with Allan because he had just physically and emotionally intimidated me and I didn’t feel safe.  
When I left the meeting, I went and sat in a room and fell apart.” 

Ms Reeves also added, “The behaviour by Allan McNevin on 9 June 2016 is an escalation of 
previous behaviour by Allan towards me, in my opinion. I believe that Allan dismisses what I 
have to say.  I think Allan has trouble dealing with me as an assertive woman. While we have 
equal standing at the management table, I feel that unless my opinion gels with Allan’s he 
dismisses me out of hand.” 

Further, “I have raised concerns with my line manager Justin Howes (HP6 Forensic Reporting & 
Intelligence Team - FRIT) about this in the past. As a result of this, I met with Allan to address 
the issues. This meeting was a couple of years ago.  Allan seemed to listen to me at this 
meeting but in my opinion his behaviour did not change following this. There have been other 
attempts to address this through my line manager.” 

 

Allan McNevin states: 

At interview Allan McNevin outlined, “At the management meeting on 9 June, I was going to 
present my proposal to investigate the issue.  The matter wasn’t being discussed so I thought I 
would mention it so people were aware of what was happening. Once again, Amanda raised the 
issue that it was a risk and did so a number times in the discussion. She wasn’t adding anything 
to the discussion, just saying it was a risk. I wanted to look at the issue and find out where we 
are going wrong rather than jumping straight to a solution.  I think we needed to find out what 
was going wrong in the process rather than jumping to a solution. Amanda then again raised 
that sperm was going missing.” 

Further, “That is when I lost my temper and shouted something like, “I’m not stupid, I 
understand that there is risk.” I didn’t swear. Amanda was sitting beside me and I turned and 
said it to her. I don’t recall exactly my physical actions but I might have pushed myself away 
from the table. I do recall turning to face her as she was sitting beside me.” 

Mr McNevin further outlined, “I certainly didn’t intend to do anything that was physically 
intimidating. Straight away, I knew I had done the wrong thing. It all happened very quickly. 
Either Deb Whelan or Justin Howes was chairing and I remember they both interjected and said 
something to calm the situation. Shortly after that, Amanda took her phone and left the room.” 

Further, “The meeting continued and then when the meeting was nearly finished Amanda 
returned. While Amanda was gone, I was thinking about apologising and how I could say it.  I 
knew she would be upset and I know how she had been upset in the past. The meeting 
concluded.  Before I could say anything to Amanda she got up and left.”   

Mr McNevin further outlined, “The different teams approach issues from different positions so 
sometimes there is conflict in the management team.  This is normal for this sort of work. “I like 
to approach problems from a very scientific position whereas Amanda can get very emotional. 
She says things like ‘you have to remember that there is a person on the end of this.’ It seems 
that Amanda and I often end at opposite ends of the argument when issues are raised.  I never 
feel it is personal it is just the way the discussion pans out as we come from different angles 
sometimes with competing interests.” 

Further, “Amanda has a strong personality. She can often go straight on the front foot about a 
matter. She can be quite persistent when she wants to put a point forward. It can be very 
frustrating in that Amanda can labour the same point over and over again 
without bringing new information to the discussion. I think over the years, I 
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have managed my discussions with Amanda very well.  I have been commended on this at 
times by others on the management team. I have worked on different strategies to deal with 
this.  Sometimes, I will disengage when I can see the conversation is going nowhere.  
Sometimes I will sit back from the table and doodle in my book rather than engage in the 
conversation.” 

 

Deborah Whelan states: 

Deborah Whelan is the Managing Scientist for the Coronial Services stream at Forensic and 
Scientific Services.  Ms Whelan was relieving as the Managing Scientist for Police Services 
which includes the DNA Analysis Team while Cathie Allen was on leave. At Interview Ms 
Whelan outlined, “I wasn’t aware of any issues between Amanda Reeves and Allan McNevin 
until the management meeting of the Forensic DNA Analysis on 9 June 2016. I was present at 
this meeting. I recall at this meeting, there were a number of people there who were backfilling 
positions and others who were regular attendees. The meeting was going along in a regular 
way until we got to the point where staff talk about projects they were working on.” 

Further, “I recall Allan gave an outline of his approach to his project which I think was #181. 
During this time, Amanda Reeves began to voice her concerns to Allan about the design of the 
project.  Amanda was frustrated and she was making her point over and over again to Allan as 
if she wasn’t being heard by Allan. Allan then shouted at Amanda.  I can’t specifically recall 
exactly what Allan shouted. I don’t recall whether Allan waved his arms or hit the desk when he 
shouted.” 

Ms Whelan further stated, “At this time, Justin Howes, who was the chair of the meeting and I 
attempted to shut this down, I think I said ‘stop’ to Allan when he raised his voice.  I planned 
then I was going to meet with Allan after the meeting to talk to him about this his behaviour 
rather than in front of everyone at the meeting.  I tried to move the agenda on from this point. At 
the time, the shouting made the biggest impression on me.  I didn’t notice anything that was 
physically intimidating.” 

Further, “As I was focused on getting Allan to stop, I didn’t notice anything particular about 
Amanda until she left the meeting. I saw Amanda leave the meeting, which I assumed was to 
remove herself from the situation.  In hindsight, I think she was upset. I don’t recall Amanda 
coming back into the meeting. I think I may have said to Justin that we need to speak to Allan 
after meeting. I don’t recall anyone else at the meeting saying anything about the incident.” 

 

Justin Howes states: 

Justin Howes is the Team leader for Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Group.  Mr Howes is 
Ms Reeves’ line manager.  At interview Mr Howes outlined, “I chaired the meeting on 9 June.  
Amanda and Allan were sitting next each other. Amanda was asking a number of questions of 
Allan which he didn’t have the time to reply.  Amanda was unable to answer what she was after 
out of the review.  Her response was that she “just wanted it fixed.” There were a number of 
questions from Amanda to Allan.” 

Further, “Allan then placed two hands on the table and pushed himself back. He then yelled at 
Amanda something like “Amanda do you think I’m stupid.”  I then said to Allan to stop.  He said 
something else but I missed it. Deb Whelan then said to move the agenda on.” 

Mr Howes further outlined, “Allan was loud when he said it but I wouldn’t describe it as 
physically intimidating. There certainly wasn’t any physical threat. At then end of the meeting, I 
asked Allan to stay behind. Deb Whelan, Kirsten Scott and I met with Allan afterwards.” 

Further, “I met with Allan and told him that I couldn’t control how Amanda feels.  I outlined that 
Amanda said the feelings were a result of many events and that she didn’t 
feel heard or respected. I told him to be careful with his laid back mannerisms 
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as it can look like he was dismissive.  I told him he should be more active in his listening and he 
accepted that. I outlined that Amanda wanted to work with Allan and have robust discussions 
but she didn’t feel she was being listened to. Allan said he would be happy with an email from 
Amanda saying that it was just her perception and that she acknowledged that he wasn’t that 
sort of person. He committed to work together.” 

 

Kirsten Scott states: 

Kirsten Scott is a Senior Scientist, Quality and Projects.  At the time, Ms Scott was acting Team 
Leader, Evidence Recovery and Quality. Mr McNevin reports to this position.  At interview Ms 
Scott outlined, “I recall the management team meeting on 9 June 2016.  It started off as a 
normal management team meeting.  I knew that Allan McNevin was going to raise project #181 
as I had been working with him to look at a reasonable approach to deal with the issue.  At the 
time, I was acting as the team leader.” 

Further, “As soon as Allan raised project #181, I knew it wasn’t going to go well.  As soon as he 
started to speak, I noticed Amanda Reeves’ body language.  It was very aggressive, she was 
frowning while Allan spoke.  It was a look of displeasure at everything he said.  From memory, 
Amanda was sitting next to Allan and I was sitting across from them both. As soon as Allan 
finished, from my point of view, Amanda’s response was very confrontational and 
disproportionate.  Allan had been presenting the information in a very calm way and I could see 
Amanda’s tension building while Allan was talking. When Amanda did speak, it was a very 
emotional and intense response.” 

Ms Scott further outlined, “I don’t remember the details of what Amanda said other than she 
disagreed strongly with the proposed approach.  I don’t recall exactly what Amanda’s approach 
was but I recall that she wanted to deal with the whole issue straight away whereas Allan 
wanted to establish a baseline so that it could be used to compare results. Scientifically, it 
shouldn’t have been an issue.  Both approaches were scientifically valid approaches but during 
the discussion, Amanda had a very emotional response to what was essentially a scientific 
discussion.” The conversation went to and fro and became more intense. Amanda was saying 
that Allan didn’t understand the consequences of the issue but Allan did understand and was 
telling Amanda that.”   

Further, “The conversation was making no progress scientifically. Allan then raised his voice at 
Amanda and pushed himself back from the table.  I don’t recall what Allan said. Allan may have 
hit the table with his hands and he pushed himself back but he didn’t thump the table with his 
hands or anything like that. Allan’s voice was raised above the way he normally spoke.  I 
wouldn’t describe it as yelling as Allan is a big man with a loud voice and could have been a lot 
louder.  I would describe it as about 50% louder than he normally spoke.” 

Ms Scott further stated, “From my point of view I didn’t see anything physically intimidating by 
Allan in the incident.  I remember when I saw the allegation later that it was physically 
intimidating, I was shocked. Deb Whelan then spoke and told Allan to be quiet.  Then, within 
moments, Amanda left the meeting. I don’t recall if Amanda returned to the meeting. At then 
end of the meeting, Deb Whelan asked Allan, Justin Howes and me to remain behind.” 

Further, “I have never noticed or had any concerns about Allan’s behaviour in the past.  He is 
very calm and collaborative in his style. I have not observed that he behaved any differently 
towards Amanda that he had with anyone else. In my view, Allan’s personality trait of being laid 
back may have contributed as Amanda may not have thought he was concerned about the 
matters raised when I believe he was concerned but not at same heightened emotional state as 
Amanda.” 
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Kylie Rika states: 

Kylie Rika is Senior Reporting Scientist in the DNA Analysis Team.  At interview Ms Rika 
outlined, “I recall the management team meeting on 9 June 2016.  It was quite calm until we 
started discussing the project #181. Allan McNevin, who was managing the project was giving 
his report. Amanda Reeves was asking him questions. I don’t think Amanda believed Allan 
understood what she was trying to say so she said it in a couple of different ways.” 

Further, “Allan then slammed his hands on the table and pushed his chair back.  He then yelled 
something like, “I’m not stupid Amanda, I know what you are saying.” I was sitting next to 
Amanda who was sitting next to Allan.  I jumped as it shocked me.  I also noticed some others 
being shocked by this. At this time, either Justin Howes or Deb Whelan, it may have been both 
then intervened and said something like, ‘that’s enough Allan.’  The meeting continued and we 
parked the topic.” 

Ms Rika further outlined, “I would describe Amanda’s questioning as being passionate as from 
my perspective; Amanda was passionate to ensure the project addressed all the issues.  As it a 
topic she was passionate about.  She wanted to ensure the team got the best of out of the 
project. I don’t think Amanda was trying to provoke Allan but was showing concern about the 
project but being robust about her concerns.”   

Further, “I remember that after the meeting I was still shaking.  I felt intimidated by the incident.  
I remember saying this to my boss Justin Howes and said I hope it never happens again. After 
Allan was told to stop, Justin was running the meeting and tried to move on.  Amanda stayed for 
about a minute and then left the meeting.  Amanda was away from the meeting for about half an 
hour and then she came back.  Nobody went after Amanda after she left.” 

Ms Rika further outlined, “There has been tension between Amanda and Allan for a while.  I 
think that both of their communication styles are not conducive with each other and this causes 
friction. Allan’s communication style is very relaxed. At the management meetings he sits back 
and appears very nonchalant. Sometimes I personally feel, my perception of the way he 
communicates to Amanda is that he can be dismissive. In my view, when Amanda is talking, he 
comes across as dismissive or what Amanda is saying is a hassle. Sometimes I feel Allan acts 
like this to me but not as much. I haven’t witnessed any behaviours from Allan that I would 
describe as aggressive or inappropriate.” 

 

Kerry-Anne Lancaster states: 

Kerry-Anne Lancaster is a scientist in the Quality and Projects Team. At interview, Ms 
Lancaster outlined, “I recall at the management meeting on 9 June 2016, there was tension 
between Amanda Reeves and Allan McNevin in relation to a project which I had no involvement 
with.  Part of the work of the quality team is to take care of the paper work after the project 
finished, we don’t get involved during the project.” 

Further, “At the meeting I recall there was a heated discussion between Amanda and Allan.  I 
don’t remember the specific details but I recall the word stupid being used.  I’m not sure if 
someone said that someone was stupid.  I don’t really remember. I remember there were raised 
voices. I wouldn’t call it yelling, more frustrated.  I think Allan was talking in a loud voice. I 
remember Allan was standing, he might have been writing on the whiteboard or something like 
that. There may or may not have been hitting hands on the table, I don’t really remember. I 
remember that Amanda was sitting near Allan, the whiteboard was near her.  I don’t remember 
if I saw anything I would describe as physical intimidation.” 

Ms Lancaster further outlined, “Almost immediately, Amanda left the room very upset. I saw her 
later in the corridor crying after the meeting as I left. I may have said something to Amanda like, 
‘Are you okay’ but I don’t specifically remember.  Kylie Rika may have been comforting her at 
the time. To me, it was an argument that was heated.  I have never been in a 
management team meeting where the discussion had become so heated. I 
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believe Amanda and Allan may have had some disagreements in the past but nothing that has 
come to my attention.  I have been here for about 12 years.” 

 

Sharon Johnstone states: 

Sharon Johnstone is a Senior Scientist in  the Intelligence Team.  At interview Ms Johnstone 
outlined, “I am a member of the management team.  I attended the management team meeting 
on 9 June 2016. I remember Allan McNevin losing his temper. I don’t remember the exact 
discussion.  There was quite a detailed discussion between Allan and Amanda Reeves.” 

Further, “I believe there was some miscommunication between the two of them. Amanda was 
repeating herself over and over again.  I would describe it as insistent. I think Allan understood 
what Amanda was saying but Allan didn’t believe Amanda was taking into account what Allan 
was saying.” 

Ms Johnstone further outlined, “I remember thinking that I would have pulled up the 
conversation before it got to the point it did but it wasn’t pulled up. I remember Allan then raised 
his voice and banged on the table with his fists. He said something like, “I know Amanda. I’m 
not stupid” It was quite loud and it surprised the room. I would call it yelling.  It was a clear 
display of frustration. Justin Howes, who I think was chairing and tried to calm the situation 
down. We did move on to the next topic of conversation. Amanda was shocked at first, think 
everybody was shocked.  After a minute or two Amanda left the meeting.  I don’t remember 
anything of note after that.” 

Further, “I don’t believe Allan was being physically intimidating towards anyone in particular.  He 
wasn’t facing anyone.  The room itself is in a ‘U’ shape. He was on the same side of the table as 
Amanda.  I don’t remember if they were sitting next to each other or whether there was one 
person in between them. He was more facing the way he was sitting rather than displaying his 
emotion directly towards Amanda.” 

Ms Johnstone further outlined, “It was very out of character for Allan to act like that. Allan is 
usually very level, he does come up with ‘out of the box’ ideas so he does tend to talk a lot but 
he rarely shows any emotion. Allan is really friendly, his whole team loves him.  He has 
managed a number of staff over the years and does a really good job of it.” 

 

Wendy Harmer states: 

Wendy Harmer is the Administration Support Officer for the Managing Scientist, Ms Cathie 
Allen.  At interview Ms Harmer outlined, “I regularly attend the management team meetings, in 
years past, I did the minutes.  Now, one of the team leaders chairs the meeting and the other 
takes the minutes. I recall on 9 June 2016 that I attended the management meeting and Justin 
Howes was the chair.  I have the minutes for that meeting. I recall that at the meeting, we just 
went through the agenda as per normal.”   

Further, “I remember project #181 was discussed.  I recall that I was sitting nearest to the door 
and Allan McNevin was sitting next me.  Either Amanda Reeves or Kylie Rika was sitting next to 
Allan but I am not sure who was. The discussion was quite intense.  Allan’s and Amanda were 
discussing their thoughts. I felt the conversation was escalating.  In my opinion, Amanda was 
very persistent in her responses towards Allan. I’m pretty sure Allan said, “I’m not stupid 
Amanda” in response to what she was saying. As it was escalating, I was surprised the 
chairperson did not intervene.” 

Ms Harmer further outlined, “Allan banged his hands down on the table.  It startled me.  In my 
view it was a reaction to Amanda being persistent. Allan may have got up and left the meeting 
for a minute after this. Allan used a normal voice, if anything, it was just frustration.  He didn’t 
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scream or anything like that. It’s a long time ago but that’s my recollection. I wouldn’t describe 
Allan’s actions as physically intimidating.  As I was sitting next to Allan, it startled me.” 

Further, “I am not aware of any issues between Allan and Amanda prior to this incident. I have 
had a number of dealings with Allan. He comes to see me about HR matters. I have never seen 
anything from him I would describe as aggressive or inappropriate.  He is a lovely man and 
always speaks to me very nicely.  I have never heard a bad word about Allan.” 

 

Pierre Acedo states: 

Pierre Acedo is an Analytical Scientist in the Analytical Team.  Mr Acedo outlined at interview, “I 
was present at the management team meeting on 9 June 2016. I don’t usually attend but was 
relieving in Luke Ryan’s position. This was my first management team meeting. I remember 
there was a discussion between Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves about a particular 
experiment that Allan wanted to do.  The conversation went back and forth and became heated.  
Allan then just blew up.  This was a surprise as I had worked under Allan before and hadn’t 
seen him like this before.” 

Further, “It was a while ago but I remember Allan threw his hands up in the air and said 
something like, ‘Yes I know that Amanda, you don’t have to keep throwing it my face.’ I don’t 
remember the exact words. Allan was frustrated, it was just a normal debate, but Allan acted 
uncharacteristically and yelled at Amanda.” 

Mr Acedo further outlined, “I wouldn’t describe Allan’s behaviour as physically intimidating. I 
could see as soon as Allan did it, he knew it was the wrong thing to do and seemed apologetic. 
To me, Allen was frustrated and let steam off.  I didn’t think it was physical intimidation but if it 
was directed at me, I may have felt differently. Just after the incident, Amanda stormed out of 
the room crying. After the meeting, I saw Amanda in the corridor being consoled by another 
staff member, Kylie Rika. I had no further involvement following this.” 

Further, “I am not aware of any issues between Amanda and Allan in the past. Apart from this 
incident, I have never observed any behaviour from Allan that I would describe as aggressive or 
inappropriate. I would describe Allan’s communication style as generally professional.  He can 
be set in his ways at times.” 

 

Allison Lloyd states: 

Allison Lloyd is Reporting Scientist in the Reporting Team. At interview Ms Lloyd outlined, “I was 
present at the management team meeting on 9 June 2016. I was sitting directly opposite from 
both Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves at this meeting. I was there observing as my 
supervisor hadn’t left yet and I was asked to attend on that date. The meeting was progressing 
as normal until it reached the section about projects.” 

Further, “When we got to project #181 about sperm not being seen in case work, there was 
discussion about how it was progressing. Allan had talked about how the project plan had 
written and was currently with management for feedback. Allan was sitting next to Amanda, 
Amanda said she had some misgivings about the project plan and some of the content of the 
project plan were not pertinent.” 

Ms Lloyd further outlined, “I remember Amanda said something and Allan became very 
defensive. Allan raised his voice his voice quite a bit, probably closer to a yell.  He was moving 
his arms up and down and I think he banged on the table several times.  He turned towards 
Amanda. He said something like, that Amanda always only had one concern and he had 
addressed it and she couldn’t move on.  I can’t remember the exact words. Deb Whelan, the 
acting managing scientist and Justin Howes, who is in charge of the reporting and intelligence 
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teams had to call several times for Allan to stop and clam down. Deb Whelan said, ‘Ok we’ll 
leave this issue for the moment and move on.’” 

Further, “The meeting went back to normal and Amanda left the meeting for most of the 
meeting. Allan sat in the meeting with his head down looking at the table. Amanda then returned 
to the meeting near the end and it was apparent that she had been crying.” 

Ms Lloyd further outlined, “In relation to Allan’s behaviour at the meeting, I think he was 
frustrated. His actions were more expressing frustration than being physically intimidating.  
Having said that, if I was sitting next him and he was speaking to me, I could see that it could be 
physically intimidating. I don’t think it was his intention though. Amanda can be quite forceful.  
But on this occasion, I thought Amanda was just asking questions and expressing her view 
about some matters weren’t being addressed. I’m not sure what had happened at other 
management team meetings. I know that Amanda has said in the past that Allan and her don’t 
see eye to eye and they would never be best friends.  Amanda thought that Allan didn’t like her 
and she does not like Allan.  Nothing like this before though.” 

 
Consideration of Evidence 

The evidence is consistent that on 9 June 2016, at the Management team meeting, Allan 
McNevin provided the meeting with an update on Project #181. During this update, Amanda 
Reeves sought information from Mr McNevin. The conversation became heated and Mr 
McNevin raised his voice at Ms Reeves. Mr McNevin said something like, “I’m not stupid, I know 
the risks.” The exact wording cannot be established however, there is a general consensus in 
the evidence that the words were along these lines. 

There is inconsistent evidence about the volume of Mr McNevin’s voice. Evidence varies from a 
‘raised voice’ to Mr McNevin ‘yelled’ at Ms Reeves.  Mr McNevin described that he shouted at 
Ms Reeves. By Mr McNevin’s own admission, his voice was more than raised and that he 
shouted at Ms Reeves. 

There are also inconsistencies in the evidence as to whether Mr McNevin hit the table with his 
hands when he was shouting at Ms Reeves. Mr McNevin stated that he pushed himself away 
from the table. Ms Reeves stated that she “saw his arms raised and then brought down with a 
noticeable and audible impact.  In the same movement he pushed himself back from the table 
and turned toward me whilst yelling.” 

The evidence ranges from corroboration of Mr McNevin’s evidence that he pushed himself from 
the table to that Mr McNevin was banging his fists on the table.  The inconsistencies in the 
evidence do not allow for a definite finding to be made as to the force of Mr McNevin’s hands 
making contact with the table. There is, however, consistent evidence to establish that Mr 
McNevin made contact with the table and pushed himself back from the table when he shouted 
at Ms Reeves.  

Mr McNevin was sitting next to Ms Reeves during the meeting.  Mr McNevin outlined that he 
turned towards Ms Reeves when he shouted at her.  

The Macquarie Dictionary defines ‘intimidating’ as ‘threatening.’ This means that there must be 
a threatening element to Mr McNevin’s conduct. Further, Ms Reeves’ evidence and concerns 
refer to the physicality of Mr McNevin’s conduct. Hence, witnesses were requested to provide 
their views to whether they considered Mr McNevin’s conduct to be ‘physically intimidating.’  

The majority of witnesses outlined that they did not consider Mr McNevin’s conduct to be 
physically intimidating.  Most witnesses outlined that Mr McNevin’s conduct was that of 
frustration rather than intimidation.  Further, it is the view of the investigator that Mr McNevin’s 
physical stature and/or training in martial arts is relevant to Ms Reeves’ perception of Mr 
McNevin but not relevant to Mr McNevin’s actions on the day. 
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The evidence is also mixed to whether Ms Reeves was being reasonable in her questioning 
towards Mr McNevin. The evidence ranged from Ms Reeves just asking questions of Mr 
McNevin to Ms Reeves being confrontational, very emotional, intense and disproportionate. It is 
difficult to establish whether Ms Reeves was being unnecessarily provocative towards Mr 
McNevin. 

Whether, Ms Reeves was being unreasonable or not in her questioning of Mr McNevin, it was 
not appropriate for Mr McNevin to shout at Ms Reeves. However, there is insufficient evidence 
to establish that Mr McNevin ‘intimidated’ Ms Reeves by his actions. The evidence supports that 
Mr McNevin reacted out of frustration rather than that of intimidating Ms Reeves. While Ms 
Reeves’ testimony is that she felt physically and emotionally intimidated, there was no evidence 
presented that Mr McNevin’s conduct was threatening towards Ms Reeves. Considering the 
evidence presented by witnesses of the incident the investigator is of the view that a reasonable 
person would not consider Mr McNevin’s conduct as intimidating.  

While Mr McNevin’s behaviour was not appropriate for the workplace, the evidence is that it was 
a ‘one-off’ incident which was totally out of character.  He has admitted his behaviour was 
unacceptable, demonstrated remorse, apologised on three occasions and has been counselled 
about this behaviour by his manager.  It is the view of the investigator that commencing 
disciplinary action against Mr McNevin for this matter is not warranted. 

In relation to whether Mr McNevin’s behaviour was an ‘unacceptable escalation of his existing 
behaviours’, the majority of witnesses outline that Mr McNevin is usually a ‘laid back’ person 
and that this behaviour was out of character. 

There are varying opinions in relation to Mr McNevin’s communication and behaviours.  Ms Rika 
outlined she believed that while Mr McNevin’s communication style is very relaxed at 
management team meetings he appears very nonchalant. Further, it was Ms Rika’s perception 
of the way he communicates with Ms Reeves, that he can be dismissive of what Ms Reeves is 
saying and is a hassle. Contrary to this, Ms Johnstone outlined that it was very out of character 
for Mr McNevin to act in this manner and that he is usually very level.  Further, that Mr McNevin 
comes up with ‘out of the box ideas’ and tends to talk a lot but rarely shows any emotion. Ms 
Johnstone further stated that “Allan is really friendly, his whole team loves him.  He has 
managed a number of staff over the years and does a really good job of it.” 

While both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin allude to some communication difficulties between 
them in the past, there is insufficient evidence to support that there are on-going issues 
between them. Ms Reeves and Ms Rika refer to ongoing tension between Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin, there was no evidence presented that referred to any particular incidents.  The 
investigator is of the view that the ‘ongoing tension’ referred to is more about Ms Reeves’ 
perception that Mr McNevin doesn’t value her opinions and is dismissive of her rather than any 
specific incidents or confrontation. This was also supported by Ms Rika in her evidence which 
outlined that Ms Reeves “feels others, such as Allan are being dismissive and not placing 
importance of what she says.” 

There is insufficient evidence to support the part of the allegation that Mr McNevin’s conduct 
was an unacceptable escalation of his existing behaviours. 

 

Findings 

In relation to the allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback provided by Ms Reeves in a 
meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his existing 
behaviours is not substantiated. However, there is sufficient evidence, including Mr McNevin’s 
admission that he shouted at Ms Reeves which is not consistent with the Code of Conduct for 
the Queensland Public Service section 1.5 ‘Demonstrate a high standard of workplace 
behaviour and personal conduct.  
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Allan – when I referred to this in our recent meeting Allan’s response was ‘yes you have 
always had an issue with me, but I am who I am – I can’t help how your perceive me.’” 

 

At interview, Ms Reeves outlined, “While we have equal standing at the management table, I 
feel that unless my opinion gels with Allan’s he dismisses me out of hand. I have raised 
concerns with my line manager Justin Howes (HP6 Forensic Reporting & Intelligence Team - 
FRIT) about this in the past. As a result of this, I met with Allan to address the issues. This 
meeting was a couple of years ago.  Allan seemed to listen to me at this meeting but in my 
opinion his behaviour did not change following this. There have been other attempts to address 
this through my line manager. I met with Allan on 8 August this year to attempt to resolve this 
issue.  Allan’s response was that ‘you have always had a problem with me, I can’t help how you 
perceive me, I am who I am’. My interpretation of that was Allan wasn’t listening and he wasn’t 
prepared to compromise.” 

Ms Reeves further elaborated on the meeting on 8 August 2016, “Allan specifically restricted his 
apology to having just raised his voice, and he did not want to acknowledge the distress his 
actions caused me. I mentioned that I was frightened and it could be considered assault, and if 
it happened again I would call the police. I asked if he could assure me it wouldn’t happen 
again.  Allan said that he couldn’t control how I interpret his actions.” 

Further, “I stated that Allan was not willing to take on board my position and had no respect for 
me. He reiterated he shouldn’t raise his voice. I said it was an escalation of existing behaviour 
and I needed it to stop.  I said I deserved respect and should be able to raise issues. He said he 
was frustrated that I raised the same issue again. I said we have had issues before but you 
don’t see this.  He said you have issues with me.  I said he didn’t seem at all apologetic and his 
original apology seemed flippant. He said he tries to keep communication relaxed and intended 
to follow it up.  He said he understood I was upset but he wasn’t sure what I expected from him. 
He said that I say he dislikes me but I don’t know how he feels inside. I replied that I assess him 
on his actions, and he replied that he can’t control my emotional response to him.” 

 

Allan McNevin states: 

At interview, Mr McNevin outlined, “Amanda has a strong personality. She can often go straight 
on the front foot about a matter. She can be quite persistent when she wants to put a point 
forward. It can be very frustrating in that Amanda can labour the same point over and over 
again without bringing new information to the discussion.” 

Further, “I think over the years, I have managed my discussions with Amanda very well.  I have 
been commended on this at times by others on the management team. I have worked on 
different strategies to deal with this. Sometimes, I will disengage when I can see the 
conversation is going nowhere. Sometimes I will sit back from the table and doodle in my book 
rather than engage in the conversation. I have been told that Amanda is intimidated by my 
scientific knowledge and sometimes will try to engage on a matter where she doesn’t have the 
full knowledge about the matter and will try and argue about it.  I find that difficult.  I don’t try to 
ignore her but sometimes it’s difficult to engage.” 

Mr McNevin outlined his recollection of the meeting on 8 August 2016, “I met with Amanda 
about three days later, Amanda brought Emma Caunt with her and I asked Kirsten as she had 
been in the meeting and I didn’t want to involve others. We met, I apologised again.  Once 
again she said she accepted my apology.  She then started ripping into me saying things like 
her husband was ill and it was unfair of me to do that.  She said she felt unsafe and was 
standing up and being quite animated while I was sitting down.  She said what I did was 
borderline assault and she would seek legal action if it happened again.” 

Further, “I did my best to be quiet through this. I acknowledged I did the wrong thing. I explained 
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that I felt she was treating me like I was stupid. She said it was her right to raise risks. She 
brought up my karate training and how it was borderline assault. I tried to explain that my 
training was not relevant to the matter.” 

Mr McNevin further outlined, “I tried to say that she had interpreted my actions in one way and 
she couldn’t understand how I could interpret her speech and actions and feel frustrated. I 
asked her what she wanted me to do and she said she just wanted to be treated with respect 
and not yelled at. I asked her if there was anything she was willing to change and she said no, 
as she always acted professionally and didn’t need to change.”  

Further, “The meeting ended there. The meeting went on for about 15 to 30 minutes.  Emma or 
Kristen may have taken notes about the length and the detail of the meeting. I felt like I have 
done everything I could to rectify what happened in the management meeting. I offered to make 
amends but Amanda didn’t seem to want to accept it. I did ask Amanda if she would like 
mediation but Amanda said she had a bad experience with mediation.” 

 

Paula Brisotto states: 

Paula Brisotto is the Team Leader of the Evidence Recovery and Quality Team.  Ms Brisotto is 
Mr McNevin’s line manager. Ms Brisotto was on leave at the time of the incident of 9 June 2016. 
Kirsten Scott relieved in Ms Brisotto’s position while on leave. At interview Ms Brisotto 
outlined,“On 5 August 2016, Deb Whelan had a meeting with Allan and me. I was there as 
Allan’s supervisor. Deb indicated that she took advice from HR. Allan was to make a more 
formal apology to Amanda but wasn’t required to apologise to the other participants at the 
meeting unless they requested one.” 

Further, “Allan also asked whether Amanda would be required to apologise for her email.  Deb 
responded that there was no advice from HR that this was required to happen.  Deb also 
warned Allan that if it happened again, then there would be more formal action. On that same 
day, I believe the apology email was sent from Allan to Amanda.  A meeting was also organised 
for the two of them for the 8 August.” 

Ms Brisotto further outlined, “The meeting did occur on the 8 August between Amanda and 
Allan and each brought a support person. I wasn’t present at the meeting and wasn’t at work 
that day. I returned the next day and was advised by the participants that it didn’t go well. Later 
that day I met with Amanda and her support person Emma Caunt.  Emma had to leave half way 
through.” 

Further, “I was advised the meeting didn’t go well. Amanda advised that she didn’t receive a 
sincere apology and only apologised for the shouting and not the physical actions. Amanda also 
said Allan appeared be only apologising because he had to and he appeared not to care 
because he was not reactive. These are the views expressed by Amanda.” 

Ms Brisotto continued,“I recall talking to Allan about his body language as he can appear 
fidgety. He said that was his coping mechanism. I suggested that he can look distracted and 
gave him some advice about how to address this.” 

 

Kirsten Scott states: 

At interview Ms Scott outlined, “From my point of view, Allan acknowledged he had made a 
mistake and acknowledged this. Apart from losing his cool, Allan couldn’t have acted more 
appropriate to correct the matter. Amanda didn’t appear to be ready to resolve the matter at that 
stage.”  

In relation to the meeting on 8 August 2016, Ms Scott outlined, “I didn’t have further involvement 
until a fair bit later when I was Allan’s support person in a mediation type meeting with Amanda. 
I didn’t take notes of the meeting.  I don’t remember the specific words or 
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conversations of that meeting.  What I recall is that it wasn’t very constructive.  From my point of 
view, Allan was trying to reach some middle ground but Amanda wasn’t trying to resolve the 
issue.  The meeting didn’t last very long.” 

 

Deborah Whelan 

At interview Ms Whelan outlined the following, “After the meeting ended (9 June 2016), I stayed 
behind with Justine to talk to Allan about the incident. I said to Allan that his behaviour was 
inappropriate and he needed to apologise. Allan accepted his behaviour was inappropriate and 
was willing to make an apology to Amanda. Allan indicated that he would apologise immediately 
and we finished the meeting.” 

Further, “On 10 June I met with both Allan and Amanda separately. The meeting with Allan was 
straightforward.  He again admitted he did the wrong thing but was frustrated by Amanda saying 
the same thing over and over again.  Allan was also unhappy about the content of Amanda’s 
email and was concerned she was aiming to use the incident against Allan in the future. I made 
a note of the meeting (DW1).” 

Ms Whelan further outlined, “I had a further meeting with Allan on 5 August 2016.  I asked 
Allan’s supervisor Paula Brisotto to attend as my secondment was coming to an end.  I made 
notes of this meeting (DW6). Allan outlined that he did apologise on the day but was willing to 
make a more formal apology as the first one appeared flippant. Allan wanted to know why 
Amanda wasn’t apologising for her email. Allan acknowledged his behaviour was inappropriate 
and if it was repeated there would be consequences. Allan also indicated that he would 
apologise to other meeting attendees if they raised concerns with him. The outcome was that 
we were managing Allan’s behaviours so there was no need for any written assurances from 
Allan.  Also were intending to address management behaviours.” 

 

Consideration of Evidence 

The witnesses interviewed in relation this allegation were interviewed as they were in 
attendance at meetings with Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin following the incident and were able 
to provide direct evidence of Mr McNevin’s and Ms Reeves conduct at these meetings.  Written 
notes of the meetings prepared by the witnesses are attached to their respective statements 
and were considered by the investigator. 

This allegation centres very much on Ms Reeves’ perception of Mr McNevin’s behaviour and his 
responses to Ms Reeves and Ms Reeves’ expectations of how she believed Mr McNevin should 
behave. In the email of 16 August 2016 to Ms Brisotto, Ms Reeves outlined three points this 
allegation is based on. The first two dot points refer to perceptions of Mr McNevin’s general 
communication techniques over a period of time prior to the incident.  The third dot point refers 
to Ms Reeves raising the concern with Mr McNevin at a meeting on 8 August 2016. 

The first dot point outlines that Ms Reeves has consistently had conversations about how 
difficult she finds it to be ‘heard’ by Mr McNevin during the provision of project feedback and 
management meetings.  The second dot point refers to Ms Reeves’ belief that a number of 
informal chats have occurred with Mr McNevin about his actions and language and the effect 
these can have on positive communication and Ms Reeves has seen nothing to suggest Mr 
McNevin has taken this feedback on board and modified his behaviour.   

Ms Reeves refers to issues raised with Mr Howes, Ms Reeves’ supervisor.  At interview Ms 
Reeves outlined that these conversations resulted in a meeting between Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin ‘a couple of years ago’.  Further that there has been ‘other attempts to address this 
through her line manager’. 
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Ms Brisotto outlined that she has had discussions with Mr McNevin about his body language 
and how he can appear fidgety.  Ms Brisotto stated Mr McNevin responded by saying that this 
was a coping mechanism. 

Ms Whelan’s evidence is that Mr McNevin was remorseful, willing to make amends by 
apologising and also acknowledged his behaviour was inappropriate and if repeated, there 
would be consequences.  The investigator is of the view that Mr McNevin is, in fact, willing to 
accept feedback and adjust his behaviour despite this being a ‘one off’, out of character 
incident. 

Mr McNevin at interview outlined that Ms Reeves has a strong personality, persistent in 
labouring points without raising new information and starts conversations on the ‘front foot’.  
Further that he disengages when conversations are going nowhere. 

Following consideration of the evidence presented, it is the view of the investigator that Mr 
McNevin and Ms Reeves are both confident, experienced professionals who have different 
communication styles. Mr McNevin outlined that he prefers factual engagement and when 
conversations veer away from this, he disengages.  Further, a number of interviewees outlined 
that is laid back whereas Ms Reeves can engage in a forceful and  confrontational  way. 

In relation to the meeting of 8 August 2016, both parties concede that it wasn’t successful.  The 
evidence is that Mr McNevin offered an apology, his third since the incident on 9 June 2016, but 
Ms Reeves was not satisfied with this.  In her own words, “Allan specifically restricted his 
apology to having just raised his voice, and he did not want to acknowledge the distress his 
actions caused me.” Ms Reeves went on to say that she considered Mr McNevin’s behaviour as 
assault and that if it occurred again she would call the police.   

It is the view of the investigator that this escalation of the incident by Ms Reeves to that of a 
criminal matter placed Mr McNevin in a very difficult position in that if he apologised to the 
satisfaction of Ms Reeves he is admitting that he ‘assaulted’ Ms Reeves otherwise he is 
refusing to acknowledge his behaviours and make the perceived adjustments. The escalation of 
the interpretation of events by Ms Reeves since the incident makes it very difficult for Mr 
McNevin to satisfy what Ms Reeves expects in an apology.  It is the view of the investigator that 
Mr McNevin has acknowledged his mistake in a genuine way.  Whether Ms Reeves accepts the 
apology is beyond Mr McNevin’s control.     

Mr McNevin is correct when he states he cannot control what perceptions Ms Reeves forms 
from Mr McNevin’s communication style.  Further, the meeting of 8 August 2016 demonstrated 
that unless Mr McNevin accepts Ms Reeves’ perception of his behaviour and communication 
style, his response is unacceptable to Ms Reeves.   

Mr McNevin’s communication style is by no means perfect and could be improved by Mr 
McNevin being assisted to adopt techniques to redirect conversations when they are becoming 
‘bogged down.’  Having said that, Ms Reeves must also reflect on her own communication style 
and techniques and how it has contributed to the difficulty between her and Mr McNevin.  For 
their relationship and communication to improve, both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin need to be 
willing to accept their shortcomings and be accountable for their communication styles and work 
to improve this. 

It is unfair to place the onus solely on Mr McNevin for the difficulties over the years. Further, 
other than Ms Reeves’ perception, there is no evidence to support that Mr McNevin has been 
unwilling to be open to feedback or to consider making adjustments in his attitudes or 
behaviours in the interests of improving workplace relationships.     
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A few instances of late have been brought to my attention where the collective agreement 
on statement wording hasn’t been used. This wording for STRmix statements had the 
opportunity for input from all reporting scientists in meetings in 2013 and as an outcome, 
the wording was standardised and put into the 17119 SOP.  There were many reasons 
for this, and apart from an important point of standardisation, it was to help any scientist 
to pick up any statement at any time and be comfortable with the wording, and also to 
help reviewers efficiently perform their task with minimal disagreement. 

Can I please ask that we stick to the standard wording in the interests of the above as we 
need to put all our efforts/time into getting the large amount of work to our clients. 

Thanks 

JAH.”  

 

Justin Howes: 

During the investigation process, Mr Howes outlined in an email response to the investigator 
that he did send the email referred to by Ms Reeves to all staff competent in  court reporting (or 
in training as a court reporting scientist).   

Mr Howes outlines that the purpose of the email was “to ensure all staff are following 
standardised wording in statements. I write these general emails when more than one person, 
and more than one instance has occurred, where they appear to be drifting from the standard 
approach. If there are instances that relate to one person, and especially more than one time, 
then an email wouldn’t be written rather a discussion would need to occur with the person.”  

Further, “The email was not specifically  directed at one person. These emails are an attempt to 
correct more than one person who may have started to drift from the standard approach, and to 
remind all reporting scientists to the benefits of standard wording.” 

Mr Howes further outlined that “it was not unusual for these general emails to be sent regarding 
a range of processes/practices.” 

  
Consideration of Evidence 

Ms Reeves based the allegation on her perception that the purpose of the email was to correct 
Mr McNevin’s behaviour in relation to his alleged deviation from standardised wording. Mr 
Howes is clear that the email was not specifically directed at Mr McNevin but rather a general 
reminder to all staff.  Mr Howes further outlined that if there were instances that related to one 
person, that this wouldn’t be undertaken via an email but rather a discussion would occur with 
that person. 

Ms Reeves did not provide further evidence than this assertion in the email. 

If Mr McNevin’s alleged deviation from the standard wording is of concern, it is best dealt with 
by Mr McNevin’s line manager, Ms Brisotto, or by Mr Howes directly with Mr McNevin. 

 

Findings 

Mr Howes has clearly indicated the email referred to in this allegation was not directed at any 
individual therefore Allegation 3 is not substantiated. 
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scientists (HP4) physically don’t prepare the slides, they are trained in the process, and in the 
interpretation of the slides and associated other evidence/tests performed by ERQ and 
Analytical scientists (HP3), in order to attend court and give expert/opinion evidence. Following 
my discussion with the staff, I received an email on 11 May from Anna Lemalu copied to the 
participants (AR5). The email provides suggestions for the slide investigation. It is important to 
note the emails conclusion, which states “The major overarching concerns of this issue are the 
fact that in certain circumstances we may not have sent samples for DNA profiling at all (micro, 
AP and PSA neg) and have therefore missed evidence. Also, occasionally we are asked in 
court specifically about the number of sperm seen in a sample – if we know that this number is 
unreliable, how happy will reporters be to quote numbers?” That email was copied into a new 
email sent by Justin to Allan, copied to Kirsten Scott (acting ERQ HP6) on 12 May (AR6).” 

Further, “We had a Management meeting on the 12 May.  We discussed the issue raised in the 
email.  It was the first time this matter was discussed at the Management meeting, as ‘New 
Business’.  In my opinion, the minutes do not fully document the conversation held. I was 
concerned, as were others in my team, that we needed to check the initial slide so we weren’t 
missing anything as we were at risk of not detecting evidence, which is the core business of the 
team.” 

Ms Reeves further outlined, “On 27 May we had a Management meeting where Allan and I had 
a robust discussion about this matter. Although Allan and I were not in agreement about the 
urgency of the risk and the scope of the project, I didn’t feel intimidated in this discussion. I 
believe Kylie Rika shared the same concerns as me. I held the position that the immediate risk 
needed to be stemmed, and once that was addressed, as long as the process for making the 
ER slides was investigated, the project scope could include whatever else Allan wanted. The 
minutes did not accurately capture this conversation (AR8).” 

Ms Reeves further stated, “There are two levels of risk as I see it.  The first category is where 
the microscopy is negative when there is truly sperm there but the seminal fluid component is 
not detectable. In this situation there is no ‘safety net’.  It either gets missed completely, or it 
goes though an extraction type that doesn’t allow for check (differential) slides. The aim of 
differential lysis extraction is to separate female (epithelial) and male (spermatozoa) cells.  The 
risk here is that if sperm isn’t detected at the initial stage but is present in small numbers, the 
sample may not be sent for differential lysis extraction, and the male component could be 
‘swamped out’ by the female component in a mixture.” 

Further, “The second level is where the microscopic slides are negative but there is truly sperm 
there, but the seminal fluid component is detected.  The detection of the seminal fluid causes 
the sample to progress through differential lysis extraction, during which a second set of slides 
are made (diff/check slides). This second set of slides provides the ‘safety net’, but they are not 
routinely examined – they have to be specifically requested. I have copy of the workflow which 
may assist (AR9). The risks appear to be due to a deficiency in the microscopy process, which 
is at the beginning of the workflow, the results of which direct the progression of the sample 
through the remainder of the workflow. There are several cases where this occurred in relation 
to the second level risk.  I’m not aware if we have specifically retrospectively checked for cases 
exposed to the first level risk. I’m not sure that we will be able to easily identify them, at least not 
until the microscopy process is fixed.” 

Ms Reeves further outlined, “The initial request for the project was made on the 2 June 2016 
(AR10). On 19 July I have two emails that indicate that there was still concern from the 
Reporting group about the slides issue. I forwarded the email that Kylie sent to her team to 
Justin, where I give an example of the issue and expressed that we needed this sorted ASAP. I 
outlined that I was very concerned and asked for it to be followed up with priority. I received an 
email from Jacqui Wilson on 20 July giving an example from 2015 where the slides indicate the 
problem.  I responded to Jacqui – “Thanks Jacqui. Justin has assured me that he has followed 
up with Paula, who will be following up with Allan.  Unfortunately there have been no timeframes 
given yet, but I have asked again that this be given urgent attention”  
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Ms Reeves concluded the interview with the following statements, “I was advised during the 
interview that one of the documents provided to the investigator by way of background was the 
Procedure for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP). This document is a guide for controlling change to processes in the lab – “changes 
within Forensic DNA Analysis have the potential to impact on our clients, on stakeholders 
(internal/external to FSS) and may impact on compliance with NATA.  As such changes which 
occur with Forensic DNA Analysis must be carefully considered and documented.  There are a 
number of types of changes that may occur within Forensic DNA Analysis; for the purpose of 
documentation - these are classified into five types: administrative change, IT/LIMS change, 
minor project, major project, and external projects.” 

Additionally, “I provide Section 4.11 Corrective Action, in the AS ISO/IEC 17025 Australian 
Standard “General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories”, 
against which we are assessed for compliance by NATA. (AR30) This standard provides that a 
problem with technical operations of the laboratory may be identified from staff observations, 
and should have a root cause analysis/investigation undertaken, and then corrective measures 
implemented. I provide The Procedure for Quality Practice in Forensic DNA Analysis SOP and 
the first two pages of the Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis SOP  – I have 
not provided the entire document, as only the first two pages are relevant to this issue, but can 
do so upon request. These documents should be considered alongside the Change 
Management SOP.” 

Further, “With reference to these documents and this issue - I escalated a potential deficiency 
with a critical process to the relevant senior staff in March 2016. At this point, an 
investigation/root cause analysis and risk assessment should have been conducted, followed by 
corrective action in accordance with our SOPs and the relevant Standard. This was not carried 
out, in my opinion because the risk was possibly not fully understood and was being minimised 
by Allan, and thus the issue was instead treated as a non-time-sensitive project proposal 
through the change management process.  I am of the belief that this issue should have been 
managed in the first instance as an adverse event.” 

 

Allan McNevin states: 

At interview Mr McNevin outlined the following, “There was an issue that arose in relation to 
testing for spermatozoa and the difference of evidence recovery and the differential slide. There 
were concerns raised that that there was risk for that threatened the collection of evidence.  
While I acknowledged this might be a risk, I believe we needed to look at the evidence and the 
risk and agreed it needed to be investigated. We had some discussions at two previous 
management meetings. I agreed that it could be a risk and it needed to be investigated. While I 
like to approach things with hard evidence, Amanda would often make comments like, “If we 
miss this than a guilty person walks free.”  This is often how Amanda will approach things, but I 
don’t find it helpful. 

 

Kirsten Scott states: 

At interview Ms Scott outlined, “In relation to project #181, I wasn’t aware of discussions about it 
until I relived in the team leader role.  As soon as I became aware of the matter, Allan and I 
addressed it straight away. I believe Allan understood the risks of the issue.  Allan may have 
had a different view on how to approach the matter which didn’t mean he took it any less 
seriously. The laboratory has never collected data in relation to this issue previously so it was 
difficult to say whether it was risk or not.  If we had the data, we could have gone directly to 
addressing the issue but we didn’t have the data. We have implemented a temporary solution to 
address the risk but it isn’t a long-term solution.  It is a way to address the risk if it is in fact an 
issue.” 
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Adrian Pippa states: 

Adrian Pippa is a Reporting Scientist for the DNA Analysis Unit. At interview Mr Pippia outlined, 
“In relation to Project #181, I was asked by Amanda to provide input and suggest some 
experiments that would be appropriate.  I assume, Amanda acted on these and progressed 
them. I had to meet Allan McNevin to discuss some aspects of the project plan.  I believe Allan 
took my suggestions on board and adjusted the project plan.” 

Further, “I think the progress of Project #181 has been quite slow considering it’s importance as 
it has identified a risk that I believe has been present for a number of years. I am not sure of the 
reason for the delay, I believe it may because other matters have been prioritised over it by the 
management team. I am not aware of any individuals who may have deliberately delayed or 
been obstructive in relation to the project.” 

Mr Pippa further outlined, “I  think there is a tendency in the laboratory to over-complicate 
matters which can contribute to blown out timeframes.  Having said that I think we have really 
good skills to resolve the issues but we do tend to overcomplicate matters. In relation to project 
needs, Project #181 could have been done in parts where the spermatozoa detection 
(microscopic aspect) could have been done first and then the enzymatic testing could have 
followed.” 

 

Jacqui Wilson states: 

Jacqui Wilson is a Reporting Scientist for the DNA Analysis Unit. AT interview Ms Wilson 
outlined, “In relation to Project #181, as I come from a background of being in the sexual assault 
team, I am probably more aware of the issues of concern.  I have been concerned for the last 
couple of years about a possible potential issue with the slides and possibly evidence being 
missed.” 

Further, “I have raised the concerns with the team managers and then left them with them to 
manage. I not aware of evidence being missed but more that there was potential for be missed. 
I am aware that the project #181 was established to examine the issue.  I understand that there 
needs to be gathering of information or more examples to move forward with that.  I don’t 
believe that there have been any deliberate roadblocks to addressing the issue. Since then, 
there has been a workaround implemented in the meantime to address the issue. We are very 
busy department and these sort of issues take time to address. 

 

Valerie Caldwell states: 

Valerie Caldwell is a scientist in the Evidence Recovery Team.  At interview Ms Caldwell 
outlined, “Project #181 is good example of communication issues.  Initially, the two teams 
weren’t communicating and it was difficult to understand the issues.  Since then, communication 
has improved. In my role I do the testing of the slides, and the rechecking at the end.  The work 
around has addressed the concerns but it is has increased our workloads.  I will be interesting 
to see if the project identifies what can be done to address this issues.” 

Further, “In my view, Allan has acted appropriately in addressing the concerns raised in relation 
to the issues that commenced project #181.  He copped flack from us in relation changing the 
testing but he also copped the flack from the other team in relation to the issue.  He was in a 
very difficult position. I find that the major thing is that sometimes we rush to solutions when the 
problem isn’t really understood which leads to having fix issues that haven’t been considered.  
Also we are at the forefront of our field which leads to issues where we might be having teething 
problems.” 
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Thomas Nurthen states: 

Thomas Nurthen is a Reporting Scientist for the Forensic DNA Analysis Team.  At interview Mr 
Nurthen outlined, “I have had no direct involvement in project #181 but I had involvement in 
trying to get something done in leading up to the project. As a reporting group, we identified 
there was an issue and as a group we met in May 2016.  We knew of problems prior to this.  A 
solution wasn’t implemented until August.  In my view we had enough information to act on it in 
May. I think when an issue is identified, unless it is a burning issue, it doesn’t get addressed as 
quick as it should.  I think the delay was because of this.” 

 

Consideration of Evidence 

On consideration of the available evidence, the investigator is of the view that Project #181 was 
viewed differently by the different teams within the Forensic DNA Analysis team. Generally, the 
Reporting team, led by Ms Reeves viewed the issues as something where a solution could be 
reached reasonably quickly whereas the Evidence Recovery team, led by Mr McNevin believed 
more scientific analysis was required before reaching a solution.  

Ms Reeves outlined in her evidence that the issue was first discussed at a management 
meeting on 12 May 2016.  Further, it was discussed on 27 May 2016 where Ms Reeves 
outlined, Allan and I were not in agreement about the urgency of the risk and the scope of the 
project.”  Further, Ms Reeves stated that the initial request for the project was made on 2 June 
2016.  Evidence was presented that a temporary solution, which addressed the problem was 
implemented on 8 August 2016. 

Mr McNevin outlined, There were concerns raised that that there was risk for that threatened 
the collection of evidence.  While I acknowledged this might be a risk, I believe we needed to 
look at the evidence and the risk and agreed it needed to be investigated. We had some 
discussions at two previous management meetings. I agreed that it could be a risk and it 
needed to be investigated.” 

The divergence of views and approaches is well illustrated in the evidence provided by two 
experienced scientists.  Firstly, Valerie Caldwell from the Evidence Recovery Team outlined 
that, “In my view, Allan has acted appropriately in addressing the concerns raised in relation to 
the issues that commenced project #181.  He copped flack from us in relation changing the 
testing but he also copped the flack from the other team in relation to the issue.  He was in a 
very difficult position. I find that the major thing is that sometimes we rush to solutions when the 
problem isn’t really understood which leads to having fix issues that haven’t been considered.  
Also we are at the forefront of our field which leads issues where we might having teething 
problems.”  Whereas, Thomas Nurthen from the Reporting Team outlined, “As a reporting 
group, we identified there was an issue and as a group we met in May 2016.  We knew of 
problems prior to this.  A solution wasn’t implemented until August.  In my view we had enough 
information to act on it in May.” 

Reporting scientist, Jacqui Wilson, who was credited by Ms Reeves as the initial identifier of the 
problem stated that “I have raised the concerns with the team managers and then left them with 
them to manage. I not aware of evidence being missed but more that there was potential for 
evidence to be missed. I am aware that the project #181 was established to examine the issue.  
I understand that there needs to be gathering of information or more examples to move forward 
with that.  I don’t believe that there have been any deliberate roadblocks to addressing the 
issue.” 

Following consideration of the evidence, it is the view of the investigator that any perceived lack 
of progress on the Project #181, which was the responsibility of Mr McNevin, was not due to 
him being obstructive but was more concerned with the gathering of the evidence and analysing 
of the risk prior to reaching a solution. 
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There was no evidence presented to support the assertions of Ms Reeves that Mr McNevin 
deliberately failed to progress Project #181 nor that he caused a serious roadblock to process 
improvement that had the potential to put the organisation at risk. 

Please note no submission or assertion was made during any interview that raised any 
concerns about the effectiveness of the ‘workaround’ to address the scientific concerns raised 
that resulted in Project #181. 

 

Findings 

The allegation that Allan McNevin failed to progress the project regarding Project #181 
Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide 
and caused a serious roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at 
risk by doing so is not substantiated. 

 

Other matters 

 

Amanda Reeves’ response to Allan McNevin's email apology on the 9th of June 2016 

Following the end of the management meeting, Ms Whelan, Mr Howes and Kirsten Scott (acting 
in Paula Brisotto’s absence), met with Mr McNevin.  Mr McNevin readily admitted that he had 
acted inappropriately and that he would apologise to Ms Reeves. Shortly after the meeting, Mr 
McNevin emailed Ms Reeves and offered to apologise in person for “spitting the dummy” in the 
management team meeting.  Further, that he should not have let his frustration out like he did. 

Ms Reeves responded by acknowledging the apology but declining to meet.  Further, Ms 
Reeves responded by saying, “I can just tolerate you discounting my opinions and treating me 
with that vague sense of amused disdain, because mostly I don’t care what you think of me, but 
I will not ever accept being physically or emotionally intimidated. You frightened me in that 
moment.  I hope you feel like a big man.” 

Following receipt of this email, Mr McNevin forwarded it to his supervisors, Mr Howes, Ms Scott 
and Ms Whelan.  As a result of this Ms Whelan sought a meeting with Ms Reeves with a view to 
discussing the incident and also Ms Reeves’ email. 

Prior to the meeting with Ms Reeves, Ms Whelan met with Mr McNevin. In that meeting Mr 
McNevin admitted his behaviour at the meeting was inappropriate but outlined that it was due to 
Ms Reeves repeatedly making the same point through the meeting.  Mr McNevin also was 
concerned about Ms Reeves’ email because he believed she intended to use it against him in 
the future.  Further Mr McNevin sought a retraction of Ms Reeves’ email and written apology as 
he believes there was no physical intimidation. 

At interview, Ms Reeves outlined “I then received an email from Allan at 10.33am in which, 
rather flippantly in my opinion, Allan apologised for ‘spitting the dummy at me’. I responded at 
11.00am acknowledging his apology and letting him know, as the recipient of his behaviour, 
how it made me feel. I wouldn’t meet with Allan because he had just physically and emotionally 
intimidated me and I didn’t feel safe.  When I left the meeting, I went and sat in a room and fell 
apart.” 

In a meeting with relieving Managing Scientist, Deb Whelan, Ms Reeves outlined, “Instead of 
being asked how I was and checking on my well-being, or being asked to contextualise the 
matter, I was reprimanded for my email response to Allan’s apology email. Apparently Deb took 
exception to my words as they were too strong.  I said that as the human being on the receiving 
end, this was how I felt.” 
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At interview, Deb Whelan outlined, “Kirsten Scott sent Justin and I an email which outlined that 
Allan had apologised and offered to meet. Amanda’s response was also included.  Allan had 
forwarded both of the emails to Kirsten who forwarded it to us. What I noticed about the emails 
was that Amanda’s last two sentences in her email were quite inflammatory and that Allan’s 
apology in the email appeared quite flippant.” 

Mr McNevin outlined the following at interview, “While Amanda was gone, I was thinking about 
apologising and how I could say it.  I knew she would be upset and I know how she had been 
upset in the past. The meeting concluded.  Before I could say anything to Amanda she got up 
and left.” 

Further, “Following the meeting, when I returned to my desk I wrote an apology to Amanda. It 
wasn’t received very favourably by Amanda. I thought about the email from Amanda and I felt 
she was accusing me of physical intimidation which was unwarranted it.  I felt that she was 
being aggressive with the issue now by accusing me of physical intimidation. I was concerned 
that sort of allegation can cost me my career. I know I did the wrong thing but I didn’t physically 
intimidate her.” 

Mr McNevin also reflected on this email in the following way, “my first apology was quite 
informal.  I used the words ‘dummy spit’ – I have an informal way of writing emails but I 
understand the need for a more formal apology.” 

Ms Scott outlined, “From my point of view, Allan acknowledged he had made a mistake and 
acknowledged this.  Apart from losing his cool, Allan couldn’t have acted more appropriate to 
correct the matter.  Amanda didn’t appear to be ready to resolve the matter at that stage.”  

 

Assessment 

In the opinion of the investigator, both emails, Mr McNevin’s apology after the incident and Ms 
Reeves’ response were unfortunately sent when emotions were still raised following the 
incident.  Mr McNevin intended the informal style of the email to de-escalate the situation but it 
had the opposite effect as Ms Reeves interpreted the apology as flippant. Ms Reeves’ response 
outlined that she “will never accept being physically or emotionally intimidated. You frightened 
me in that moment.  I hope you feel like a big man.”  Further, Ms Reeves declined Mr McNevin’s 
offer to meet.  Ms Reeves further outlined that “as the human being receiving end, this is how I 
felt.” 

It is the view of the investigator that while Ms Reeves may well have felt physically and 
emotionally intimidated by Mr McNevin there is a lack of evidence that Mr McNevin’s conduct 
was physically intimidating or threatening (see Allegation 1).  It is reasonable in her response to 
Mr McNevin to express how she felt and decline to meet with him. However, the last sentence, 
“I hope you feel like a big man” is not an expression of how Mr McNevin’s conduct made Ms 
Reeves feel but a statement of belittlement towards Mr McNevin.   

The email had the effect of making resolution of the matter very difficult from that point. Mr 
McNevin was adamant that his conduct was not physically intimidating and Ms Reeves refused 
to accept any apology from Mr McNevin that did not include acknowledgement that his conduct 
was physically intimidating.   

The email response from Ms Reeves, while ill-considered and unhelpful in resolution of the 
conflict was sent in the heat of the moment so it could be a mitigation that Ms Reeves was in all 
probability highly emotional as a result of the incident. However, the statement in the email, “I 
hope you feel like a big man” is inappropriate and unprofessional.  

In relation to Ms Reeves’ general conduct in the workplace, there was sufficient testimony 
provided that Ms Reeves’ communication style can be forceful and direct.  Further, Ms Reeves’ 
interactions with her colleagues was described as confrontational and challenging.  There were 
elements in this in Ms Reeves’ questioning of Mr McNevin which led to the 
incident in the management team meeting on 9 June 2016.  HSQ 
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management may wish to consider whether Ms Reeves may benefit from some coaching in 
workplace communication. 

    

Management action post incident 

At interview Ms Reeves outlined that she believed management’s handling of the matter was 
deficient and needed to be investigated. 

The major issue for Ms Reeves is that she believes management inappropriately down played 
Mr McNevin’s behaviour in the management meeting and escalated her email response to Mr 
Mc Nevin’s original apology. 

From a process point of view, management, in particular Ms Whelan who was acting as the 
Managing Scientist met with both parties separately on a number of occasions and facilitated 
the meeting on 8 August 2016 taking place.  Ms Whelan was not present at the meeting on 8 
August.  Ms Brisotto returned from long-term maternity leave on 12 July 2016 and was therefore 
not present at the management meeting on 9 June 2016. Ms Scott relieved for Ms Brisotto. 
Upon her return, Ms Brisotto met with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin. Ms Brisotto then 
relieved for a short period as the Managing Scientist while Ms Whelan was on leave.  During 
this time, following a discussion with Jade Franklin from Human Resources, Ms Brisotto 
attempted to organise resolution of the matter by a ‘facilitated discussion’ chaired by Mr 
Franklin.  Following consideration, Ms Reeves declined to participate. 

 

Assessment 

Ms Whelan, Mr Howes, Ms Scott and Ms Brisotto were all interviewed.  Ms Whelan was 
responsible for leading the management of the issue. Ms Whelan was relieving as Managing 
Scientist in the absence of the incumbent, Cathie Allen.  Ms Whelan was unfamiliar with the 
team dynamics and personalities. 

It is the view of the investigator that overall, the management team has genuinely attempted to 
resolve the matters in good faith.  There have been numerous meetings with Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin.  Issues raised by both parties have attempted to be addressed by the management 
team.   

Upon reflection, Ms Whelan admitted that she should have dealt with some aspects differently. 
It is the view of the investigator that two aspects of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter 
could have been approached differently.  The first was that no manager checked in on the 
welfare of Ms Reeves after the incident.  Ms Reeves and others were genuinely shocked and 
upset by the incident and therefore a manager should have checked in with her. The fact that 
Ms Reeves and others were shocked also supports how out of character this outburst was for 
Mr McNevin. 

The second aspect of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter that in hindsight could have been 
better handled was Ms Whelan’s first meeting with Ms Reeves where the first issue raised by 
Ms Whelan was Ms Reeves’ email to Mr McNevin.  While Ms Reeves’ email should have been 
raised during the meeting, as it was the first meeting about the issue, Ms Reeves’ well-being 
should have been checked on.  Further, in hindsight, it would have been more prudent to deal 
with the incident in the first instance. However, Ms Reeves’ comments in the email, “I hope you 
feel like a big man” were derogatory towards Mr McNevin and made resolution difficult from that 
point on.  This was not consistent with Ms Reeves’ view that she was entitled to express how 
the incident made her feel. 

Ms Whelan demonstrated an acute awareness of the flaws in her early approaches and is 
contrite upon reflection.  Ms Whelan indicated that she had never confronted such a situation in 
all her time at Queensland Health.  Further, Ms Whelan also stated that at the time, she was 
dealing with serious family issues and was quite preoccupied.  The 
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investigator believes that Ms Whelan’s early actions were as a result of misjudgement rather 
than of any act of negligence or malevolence towards Ms Reeves.  

Apart from those early blemishes, the management of the matter has been reasonable and 
sound considering the difficult circumstances and approach to resolution by the parties.  Senior 
management continued to meet with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin to attempt to reach 
resolution. This included proposals of mediation and a facilitated discussion, both of which were 
declined by Ms Reeves.  This culminated in the meeting of 8 August between Ms Reeves and 
Mr McNevin, both with support people.  While the meeting of 8 August did not go well, this was 
due to the entrenched positions of the parties which escalated the animosity rather than 
management’s mishandling of this issue.  The investigator is of the view that management of 
the matter was reasonable with exhaustive attempts to reach a resolution. 

 

The Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team  

During interviews with management and staff, interviewees were asked by the investigator to 
reflect on the functioning of the management team.  Those interviewees who had attended 
management team meetings also commented about the conduct and effectiveness of those 
meetings. 

The major concern consistently expressed was that the management team is split into two 
groups. The split is between the analytics/evidence recovery area and the reporting team.  This 
was also noticeable to employees who do not attend the management team meeting.  Some of 
those who attend management team meetings expressed concerns that the two groups become 
quite positional in their approach to issues.  This risks issues not being addressed on their 
merits but rather a position being taken based on team loyalty.  

Another concern raised is that there is a lack of communication from the management team to 
employees.  A common comment is that information is often on a ‘need to know basis’ which 
doesn’t filter to employees.   

There was also a view expressed that members of the management team do not receive 
support and training their role as managers.  Former team leader and experienced scientist, 
Thomas Nurthen outlined that when he commenced work in 2004 the workplace was ‘very 
dysfunctional’.  Mr Nurthen went on to say that a program of team building was implemented 
which was successful for a period of time. 

Submissions were made that managers were sometimes ‘thrust’ into a management position 
without ongoing support.  Further, that there was not a program of ongoing support or a 
management development program.  Mr Nurthen, no longer a member of the management 
team, also made the suggestion that the management team would benefit from having a greater 
appreciation of what other teams do.  

   

Assessment 

The evidence presented to the investigator indicates that the management team are split into 
two groups and that management team meetings can be divided and quite confrontational. 
Further, that the members are quite positional in dealing with issues.   There was no evidence 
presented however that any member of the management is not dedicated to ensuring the DNA 
Analysis Unit providing an excellent service. This gives the management team a solid basis to 
work from in that this is a common interest for all management team members.  

Upon consideration of the evidence presented, the investigator believes that it may be worth 
considering changing how the management team meetings operate and approach issues. HSQ 
may wish to consider introducing an ‘interest-based’ approach for the management team to 
address issues raised at management team meetings.  This will assist the management team to 
deal with matters on a consensus basis while considering specific interests of 
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management team members.  The investigator is of the opinion that the divergence of the team 
in project # 181 may well have been avoided if all of the parties’ interests and concerns were 
understood and appreciated by all parties.  Further, to assist in this process, an independent 
chair, experienced in the ‘interest-based’ process may be considered. 

In relation to management support, HSQ way wish to consider whether a formal 
leadership/management support program should be introduced.  The program may consist of a 
360 degrees feedback, leadership values and coaching/mentorship initiatives. 
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Summary of Findings 

 

Background 

On 24 October 2016, Livingstones was appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, Heath Support 
Queensland in accordance with the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 to investigate and 
report on matters related to the management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and 
Scientific Services as outlined in the Terms of Reference.  This arises from an incident on 9 
June 2016 between Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves at the management team meeting.  
Both Mr McNevin and Ms Reeves are supervising scientists of their respective teams and 
members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team.  

Allegations 

Allegation One 

Amanda Reeves alleges that Allan McNevin's response to feedback provided by her in a 
meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his existing 
behaviours. 

Finding 

The allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback provided by Ms Reeves in a meeting 
held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his existing behaviours 
is not substantiated. However, there is sufficient evidence, including Mr McNevin’s admission 
that he shouted at Ms Reeves which is not consistent with the Code of Conduct for the 
Queensland Public Service section 1.5 ‘Demonstrate a high standard of workplace behaviour 
and personal conduct. 

Allegation Two 

Amanda Reeves alleges that Allan McNevin's determination to take and immovably maintain a 
position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or adjust his attitudes and 
behaviours to improve the working relationships.  

Finding 

The allegation that Mr McNevin's determination to take and immovably maintain a position and 
associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to 
improve the working relationships is not substantiated. 

Allegation Three 

Amanda Reeves alleges that an email from Justin Howes, Team Leader to all reporting staff on 
the 5 of August 2016 regarding standardised statement wording was specifically directed at Mr 
McNevin. 

Finding 

The allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team Leader to all reporting staff on the 5 of 
August 2016 regarding standardised statement wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin 
is not substantiated. 

Allegation Four 

Amanda Reeves alleges Allan McNevin failed to progress the project regarding Project #181 
Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide 
and caused a serious roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at 
risk by doing so. 
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Finding 

The allegation that Allan McNevin failed to progress the project regarding Project #181 
Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide 
and caused a serious roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at 
risk by doing so is not substantiated. 

Other matters 

Amanda Reeves’ response to Allan McNevin's email apology on the 9th of June 2016 

The email response from Ms Reeves, while ill-considered and unhelpful in resolution of the 
conflict was sent in the heat of the moment so it could be a mitigation that Ms Reeves was in all 
probability highly emotional as a result of the incident. However, the statement in the email, “I 
hope you feel like a big man” is inappropriate and unprofessional.  

In relation to Ms Reeves’ general conduct in the workplace, there was sufficient testimony 
provided that Ms Reeves’ communication style can be forceful and direct.  Further, Ms Reeves’ 
interactions with her colleagues was described as confrontational and challenging.  There were 
elements in this in Ms Reeves’ questioning of Mr McNevin which led to the incident in the 
management team meeting on 9 June 2016.  HSQ management may wish to consider whether 
Ms Reeves may benefit from some coaching in workplace communication. 

Management action post incident 

Despite some early blemishes, the management of the matter has been reasonable and sound 
considering the difficult circumstances and approach to resolution by the parties.  Senior 
management continued to meet with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin to attempt to reach 
resolution. This included proposals of mediation and a facilitated discussion, both of which were 
declined by Ms Reeves.  This culminated in the meeting of 8 August between Ms Reeves and 
Mr McNevin, both with support people.  While the meeting of 8 August did not go well, this was 
due to the entrenched positions of the parties which escalated the animosity rather than 
management’s mishandling of this issue.  The investigator is of the view that management of 
the matter was reasonable with exhaustive attempts to reach a resolution. 

The Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team 

Upon consideration of the evidence presented, the investigator believes that it may be worth 
considering changing how the management team meetings operate and approach issues. HSQ 
may wish to consider introducing an ‘interest-based’ approach for the management team to 
address issues raised at management team meetings.  This will assist the management team to 
deal with matters on a consensus basis while considering specific interests of management 
team members.  The investigator is of the opinion that the divergence of the team in project # 
181 may well have been avoided if all of the parties’ interests and concerns were understood 
and appreciated by all parties.  Further, to assist in this process, an independent chair, 
experienced in the ‘interest-based’ process may be considered. In relation to management 
support, HSQ way wish to consider whether a formal leadership/management support program 
should be introduced.  The program may consist of a 360 degrees feedback, leadership values 
and coaching/mentorship initiatives. 
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From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:53 AM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise, 

Just to update you.  We have a further meeting with Amanda’s legal representatives today.  The legal position and 

arguments have changed somewhat so I will let you know whether your expertise and advice will be needed thereafter 

Thank you in the interim 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 12:03 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Thanks Paul 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:58:06 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  
Hi Louise, 

Thank you.  I will make arrangements after the meeting and fit in with your time table 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:48 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Hi Paul 

 

That sounds like a very prudent approach- however, I am not available this afternoon.  I would be happy to 

catch up with you tomorrow if that suits? 

 

Kind regards 
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From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:53 AM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise, 

Just to update you.  We have a further meeting with Amanda’s legal representatives today.  The legal position and 

arguments have changed somewhat so I will let you know whether your expertise and advice will be needed thereafter 

Thank you in the interim 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 12:03 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Thanks Paul 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:58:06 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  
Hi Louise, 

Thank you.  I will make arrangements after the meeting and fit in with your time table 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:48 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Hi Paul 

 

That sounds like a very prudent approach- however, I am not available this afternoon.  I would be happy to 

catch up with you tomorrow if that suits? 

 

Kind regards 
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The SOP used to detect sperm in sexual assault cases contains an amendment history (section 11), 
this shows that the process hasn’t vastly changed in the period between 2008 and 2016.  The 
PowerPoint attachment (Details for Sperm SOP) shows that Amanda Reeves has had the opportunity 
to have input into the procedure over a number of years.  She was a reviewer of the SOP, then a 
notifee of all updates to the SOP (as most other staff are as well). 
 
As discussed by phone with Joanne – I’ve attached a document which shows when we would use the 
different SOPSs.  Plus also a Team Chart – how the teams are set up on the page (L to R) is how a 
sample moves through our processes (without going through the Quality & Operational Team 
specifically).
 
Adverse event and their guidelines – I’ve attached the SOP for investigating Adverse Events, 
however this issue has never been deemed an adverse event as we have no evidence to suggest that 
there is a gross or systemic issue with the procedure.  Whilst a couple of cases have been put 
forward as showing no sperm detected at Evidence Recovery stage, but a DNA profile was obtained 
and review of the slides from the Analytical process showed sperm – this could be due to human 
error as well as other factors that may have affected only that sample.  Other examples of an 
adverse event in Forensic DNA Analysis are: in 2008, an instrument did not operate at an optimal 
level and sample to sample contamination was discovered.  This affected samples that had been 
processed for a period of time and required advice to both QPS and DPP from myself and the Senior 
Director.  Another example was a minor miscode in STRmix (software used to generate likelihood 
ratios for DNA profiles).  A new version was released, however 24 Statements had to be re-issued as 
the stats had changed with the new version and again, required advice to both QPS and DPP from 
myself and the Senior Director.
 
Jacqui Wilson raised the issue to her line manager, Amanda Reeves, a case that she was reporting on 
(email from 4th of March 2016) had minimal sperm detected at Evidence Recovery phase of the 
process but larger numbers of sperm at Analytical phase.  Jacqui has been interviewed by the 
External Investigator and she has verbally advised me that she has no issue with the processing that 
is undertaken in the lab regarding sexual assaults (or any other sample).
 
Staff had a small round table discussion about the processing of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
(SAIKs) – they were: Anna Lemalu (now works at ESR NZ and we’ve just been thanked for the 
excellent training that we gave her as she’s fitted seamlessly into their workplace), Adrian Pippia 
(interviewed by Ext Inv), Thomas Nurthen (interviewed by Ext Inv), Jacqui Wilson (interviewed by Ext 
Inv), Matthew Hunt (currently acting in Amanda’s HP5 position and has been supportive of all our 
efforts with Project #181 etc), Josie Entwistle and Penelope Taylor (neither have been interviewed as 
they are in a different reporting team).  The list of suggestions they put forward was:
- looking at the slide making process in the Evidence Recovery phase of the process 
- data mining (this is being done from the mitigation step – so all samples have been submitted for 
profiling regardless of sperm detection since August 2016 – data suggests that there is no gross / 
systemic failure of the process)
- check on the amount of liquid added to swab at the Evidence Recovery phase of the process – 
(Justin Howes has looked at journal articles and has found that of the articles that list the amount – 
we add less volume as we are trying to converse the amount of evidence in the sample – so we’re 
trying not to dilute it too much so that we detect sperm)
- suggested making control swabs and following them through the process – (this is essentially what 
Project #181 is doing)
 
Amanda has supplied ‘evidence’ to her lawyer of another staff member questioning the process - 
Emma Caunt.  Emma is currently doing Project #181 in conjunction with Allan McNevin.  The 
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Background 
 
Scientists employed within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  (Reporting Team) of Forensic and Scientific 
Services (FSS)  are responsible for preparing reports to the Queensland Police Service, providing scientific [witness] 
statements and appearing to give expert evidence as required. 
 
The FFS FSS has had a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the analysis of sexual assault kits. Prior to 2008 that 
SOP involved the following steps (the old process): 

1.       The swab is removed from its swab casing vial, moistened with distilled water and rolled abbed on a 
microscope slide. If sperm was identified on that slide, the swab was sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm was not identified on that slide, water would be added to the swab and the swab would be rolled 
across paper.  Presumptive testing would then be conducted on that paper.  If sperm seminal fluid was 
detected identified on the paper, the swab would be sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm seminal fluid was identified in the presumptive test, the swab would then be used for cell 
testing. 

 
In June 2010 the SOP was amended to involve the following steps (the new process): 

1.       Dilution of the swab in a the vial with nanopure water and mixed. in which it was provided.  The swab was 
then removed from the vial and rolled across A drop of the water is removed and placed onto a microscope 
slide (the slide test).  If sperm is identified on that slide, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm is not identified on that slide, the swab is be returned to the vial and the vial would be “vortexed” 
in the hope to extract sperm that had penetrated the swab.  A sample of the fluid after vortexing is used for 
presumptive testing.  If sperm seminal fluid is identified on that test, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm or seminal fluid is identified in either the slide test or the presumptive test, the swab is then be 
used for cell testing. 

4.       Swabs sent for DNA analysis whereby both the swab and the remaining fluid are processed to separate the 
sperm from epithelial cells.  During this processing, sperm are spun to the bottom of the tube before 
another slide is prepared. then undergo a procedure to remove the water used for dilution- thereby 
returning the any sperm sample to its concentrated state. 

 
The new process was introduced with a view to preserving as much sample as possible for DNA profiling whilst still 
undertaking a slide test and presumptive tests. larger sample for testing and analysis. As the new process retains the 
fluid and dilutes the sperm sample, where only a low number of sperm have been collected presumably only a small 
number of sperm will be used in each stage of testing- allowing for a greater number of sperm to be available for 
DNA analysis if appropriate. 
 
The SOP remained largely unchanged until August 2016 when further risk mitigation processes implemented to 
ensure that all samples were processed were written into the procedure.  Whilst the SOP was amended in 2010, the 
manual detailing the SOP was not amended until August 2016.  I’m not sure what you’re trying to say.  The new 
process was implemented and documented in the SOP in 2010.  A risk mitigation step wasn’t implemented until 
August 2016.  The SOP has been updated on the following occasions: 20/09/2010, 22/02/2011, 15/11/2013, 
29/07/2015 and 09/03/2017. 
 
A member of the Reporting Team (the scientist) raised concerns regarding the new process being “bad science” 
around March June 2016.  In response to those concerns the FFS implemented risk minimisation processes for the 
analysis of sexual assault kits in August 2016, after some preliminary investigation into the process.  In particular, 
the FFS has been sending swabs for DNA analysis irrespective of whether sperm was identified on the slide test or 
presumptive test.   As a result, approximately 650 swabs have been analysed with approximately 2% (approximately 
13) of those swabs being found to contain sperm.  At present the FFS cannot confirm whether positive DNA analysis 
has been possible on those swabs.  These results are still being reviewed and a report will be compiled in the next 2 
weeks. 
 
The scientist made complaints regarding the personal conduct of a colleague in August November 2016.  Since that 
time the scientist has made claims for personal injury and been involved in meetings with the FSS regarding her 
concerns.  Crown Law is not instructed to act in relation to any of those matters.   
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Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may 
be protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if 
you use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print 
or copy this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 
sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system 
network. Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 
defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 7 April 2017 5:19 PM

To: Gary Uhlmann

Cc: Jade Franklin

Subject: Amanda Reeves meeting and Crown Law document

Attachments: Crown Law Advice_Amanda Reeves.pdf

Importance: High

Hi Gary,  

 

As per our phone conversation I attach advice from Crown Law regarding circumstances around Amanda’s claims 

regarding DNA process. 

 

Jade, Shae and I met with Amanda and her lawyer for several hours this afternoon to discuss aspects around her 

acceptance and willingness to abide by the outcomes of both the Livingstone’s Review and ESR Scientific 

Review.  Amanda was very circumspect and evasive with her answers and would not give a firm and definitive 

commitment to returning to work in a harmonious and professional capacity and accepting all the grievance issues 

outlined previously as settled. 

 

Shae (Clayton Utz lawyer) had a without prejudice discussion with her lawyer after the meeting and he committed to 

reverting to us on Monday afternoon with any potential alternatives to a complete return to her substantive role in 

DNA. 

 

In summary, I am not convinced that Amanda has the desire and willingness to return in her substantive role and 

operate in a professional and committed manner and to observe all Code of Conduct requirements.  Her answers, 

demeanour and behaviour during this and previous discussions demonstrated quite the reverse in my opinion.  I believe 

she could raise similar issues in the future and could potential cause great harm to the DNA unit in which she works and 

possible to the reputation of FSS. 

 

I recommend we await the response from Amanda’s lawyer on Monday and then convene a meeting with Shae, Di, Jade 

me and you to determine our best course of action 

 

Kind regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 

39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 
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Paul Csoban

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 21 July 2017 2:34 PM

To: Karyn Bell

Subject: FW: REEVES: Draft submission to Workers Comp Regulator 

Attachments: Amanda Reeves - Workers Comp Regulator submissions 21072017.doc

Hi Karyn 

My comments as additions 

1. The initial application for Workers Compensation was made many months after the incident.  From memory, I 

think one of the reasons for this was stated by AR that the consequent investigation by Livingstons exacerbated 

her injuries.  However it should be noted that she apparently either requested or certainly was supportive of the 

investigation into the systemic problems in her unit.  The outcomes of the review did not substantiate any of 

her 4 allegations. 

2. After taking some  time off, she has returned to the workplace and completed valuable work without any 

apparent problems or evidence of injury. 

3. As a consequence of further allegations in the course of the investigations, a scientific review was conducted by 

ESR (again with her enthusiastic approval) which also did not substantiate her serious allegations about the 

quality of scientific work being performed in one particular area. 

 

Happy for you to amend 

 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Patrick Steele  

Sent: Friday, 21 July 2017 1:27 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Karyn Bell; Kara Frederiksen 
Cc: Karen Davies 

Subject: REEVES: Draft submission to Workers Comp Regulator  

 

Hi all  

 

Please see attached draft submission. 

 

I’m happy with whatever amendments you think need to be made.  

 

Once completed, Kara can you please send on?  

 

Thanks  

 

Pat  
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Cc: Shaun Mulholland; Theresa Hodges; Dianne Woolley; Barbara Phillips 

Subject: Amanda Reeves return to substantive position 

  

Hi Amanda 

  

Thank you for your time this week. I was pleased to have the opportunity to explore and clarify your 

issues and concerns. I also noted your assurances that you support the current standing scientific 

processes and your additional confirmation that the processes currently in place also satisfy your 

concerns about the possibility of positive samples being missed although you do believe that there are 

more efficient ways of undertaking this testing.  

  

I committed at that meeting I would finish my discussions and considerations about your current 

employment arrangements and operational concerns and notify you of my decisions at the end of this 

week.  

  

As such I have decided the following: 

1. That you should return to your substantive position within the DNA team on Tuesday 3 October 

2017; 

2. That the current process you believe is inefficient will be reviewed to determine whether it can 

be improved; 

3. That a review will be undertaken to determine whether any previous negative samples should 

be retested to ensure that this negative result is accurate; 

4. That upon your returning to your position, an external consultant will be engaged to help 

undertake the following reintegration activities: 

a. Support the re-establishment of the management team and working relationships 

including clarification of any existing role, responsibilities and relationship issues and 

matters and obtaining a clear agreement on these matters by all parties. 

b. Support the re-establishment of your individual team and address any matters that may 

impact on the effectiveness of your team. 

c. Where a written commitment needs to be obtained between any of the parties in order 

to ensure the effective future operation of the overall DNA function then this will be 

completed as part of this process. 

  

Please note that I consider that the effective operation of the DNA function is critical for the State and 

that the reintegration activities outlined above are an important step in ensuring the function is not 

compromised. 

  

I will personally communicate the above decisions to FSS management to ensure everyone works in 

close partnership with the nominated consultant for the success of the implementation of the above 

decisions. My objective is that this work will begin on the 3
rd

 October. 

  

Regards 

  

Gary 
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 Review - Forensic DNA Analysis Team  

RELEVANT BACKGROUND  

Health Support Queensland (HSQ) businesses provide critical services to Hospital and Health 

Services, other government agencies, commercial clients and the community.  

Within HSQ, Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) delivers products and services in the areas of DNA 

profiling (forensic and non-forensic) and forensic chemistry, clinical forensic medicine, coronial 

services, and scientific services to support public and environmental health investigations.  

Within the Police Services Stream, managed by Ms Cathie Allen, DNA Analysis and Reporting is 

undertaken by the Forensic DNA Analysis Team.  

FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS TEAM  

The Forensic DNA Analysis Team has seen a number of significant changes, both technical and 

operational, over at least the past decade, some of which have resulted in adjustments to the 

organisational structure.  

These changes include the way that samples are received, changes in analytical procedures and 

technology and a recent change of information management system, from Auslab to Forensic 

Register.  

The most significant development which contributed to the requirement for adjustments to 

operating procedures and organisational structure was the change from receiving evidence in the 

form of whole items to receiving evidentiary materials in tubes, after initial processing of the whole 

material by the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  

The QPS then allocates a priority level to the sample which, effectively, acts as a measurable 

performance standard.  F, for example, Forensic DNA Analysis has set standards for the following - 

Priority 1 samples are to be processed within 3 days, Priority 2 samples between 1 to 2 weeks and 

Priority 3 samples within 2 to 3 weeks.  

This change in the evidence handling process enabled the Forensic DNA Analysis Team to arrange its 

Evidence Recovery and Analysis activities to operate as a throughput laboratory with sequential 

operations delivering results to reporting teams which then refine the information and generate the 

end product.  

Consequently, the current organisational structure reflects a production line approach where 

materials are put through a refining process to produce an end-product that meets the requirements 

of customers.  
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- Projects take too long to establish and complete and there is no single point of accountability for 

bringing projects to completion.  

Projects taking too long – the reporting staff interviewed were specifically discussing projects in 

which reporting were involved – this is a smaller proportion of projects than projects as a whole (ie 

discussing Y-STR project which is led by a Reporting Team Member as all bench work has been 

completed, as opposed to new instruments being implemented for use which has been completed in 

a shorter timeframe).  Given staff are of a science background. and the  sStatements are somewhat 

nonspecific, more detail is required. 

The perception of the interviewed staff members that projects take too long may well be due to not 

receiving timely feedback and updates on the status of the projects from their line managers. 

-The Quality and Projects, and Operational Officers Team provides Operational Support to the other 

Teams, but is not accountable for the delivery of projects and does not have a significant role in 

monitoring quality in the forensic reporting and intelligence teams. Combining the functions of 

Quality, Projects and operations support and placing this as a Team with a subgroup together with 

Evidence Recovery and Analysis has not met the organisational needs in the areas of Quality and 

Project management.  

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the Quality unit does not have a significant role in monitoring 

quality in the forensic reporting and intelligence teams.  Dr Kirsten Scott provides significant input 

into SOPs, training modules and significant advice and guidance regarding quality to staff that see 

her.  Quality is everyone’s responsibility; therefore Justin Howes is responsible for operational 

quality from his team.  Dr Kirsten Scott is responsible for overseeing that quality activities are 

undertaken appropriately and she performs this function to a very high level. 

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the function of Quality have not met the operational needs in 

the area of quality and projects – this team have ensured that a large number of projects have been 

completed, despite the delayed responses for feedback from the some members of the 

management team. Reporting team managers.  It cannot be stated categorically that a team have 

not delivered, when the reasoning behind that is due to the delay from other staff members 

(regardless of the workload by the managers of the reporting teams, deadlines have been given and 

not met by them and not enforced due to working in an inclusive environment). 

- The staff in the Reporting Teams are paid at a higher level than similarly qualified staff in the other 

teams, due to the presumption that they will be required to present results to the Courts and 

respond to examination by prosecution and defence attorneys. However, only around 10% of results 

are presented in Court and some members of the Reporting Teams may never, or only rarely, attend 

Court, which is seen by some as an inequity that contributes to disharmony in both the Reporting 

Teams and the Forensic DNA Analysis Team, as a whole.  

It should be highlighted that staff who have never attended court are newer reporting team 

members who have not yet fulfilled their training and have not been deemed competent for court – 

it is not accurate incorrect to say ‘never’ and not provide detail surrounding this. 
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It is very difficult to ensure that all reporting team members attend court – given the case types may 

provide a plea, which is not the fault of the staff member.  Ensuring that there is equal 

representation of staff in court can only be done when cases require re-allocation (which Justin does 

on an equity basis), however, court may still not go ahead and this is beyond of our control. 

 

- The Production Line concept contributes to feelings of frustration among highly qualified staff, who 

would prefer to see less rigidity in the organisation and more equitable distribution of work.  

 

- The Production Line concept has also led to the relative isolation of Teams. The restricted 

information sharing and limited professional interaction between staff has contributed to deskilling 

and re-work during the case management stage.  

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the production line concept has led to the isolation of the 

teams – as this concept has been working extremely well for the most part since its inception.  The 

reasoning behind it no longer working well is due to the culture that is currently within the 

management group, which has created mistrust and disharmony. leadership by the reporting 

managers, who undermine other managers during tea and lunch breaks to their team members.  

This causes disharmony.  The reporting managers do not include themselves in group activities such 

as group morning teas, therefore staff members see this and therefore may not don’t attend either.  

This is what contributes to the disharmony, not the production line process which has been 

demonstrated to be very successful by the NIFS end to end projects (twice). 

Re-work during case management can also be due to lack of confidence by the staff member 

undertaking the work, which hasn’t been highlighted. 

 

Staff members have been advised that they are able to observe tasks being undertaken by the 

Evidence Recovery and Analytical teams, by liaison with the line managers of those teams. 

- There is a management team comprising nine people who identify as managers for an overall 

compliment of around 70 people. It is large and unwieldy and has become dysfunctional, partly due 

to the interplay of particular personalities, but a contributing factor must also be its size and lack of 

internal structure and the expectations it generates.  

 

- This dysfunction is evidenced by the failure to deliver projects and the failure to address critical 

issues such as the impending technical changes to DNA Aanalysis for intelligence purposes, the 

breakdown of the Intelligence Team and the failure to manage to bottleneck in the production line 

between Analytical and Reporting.  

It is not accurate to include the breakdown of the Intelligence Team as a dysfunction of the 

management team.  During the FR project, it was highlighted that changes would be required within 
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this team, however a gentle approach to this change was taken.  Personal issues within this team 

have not been included in this review as those staff members were not interviewed. 

 

It is not accurate to place the failure of managing the bottleneck of results onto the management 

team when members of this team are ensuring that results are being reported, on top of the other 

tasks that they currently perform.  This is a more complex issue that requires more detail than what 

has been provided. 

It is not warranted placing all of the blame of the bottleneck of results onto the management team – 

they have all provided advice and ideas on how to decrease the number of outstanding results 

(including Allan and Luke interpreting hundreds of results on top of their work), when it is largely a 

failure of the management members within the Reporting teams to act upon the issues 

- Within the Reporting Teams the piecemeal basis on which work is allocated contributes to 

inefficiencies, particularly an overall low work output, inequitable sharing of the workload and low 

levels of reported work satisfaction.  

AGREED 

2. Culture  

 a) Whole Group Issues  

 - There has been a failure, over the long term, to effectively address human resource 

management issues so that by the end of 2017; despite repeated attempts by senior managers: o 

ordinary line management reporting was not in operation between the Reporting Teams and the 

Managing Scientist;  

 o the management team was not functioning effectively, due to an undercurrent of personal 

disagreements;  

 o a number of personal grievances remained unresolved; and  

  

 o the Intelligence Team was without an effective compliment of staff.  

 

- Vertically and horizontally, within the Forensic DNA Analysis team, there are significant 

communication issues. It is perceived that there is inadequate communication by senior managers, 

which contributes to the circulation of pernicious rumours.  

 

- There is a perceived lack of transparency in decision making, which contributes to high levels of 

suspicion and separation into cliques, with the resultant breakdown in trust amongst staff and 

management.  
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The perceived lack of transparency in decision making is also due to the circulation of the pernicious 

rumours from some staff members reporting management staff and their undermining of other 

management team members – this hasn’t been detailed effectively in the above statement. doesn’t 

seem to have been adequately addressed 

 

- There are significant issues regarding priorities for action, where personal relationship and 

grievance issues have distracted management from priority operational decisions. This has resulted 

in inefficiencies and a failure to resolve bottlenecks with a resultant perceived impact on customer 

service.  

 

- There is a breakdown in line management processes and respect for normal workplace behaviour, 

as a result of the failure to apply ordinary performance standards in relation to conduct and 

professional output.  

 

- There is a lack of flexibility in leadership and management to address operational performance 

issues and to adjust the operating model and allocation of resources to address these issues.  

It is not accurate to detail the above as it is because it doesn’t describe the above as being 

statements from staff members, so it is their perception of the situation. 

- Morale is low, and the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list. This is very 

upsetting for all of the Reporting staff. Overtime is a short-term solution to a long-term problem.  

The statement ‘This is very upsetting for all of the reporting staff’ would be extended to ‘all staff 

members’, as all team members are affected by the decreased lack of output from the reporting 

teams.   

Similarly “the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list” is not accurate 

incorrect.  This issue has been the subject of discussion amongst senior management and there are 

plans to utilise FR and planned overtime activities mooted restructures to assist in addressing this 

situation. 

 

b) Reporting and Intelligence Team Issues  

 

- The Reporting function is over-governed with two supervisors when in effect, it operates as a single 

team.  
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- The system of work allocation is inefficient, with reported co-dependence of the supervisors, 

resulting in inequitable piecemeal allocation of work.  

The above statement is how the reporting teams describe their work environment. 

- There is a lack of appropriate performance standards and monitoring, with a resultant lack of 

accountability for individual performance, which contributes to less than optimal production 

outcomes. This contributes to a lack of job satisfaction, and concern by individuals at the 

performance variability amongst staff.  

The above statement is how the reporting teams described their work environment. 

- The Reporting Team comprises staff with a wide variety of skills qualifications and experience, 

which is not fully utilised due to the rigidity of the production line operating model. This has created 

silos, with little opportunity for staff to broaden the use of their skills and experience.  

It has also been stated that a further contribution to staff being unable to broaden their use of skills 

and experience is due to favouritism by the reporting managers – i.e. only particular staff are 

allocated ‘projects’ to undertake and that this is unfairly distributed – this doesn’t seem to have 

been included when it should be considered as a major factor. 

- There is considerable re-work when a particular case is received by the Reporting Team, and full 

consideration is given to the evidentiary issues. This is primarily due to a lack of consultation across 

silos, as the case progresses through the Evidence Recovery and Analytical areas.  

The re-working of some samples that can be undertaken by a reporting staff member can be due to 

additional reasons – e.g. additional information has been received that was not available when the 

items arrived which requiring rework, etc.  There is an apparent lack of trust from the senior staff 

members within the reporting teams regarding the work undertaken by the Evidence Recovery and 

Analytical teams – this contributes to the reworking undertaken, however this hasn’t been 

highlighted.The reporting managers openly display a lack of trust in the work undertaken by the ER 

and Analytical teams and this facet has been taken on board by reporting staff members – this can 

be considered as a major contributing factor. 

- The Intelligence Team has virtually ceased to operate due to the loss of an effective compliment of 

staff.  

The loss of an effective compliment of staff from the Intel team is beyond management control – 

however and plans are being implemented to address this. 

- This Unit currently uses the nine loci DNA kit, which is no longer in commercial production, and 

there is a requirement for new business rules to be developed with QPS to support the use of the 21 

loci DNA kit for intelligence purposes.  

It should be noted that Volume Crime items are processed with the 9 loci DNA kit and that these 

items now need to be processed in another kit – which the QPS has deemed to be the PP21 kit.  The 

statement about the ‘Unit using 9 loci’ is very unclear around content and relevance. 
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- The Intelligence Team is responsible for uploads to the national data base, which is not the most 

efficient allocation of this task. There is merit in considering merging of Intelligence with Reporting 

and then training the integrated team to perform uploads.  

It is not an effective use of HP4 reporter’s time in uploading of profiles to NCIDD.  Whilst the task of 

reviewing links can be done by HP4 reporting staff (given they report other similar results), it is not 

envisaged that HP4 reporters should upload profiles to NCIDD.  This statement is too simplistic in its 

current wording.  In the process of integrating the Intel team, the tasks are planned to be broken 

down and reallocated to appropriate HP levels. 

3. Systems and Processes - Forensic Register (FR)  

 

The introduction of FR is an opportunity to review systems and processes, particularly to inform the 

further development of FR. Whilst the new system has not been fully implemented at this stage, it 

will result in changes to work processes and work practices and ultimately structure and resourcing. 

Any immediate changes from this review need to take into account that further adjustments may be 

necessary as FR is fully implemented.  

The FR has been fully implemented – it is not accurate incorrect to say that it hasn’t.  FSSWe have 

reported to all (including within the QPS) that the FR has been we have implemented the FR.  There 

are elements to the reporting processes that require enhancement, however the statement as it 

stands is not accurate incorrect and contradicts the reporting that we have previously submitted for 

the Project (FRIP).  It should be noted that the Project team for this implementation ed has in fact 

been disbanded due to completion. 

The reporting teams have been incorrectly advised that certain parts of their processes weren’t 

addressed.  A large amount of development work was directed to ent into the automatic reporting 

lines within the FR, however the reporting matrix provided to the QPS had a large number of errors 

in it which caused wrong lines to be provided.  This was a large risk for both organisations, so with 

the agreement of the Team Leaders, this portion was postponed until after implementation.  This 

meant that the system of choosing a line that is done in Auslab was done in the FR until further work 

could be done to correct the matrix.  Progress has been made on this and the reporting staff are 

giving feedback on the automated lines that are now available in the FR.  It is due to this mis-

communication regarding the FR that staff have built further false impressions. 

4. Conditions of Employment  

 

It has been raised that part-time staff are not allowed to accumulate TOIL and that this is a blanket 

ban which is not applied to other FSS staff. It is reported that, part-time staff in Forensic Chemistry 

do have access to TOIL.  

Forensic Chemistry staff work under a different arrangement – staff voted for a Variable working 

arrangement meaning the accumulation of ATO.  This has been communicated on numerous 

occasions.  Forensic DNA Analysis voted for a Standard arrangement, meaning the accumulation of 
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TOIL.  Under the Award arrangements, part-time staff were only able to accumulate TOIL after they 

had completed an 8 hour shift.  Due to budget constraints, it was not feasible to allow staff to work 

additional hours and accumulate TOIL, unless required for urgent items or court.  Clarification has 

been sought from HR regarding the new Award and Enterprise Bargain Agreement. 

Staff have put the view that denial of access to TOIL and the rigidity applied to ‘spread of hours’ 

affects flexibility in the workplace and personal wellbeing and is not consistent with the family 

friendly policies of the Department.  

The spread of hours is due to the service that is provided to our clients, namely the QPS and the 

Court reporting staff being required for Court – which is open between 9am and 5pm.  Notification 

of the requirement for evidence is not always supplied in advance.  Thus if we accept flexibility 

according to some staff wishes, the situation could arise where all staff have left at 2.30pm (due to a 

6am start) and court evidence is required at 3pm.  This would not be providing a service to the 

client.  

This statement also hasn’t been balanced with the client’s request for availability during court 

business hour  fact that we are required by the client during business hours (the QPS 8am to 4pm; 

the courts 9am to 5pm).  It should be noted that this has already been the subject of union 

negotiation and in fact has been settled. 

5. Training & Development  

 

Staff reported that there were few opportunities to gain broader experience in other roles and that 

limited training opportunities exacerbate this problem.  

Training is ad hoc and restricted to the work staff are undertaking in their substantive role. It is 

poorly organised and not needs-based.  

There are limited opportunities for teams to share what they are undertaking and to learn from each 

other.  

A reporting staff member attends the Evidence Recovery team meeting and a different reporting 

staff member attends the Analytical team meeting – feedback should be provided from these team 

members at their meetings.  As the reporting teams don’t hold meetings, there is no mechanism for 

feedback and this hasn’t been highlighted. 

Due to the requirement for the provision of timely results to the client, training outside their core 

duties is not able to be provided.  A training matrix is currently being developed in the reporting 

teams to ensure that all staff are trained across all tasks required. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Operating Model and Structural Options  

 

Option 1: Process Integrated Team Approach  
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This option would involve a shift from the production line model to integrated horizontal teams 

which would handle cases through all process stages. The model would split the teams horizontally 

into product segments, for example:  

1. Major crime;  

2. Sexual assault; and  

3. Volume crime.  

 

There are some significant benefits in adopting this model, as follows:  

1. Reduction of silos;  

2. More flexible working arrangements;  

3. Greater variety of work for individual staff;  

4. Increased skills and experience development opportunities for staff;  

5. An opportunity to develop a more collaborative and cooperative team-based operating approach, 

which would increase the flexibility to allocate resources where the greatest demand for work was 

located, and to speedily remove any blockages such as in the reporting area; and  

6. Potentially less re-work which currently occurs under the production line model due to the siloed 

nature of work.  

 

Implications:  

1. Three new Team Leaders at HP6 levels to lead the teams.  

2. Reduction in Supervisors – 5 x HP5’s (Evidence, Analytical, Reporting x 2, Intelligence x 1) and 1 x 

HP4 (Operations).  

3. Reduction in two Team Leaders - 2 x HP6 (may be successful in the three new Team Leader 

positions)  

4. Possible shift in resources to strengthen Quality and Projects Unit.  

 

It is inefficient and not cost effective to have 3 Analytical teams – given the large number of volume 

crimes samples are required to  there is a requirement to ensure a timely throughput of major crime 

samples (ie larger batches enable more samples to be processed efficiently).  The proposed structure 

is not viable given workload and resource constraints. 

In fact this may create more silos, as the ER staff wouldn’t see the variety of samples that they 

currently have access to. 
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Option 2: Enhanced Production Line Model  

This option would involve structural and process changes to address many of the concerns expressed 

above.  

The proposed changes to the current model would involve:  

 

1. Separating the Quality and Projects functions from Operational Support. Having this function 

report directly under the Managing Scientist will provide an overarching service to all program 

activities and units.  

2. Merging the two reporting teams into one unit and also merging the Intelligence Team into the 

merged Reporting Team.  

 3. Reducing the size of the management team to four positions namely: a. Managing 

Scientist  

 b. Quality and Projects Manager  

 c. Team Leader Evidence Recovery and Quality;  

 d. Team Leader Forensic Reporting and Intelligence  

  

 4. Establishing a Technical Advisory Group (or Reference Group), which would comprise 

Supervisors in Evidence Recovery, Analytical, Reporting, Operations and Quality/Projects and other 

staff on as as-needs basis, depending on the nature of the technical, scientific or operations matter 

for consideration.  

Implications:  

1. Reduction in supervisors – 3 x HP5 – these positions may take up other roles or take up the duties 

of the area on a (Present Incumbent Only) PIO basis.  

2. Quality and Projects is elevated to a whole of team oversight and support position reporting 

directly to the Chief Scientist.  

There seems to be a fundamental misunderstanding regarding Quality and Projects – this position 

previously reported directly to the Managing Scientist, however this did not change the perception 

of the role.  The fundamental piece that is missing is that some staff members the reporting 

managers delay projects and do not provide feedback to their teams on projects.  If this were 

adequately addressed, the perception of Quality and projects would change. 

Note: There is no Chief Scientist  - presume this is the Managing Scientist 

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS  
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REC 1. Operational Model - consider the options for operational model and structural change, and 

assess the merits of each option and the implications, and decide which is the most appropriate 

option. Should Option 2 be the most appropriate option, consider the establishment of a Technical 

Advisory Group (TAG) or Reference Group, the function of which would be to support decision 

making at the technical and operational issue level. This Group would comprise Senior Team Leaders 

and Supervisors and others on an as-needs basis. This Group would not usurp the role of 

management, but rather address operational and technical issues and provide advice to the 

management team, thus freeing up the management team to address strategic issues.  

Changing the name from Management Team to Technical Advisory Group wouldn’t seem to assist 

with the issues that are being considered for resolution 

REC 2. Quality and Projects - notwithstanding the choice of operating model, it is recommended 

that Quality and Projects is strengthened with additional resources, and reports directly to the 

Managing Scientist, to enable the Unit to provide overarching quality review and project delivery 

across the whole business.  

This is feasible but care should be taken that by placing Quality & projects under the Managing 

Scientist, the expectation would be that the Managing Scientist is able to achieve more than others 

do currently.   The change would have to be framed appropriately and may be seen as reverting to 

old ways. 

REC 3. Court attendance – review the officers currently qualified to attend court and undertake an 

assessment of the need for court attendance, the number of staff required for this function, and the 

most appropriate staff members to attend court. This may involve additional training and 

development for some officers.  

This has ramifications for Workforce Planning.   The proposal means that some staff would retain 

their HP4 role but not attend court – this is very difficult to justify.  Given the large number of items 

waiting reporting, supporting this would have implications for workflow, given it is beyond our 

control to know or estimate court requirements 

REC 4. Performance Framework – develop and implement an appropriate performance framework 

and system with clear standards for operational delivery and throughput for each position. Ensure 

there is alignment of expectations between staff and managers/supervisors, and that staff are 

regularly assessed and coached against agreed KPIs and performance criteria. This will ensure 

equitable allocation and delivery of work.  

Agree 

REC 5. Bottlenecks – with whichever model is chosen, and whatever recommendations are adopted, 

ensure that managers and supervisors identify fluctuations in capability and capacity to deliver in 

certain areas early, and develop appropriate strategies to address the shortfall speedily prior to the 

gap becoming a major problem.  

This recommendation should include a requirement that PDPs for the reporting managers should 

note responsibility for responding to the changing needs.  There is no bottleneck at the front end of 
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the process as the line managers currently take responsibility and accountability for the work and 

put adequate processes in place. 

REC 6. HR Issues – ensure the appointment of an HR Manager and supporting resources at FSS to 

provide on time HR advice, and support, including advice on process and strategic interventions. 

Ensure that all HR issues are triaged, and addressed equitably and promptly to avoid escalation and 

dysfunction in the organisation.  

Strongly Agree 

REC 7. Communication – develop an internal communications strategy based on the 

communications issues identified, and ensure that the strategies are implemented using approaches 

such as more regular team meetings, timely communication of decisions impacting staff, internal 

communiques, intranet posts, management “walking the talk” and other targeted strategies and 

actions.  

Agree 

REC 8. Systems and Processes – ensure there are appropriate processes in place to support the 

implementation of FR, and ensure that internal systems and processes are developed to ensure staff 

utilise the full capacity and capability of FR, which may result in streamlining of workflows and an 

increase in productivity.  

FR is already implemented; there is a structure in place that supports ongoing enhancements (VSTS, 

fortnightly meetings, changes rolled out and SOPs changed).  An FAQ is currently being drafted. 

REC 9. Conditions of employment – review the conditions of employment in areas such as TOIL, and 

rigidity in the spread of hours, and ensure that staff are treated equitably across different 

professional, operational and administrative areas.  

Staff are all treated equitably according to the operational needs of the unit as outlined above.  

Additionally there is a current request investigation underway around the latest Award and EB 

provisions. 

REC 10. Utilisation of skills and experience base – depending on the operating model chosen, 

ensure that all staff have an equitable opportunity to undertake work and duties in areas where 

their skills and experience can be applied, and they have opportunities to enhance their skills 

through targeted training and development.  

Agree 

REC 11. Outstanding operational issues – ensure that processes are in place to address outstanding 

operational changes, and that staff are up to date with the latest techniques and approaches eg 

change from nine loci DNA kits to 21 loci DNA kits. 

Agree 
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Summary of feedback from Reporting Teams – Forensic DNA Analysis, after interviews conducted 
by Workplace Edge 
 
 
A significant number of staff expressed the following perceptions: 
 

- The morale within the reporting teams is low 
- There is a perceived lack of accountability for work output and performance is not actively 

managed.   
- There is a perception that with an increasing workload, there is no clear plan to manage it. 
- The Commonwealth Games will be held shortly and there has been no plan communicated 

to the teams regarding this event. 
- Communication needs to be improved between vertical levels of management. 
- There is a perception that gossip is damaging and there is a failure to manage pernicious 

rumours 
- There is a perception that the separation between ER & Q teams and FRIT was a result of 

the development of antagonistic attitudes, which was further entrenched by a lack of 
socialising and reduction in other meaningful interactions.  

 
 
Way Forward 
 

- FRIT management will investigate ways to improve the interactions between the teams to 
improve information sharing and ensure shared decision making where this is appropriate 

- A culture development process will be undertaken to address the low morale within the 
teams along with other areas identified 

- Management Team will be looking at the best ways to achieve improved communications 
and more timely action on problems that affect your well-being. 

- Internal processes will be open, merit based and transparent in accordance with 
Departmental policies.  The communications regarding these internal processes will also 
enable and demonstrate this. 

- A key goal through the cultural development process will be to ensure a culture of inclusion 
and a shared sense of achievement. 

- FSS are examining options for improving HR and IR support for the campus 
- Increasing the availability of HR resources will assist in addressing issues regarding 

improper conduct in a timely manner 
- Further consultation with all staff of Forensic DNA Analysis will be undertaken in light of the 

feedback regarding team organisation and team functioning 
- Suggestion regarding training needs for staff and the benefits from widening participation in 

the use of Moot Courts and other training methods will be considered 
- Frequently Asked Questions regarding Forensic Register has been provided to all staff 

members in Police Services Stream 
- Further consultation and consideration given to the large amount of feedback regarding 

quality and projects. 
- Workshops to be undertaken regarding the functioning of the individual reporting teams. 
- Workflow devised regarding volume crime samples being profiled with PP21 
- Commonwealth Games is anticipated to increase the number of items submitted and 

workforce management plans have been implemented for this period. 
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Additional information

From: Cathie Allen <
To: Ashley Macfarlane <
Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2018 17:28:05 +1100

Hi Ashley
 
Thank you for your �me y esterday.  I’d like to provide the below informa�on, in addi�on t o the informa�on pr ovided
yesterday.
 
Addi�onal clarific a�on r egarding Selec�on R eport for Luke Ryan:
 
Three candidates that were shortlisted and offered interviews had extensive forensic experience, however each of them
were currently w  the forensic field.  These candidates were  and Luke Ryan. 
One candidate, , did not proceed with the interview, as she view that she had
accepted a forensic posi�on in the Northern T erritory forensic DNA laboratory.  It was due to their extensive forensic
experience, but that their current roles were not in a forensic area, I choose to add the line regarding ‘inclusive process’
in the selec�on r eport to show transparency for their inclusion  demonstrates to me that the Northern Territory
forensic laboratory also used a similar inclusionary process, as  was successful in gaining a posi�on within the
forensic area despite her current posi�on being outside the f orensic field.
 
Insp Brendan Smith was known to me through professional mee�ngs on c oronial ma� ers, however I did not know Insp
Smith on a personal level.  Whilst I have come to know a number of police officers on a personal level through my
a� endance at forensic work mee�ngs and f orensic science conferences, I didn’t know Insp Smith on a personal level
prior to the recruitment process.  I have not socialised with Insp Smith, either before the recruitment process or since
the process was finalised.  To my knowledge, none of the applicants knew Insp Smith prior to the recruitment process
and it was for this reason that Insp Smith made an ideal, independent panel member.  Insp Smith was not surprised by
my declara�on of kno wledge of several candidates, as through the shortlis�ng pr ocess he was aware of their current or
previous employment at FSS as it was listed on their CVs.
 
Addi�onal in forma�on r egarding social interac�ons:
The Queensland Police Service hold Christmas par�es and some �mes, s taff members from Forensic DNA Analysis were
invited and a� ended some of those par�es.  A t one Christmas party, which was held at Boggo Road Goal, it was a� ended
by myself and several other work colleagues which included Luke Ryan and Amanda Reeves (this was in approximately
2004).  This is to highlight that over the many years of different social func�ons held, a v ariety of work colleagues have
socialised with Luke Ryan, not just myself.
 
I would like to place on record that I consider this complaint lodged against me to be retribu�on and v exa�ous f or
perceived issues regarding Amanda Reeves.  In June 2016, Amanda has a nega�v e interac�on with another member of
the Forensic DNA Analysis management team, Allan McNevin.  This interac�on occurr ed whilst I was on leave and upon
my return, I was updated with the status of the situa�on, which w as that the issue between the 2 par�es hadn’t been
resolved and that Amanda had lodged an email with Allan’s line manager detailing 4 allega�ons ag ainst him.  These
allega�ons hadn’t been in ves�g ated or resolved.  I provided op�ons t o Paul Csoban regarding poten�al a venues to
resolve the allega�ons.  P aul opted for an external inves�g a�on b y Livingstones, which was approved by Gary Uhlmann,
then HSQ CEO.  This external inves�g a�on c ommenced in approx. October 2016.  In November 2016, Amanda ins�g ated
a WorkCover claim.  In late January 2017, Amanda was able to return to the work unit with full medical clearance,
however she raised an issue with a process that was undertaken by the Evidence Recovery team, which is overseen by
Allan.  She advised that she would be unable to report on a category of case types due to this issue.  The organisa�on
requested Amanda to undertake a project role at FSS whilst an audit was conducted on the process, this was approved
and signed off by Gary Uhlmann.  The audit by an overseas company showed that there was no issue with the process. 
Since Amanda’s return to the FSS campus in Jan 2017, she has either ignored me when we passed each other in the
corridor despite me politely speaking to her, or she has barely made an audible sound towards me, she had lodged a
complaint against me with Gary Uhlmann in June 2017 (which to my knowledge remains unresolved as I have not been
formally advised of this complaint), she has lodged four RTIs regarding material that I (and others) may hold that
highlights my alleged a� empts to remove her from her posi�on, she has c ontacted many HSQ staff members and spoken
nega�v ely about me and she has spoken nega�v ely about me to two external consultants – Angela Pe�e (fr om
Workplace Consultant) and Allan Holz (from Workplace Edge).  For all of these reasons, I feel that this complaint is
retribu�on f or a perceived ac�on tha t I have allegedly taken against Amanda and I feel that this complaint is vexa�ous.
 Amanda has also lodged complaints against other FSS staff members including Paul Csoban.
 
Further emails will be sent with a� achments from the interview process.
 
If you need any clarifica�on, please don’t hesit ate to contact me.
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